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PRESIDENT'S REPORT

FOR 1929-30

To the Board of Trustees of Cornell University:

I have the honor to present the following report on the progress of

the University during the academic year 1929-30.

The University has suffered serious loss by death of the following
distinguished figures.

Henry W. Sackett, a Trustee of the University, died in New York

City on December 9, 1929. He was Alumni Trustee from 1899 to

1909; in 1909 he was appointed a trustee by the Governor of the

State of New York; in January 1914 he was elected by the Board to

fill the vacancy caused by the death of Stewart L. Woodford and he

served continuously as a member of the Board from that time until

his death.

Daniel P. Witter, President of the New York State Agricultural

Society and thereby an ex-officio Trustee of the University, died in

Berkshire, New York, on January 9, 1930.

E. Gorton Davis, Professor of Landscape Architecture, died in

Ithaca on May 23, 1930. He came to Cornell in 191 1 as assistant

professor of rural art. From 1912 to 1916 he was assistant pro

fessor of landscape art and in June T916 was promoted to a professor

ship in that subject. In 1922 he became professor of landscape

architecture and held that position until his death.

F. H. Hall, Associate in Research in the Division of Horticulture of

the New York State Experiment Station at Geneva, died October 18,
1929.

Earl C. Smith, Instructor in English, died April 1, 1930.

The Trustees

Horace White was appointed by the Governor to succeed himself

as trustee for a term of five years.

C. H. Baldwin was elected President of the New York State Agri

cultural Society in January in succession to Mr. Witter and thus

became an ex-officio trustee of the University.

H. E. Babcock was appointed by the New York State Grange in

February as its representative on the Board. He succeeds W. H.

Pratt.
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At the meeting of the Board held in February, E. N. Sanderson, an

alumni trustee whose term would have expired in 1934, was elected

by the Board to the trusteeship left vacant by the death of Mr.

Sackett.

On June 16, 1930 Trustees G. F. Baker, C. M. Schwab, and H. R.

Ickelheimer were elected to succeed themselves for five-year terms.

The Alumni re-elected M. M. Upson a trustee for a five-year term

and elected John B. Tuck of the Class of '93 for a five-year term in

succession to A. D. Warner, Jr., whose term expired in June 1930.

The Alumni also elected Mr. Warner a trustee to fill the unexpired

term of E. N. Sanderson's alumni trusteeship.

Professor Ernest Merritt was elected Faculty Representative on

the Board of Trustees January 1, 1930, succeeding Frank Thilly,

whose term expired on that date.

W. C. Teagle was elected a member of the Medical College Council

vice R. H. Williams, whose term had expired in June 1929.

M. C. Taylor was re-elected a member of the Medical College

Council for a term of three years.

J. T. Newman was elected a member of the Committee on Build

ings and Grounds in succession to H. W. Sackett, deceased.

H. R. Ickelheimer and M. M. Upson were re-elected members of

the Finance Committee.

A. D. Warner, Jr., was re-elected a member of the Heckscher

Research Council.

The Faculty

The following appointments and promotions in the faculty have

been made during the past year :

W. A. Hammond, Professor of Ancient Philosophy and of Aesthet

ics, Emeritus; M. C. Ernsberger, Professor of Heat-Power Engineer

ing, Emeritus; Professor R. S. Stevens, Acting Dean of the Law

School from February to September 1930 during the absence of Dean

Burdick on leave; Harry Caplan, Professor of Classics; W. H. Farn

ham, Professor of Law; C. E. Hayden, Professor of Veterinary

Physiology; J. W. Hebel, Professor of English; F F. Hill, Professor

of Rural Economy; J. R. Johnson, Professor of Organic Chemistry;

H. S. Liddell, Professor of Physiology; F. G. Marcham, Professor of

English History; Day Monroe, Professor of Home Economics;

Grace Morin, Professor of Home Economics; Whiton Powell, Pro

fessor of Business Management in Agriculture; M. P Rasmussen,
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Professor of Marketing; G. H. Robinson, Professor of Law; T. V.

Smith, Acting Professor of Philosophy; Carl Stephenson, Professor

of History; A. P. Whitaker, Professor of American History; Otto

Kinkeldey, Librarian and Professor of Musicology; E. R. B. Willis,

Associate Librarian; S. A. Asdell, Assistant Professor of Animal

Husbandry; M. P. Catherwood, Assistant Professor of Business

Management in the Department of Agricultural Economic^; C. E. F.

Guterman, Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology; A. C. Haigh,

Assistant Professor of Music; J. A. Hartell, Assistant Professor

of Architecture; J. G. Jenkins, Assistant Professor of Psychology;

B. W. Jones, Assistant Professor of Mathematics; J. R. Livermore,

Assistant Professor of Plant Breeding; J. W. MacDonald, Assistant

Professor of Law; G. F. MacLeod, Assistant Professor of Economic

Entomology; W. F. McDonald, Assistant Professor of Classics; True

McLean, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering; M. G. Malti,

Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering; W. T. Miller, Act

ing Assistant Professor in Investigation in the Veterinary College;

R. E. Montgomery, Assistant Professor of Economics; B. K. North

rop, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering; R. G. F. Robin

son, Assistant Professor of Philosophy; C. K. Thomas, Assistant

Professor of Public Speaking; Alexander Zeissig, Assistant Pro

fessor in Investigation in the Veterinary College.

In the Medical College in New York City the following have been

appointed or promoted :

H. J. Stander, Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology; H. F.

Traut, Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology; Major

T. G. Tousey, Professor of Military Science and Tactics, detailed

by theWar Department; P. B. Armstrong, Assistant Professor of An

atomy; J. R. Carty, Assistant Professor of Roentgenology; J. P.

Eidson, Assistant Professor of Clinical Psychiatry; C. M. Guion,
Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine; G. W. Henry, Assistant

Professor of Psychiatry; H. S. Jeck, Assistant Professor of Clinical

Surgery, Department of Urology; S. Z. Levine, Assistant Professor
of Pediatrics; R. H. Patterson, Assistant Professor of Clinical Sur
gery.

The following appointments have been made to the Extension

Staff of the College of Agriculture:

C. A. Taylor, Professor in Extension Service; W. D. Mills, Assist

ant Extension Professor of Plant Breeding; L. M. Vaughn, Assistant

Extension Professor of Farm Management; Florence M. Wright,

Acting .Assistant Extension Professor of Home Economics.
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In the Agricultural Experiment Station at Geneva the following
have been appointed :

P. J. Chapman, C. B. Sayre, and R. Wellington, Chiefs in Re

search (with the title of professor) : E. L. Green, J. M. Hamilton,
L. F. Randolph, M. P. Sweeney, and W. P. Tapley, Associates

in Research (with the title of assistant professor) .

The following have presented their resignations :

W. A. Hammond, Dean of the University Faculty and Sage Pro

fessor ofAncient Philosophy and ofAesthetics ; F. A. Barnes, Director

of the School of Civil Engineering. He retains the professorship of

Railroad Engineering. M. A. Copeland, Professor of Economics;
M. C. Ernsberger, Professor of Heat-Power Engineering; M. L.

Holmes, Professor of Agricultural Economics; H. A. Ross, Pro

fessor of Marketing; S. H. Slichter, Professor of Economics; A. G.

Widgery, Professor of the Philosophy of Religion; F. M. Bamforth,
Assistant Professor of Mathematics; G. F. Bason, Assistant Pro

fessor of Electrical Engineering; R. W. Nafe, Research Assistant

Professor of Rural Social Organization; Myra J. Robinson, Acting
Assistant Professor of Home Economics; Major W. H. Allen, Pro

fessor of Military Science and Tactics, whose detail by the War De

partment to the Medical College in New York City was terminated;
Claribel Nye, Extension Professor of Home Economics; Hazel L.

Spencer, Assistant Extension Professor of Home Economics; R. D.

Lewis, Assistant Extension Professor of Plant Breeding; H. J. Metz-

gar, Assistant Extension Professor of Animal Husbandry; J. J.

Willaman, Chief in Research (Chemistry) in the State Experiment

Station at Geneva; E. V. Shear, Associate in Research (Botany)
in the State Experiment Station at Geneva.

The Messenger Lectures on the Evolution of Civilization by Dean

Roscoe Pound of the Yale Law School were postponed from 1929-30

to 1930-31. Other lectures on the Messenger Foundation will be de

livered in 1930-31 by Dr. Jacob Gould Schurman, former President

of the University, and by Professor Thomas HuntMorgan of the Cali

fornia Institute of Technology.

Professor G. Hevesy of the University of Freiburg in Baden will

be the non-resident lecturer in Chemistry on the George F. Baker

Foundation during the first term of the academic year 1930-31 and

Professor N. V. Sidgwick of Lincoln College, Oxford University,

during the second term.
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The Students

The official enrollment of students for the year ending June 30,

1930, was 5893, as compared with 5651 for the previous year. It is a

satisfaction to report a year of continued good order on the part of the

student body and, we believe, a consistently rising standard of

scholarship. The limitation of numbers has continued in the Colleges

of Arts and Sciences, Medicine, Architecture, and Home Economics

and the applications for admission indicate a constantly increasing
number of young men and women seeking to enter Cornell. It is

interesting to note that the Colleges of Engineering, Agriculture,

Law, and Veterinary Medicine where pressure has not hitherto been

embarrassing all show a significantly larger registration of new

students than in the preceding year.

The educational problems of the constituent colleges are re

viewed in the reports of the deans appended hereto and which in

aggregate afford a clear picture of the existing academic stiuation.

Those reports are commended to the careful attention of the Board.

Material Development

The year tinder consideration shows a number of striking and

welcome additions to the buildings which house the University ac

tivities. The beautiful War Memorial, with its adjacent McFaddin

and Lyon Halls, has been completed and plans are under way for its

dedication. Forming as it does a new unit in the men's dormitory
group, it will be placed in operation with the opening of the next

academic year.

Another attractive addition to the dormitory group is afforded by
Boldt Tower, also just completed, which has been made possible

by the generous gift of Mrs. Clover Boldt Johaneson.

The large and long-awaited Plant Industry building is approaching
completion and it is hoped may be occupied by the departments

concerned with the plant sciences at the opening of jthe coming year.

The rapid growth in the material plant of the University has made

it necessary to increase the heating facilities and particularly in

anticipation of further additions. By authority of the Board a

second stack and increased boiler installation are now being con

structed at the Heating Plant, which should insure adequate pro

vision for a long time to come. A Laundry building is also approach

ing completion at East Ithaca and will greatly improve the facilities
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in its field. The plans for Myron Taylor Hall have been completed

and approved and ground has been broken for that important

structure. This will form one of the most notable of additions to the

University's equipment.

Of buildings completed before the issuance of the last annual

Report, the Balch Halls for Women were opened at the beginning
of the academic year and have proven an unqualified success. They
present not only an impressive architectural contribution but are re

garded as representing the best thought in solving the problem of

housing women students. They have set a new standard in that im

portant aspect of the University administration.

The Filtration Plant has also operated successfully during the year

and has done much to relieve anxiety with regard to the amount and

quality of the water supply. The Radio Broadcasting installation,

generously provided by the General Electric and the Westinghouse

Companies, has also been inaugurated and is engaging the cooper

ation of the faculty of all the colleges of the University in preparing

educational programs of high merit for distribution to the radio

audience.

By action of the Legislature of New York State the plans for a new

Home Economics Building to be erected at a cost of $985,000 are

being worked out and as soon as final approval is reached construction

will be begun. The last Legislature also authorized a new building

for the important Department of Agricultural Economics to cost

$650,000 and a preliminary appropriation of $100,000 was made to

cover the preparation of plans and the laying of the foundations.

It is eA^ident from the above list of new buildings that the ma

terial needs of the LTniversity are progressively being met. I wish,

however, to present again to the Board what has been emphasized

in successive annual Reports, namely the critical conditions existing
with regard to certain fundamentally important departments of the

lTniversity. The unfortunate housing conditions in the Library
and in the College of Engineering become daily more desperate and

the lack of adequate facilities for a Gymnasium, for Architecture

and Fine Arts, for Geology and Zoology, and for the Department of

Health become more obvious with each succeeding year.

The landscape work in the gorges and on the campus made possible

by the bequest of Colonel HenryW Sackett has continued vigorously

to the great satisfaction of the LTniversity community.
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There remain certain problems which continually face us. Of

these the provision of adequate salaries for the instructing staff

remains always the most pressing and is one the importance of which

I am sure the Board fully recognizes. I urge again, also, that an

especial effort be made to secure a fund which will enable the Uni

versity to put into operation a retiring allowance system which shall

be reasonably adequate and at the earliest possible moment.

I desire once more to express the great and constant debt of the

University to the efforts of the Cornellian Council, which continues

its invaluable work with undiminished energy and is an example

of the cooperation which is characteristic of every group forming

part of the Cornell constituency. The cordial support given to

the administration by this Board and by the Faculty, as well as

by the Alumni and the students make the privilege of working in

the Cornell atmosphere one that cannot be overestimated and

of which I am deeply appreciative.

Respectfully submitted,

Livingston Farrand,

President.



SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL OPERATIONS

To the President of the University:

I have the honor to submit herewith the financial statement of

Cornell University covering the fiscal year from July i, 1929, to

June 30, 1930, inclusive.

The cost of conducting the endowed colleges at Ithaca during the
year exceeded the ordinary available income for that purpose by
$146,585.25, thereby increasing the accumulated deficit, which stood

at $233,707.29 at the beginning of the year, to $380,292.54. Certain

adjustments in current accounts reduced this deficit by $16,656.10,
and a further reduction was made by the transfer of $208,518.18

from the Premium and Discount account, representing that portion

of profits on securities sold which could properly be applied to this

account. These two credits met the overdraft for the current year

and reduced the accumulated deficit in current income by $78,589.03,

leaving it at the end of the year $155,118.26. In addition the Uni

versity is carrying in an undistributed purchase and construction

account, items aggregating $797,194.41. These items are for the pur

chase of property and future needs or for expenditures made in

anticipation of building operations. The University has no capital

stock and therefore must finance additions from gifts or current

income.

The receipts of the Medical College in New York City, increased

by the income from the generous bequest of Mr. Payne Whitney,
were more than sufficient to cover the running expenses of the year

and meet the overdraft of previous years.

The expenses of the State colleges at the University, in excess of

certain income available from University and Federal funds, are met
from appropriations made by the State of New York.

THE UNIVERSITY ENDOWMENT

The permanent endowment or income producing funds of the

University aggregate $24,020,872.87, of which $16,374,794.67 are

for the benefit of the University at Ithaca and $7,646,078.20 for the

Medical College in New York City. The investment of these funds so

as to produce the highest rate of interest compatible with safety is one

of the important duties of the Trustees and is in the particular charge

of the Finance Committee.

A study of some results for the past ten years is interesting. The

average rate of return received upon investments during the past year

and credited to the several funds was 5.523 per cent as compared with

5.497 per cent in the preceding year. The average rate during the

last ten years is 5.431 per cent.

12
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On July i, 192 1, which was about the low ebb of the market during
the deflation period following the War, the book value of the Uni

versity's securities exceeded the market value by approximately
$3,500,000. Three years later the market and book values were

approximately even. Now the market exceeds the book value by a
comfortable margin. During the ten-year period the profits resulting
from the sales of securities have totaled somewhat over $1,100,000.

Of this amount $500,000 remains in the Insurance Reserve Fund; a

considerable sum has been added to special endowments 'and the

balance has been used to meet deficits in current income, and for the
purchase of additional property.

The following table shows the diversification of the University's

investments. The investment in common stocks, particularly in the

tobacco and oil industries is larger than normal owing to the recent

gift of considerable blocks of such stocks from the estate ofMr. Payne

Whitney.

Municipal. ... $
Railroads. . . .

Public Utilities.

Industrials :

Tobacco ....

Steel

Merchandising
Mfg
Oil

Mining . .

Holding Co. &

Investment. .

Bank & Insurance

Real Estate Se-

Bonds

Preferred

Stocks

Common

Stocks

%of

Totals Total

> 976,002.17

2,799,469.85
1,991,802.20

$ 212,825.00

721,517.50

$2,035,161.46

851,369-30

$ 976,002.17 4.1

5,047,456.31 21.0

3,564,689.00 14.8

203,000.00

223,845.00

49,500.29
1,281,543.71

277,321.45
96,500.00

108,745.00

100,000.00

632,313-63
1,208,407.65

167,635.87

402,802.88

3,333-33
583,857.20

1,183,856.99
i59,540-oo

714,547.88 3.0

323,845.00 1.3

685,147.25 2.9
3,073,808.56 12.8

1,628,814.31 6.8

256,040.00 1.1

201,713.75 296,100.00 28,530.00

653,012.45
526,343.75 2.2

653,012.45 2.7

4,037,455-OQ 506,666.67 4,544,121.67 18.9

595,980.04 2.5
Local Real Estate
Heat andWater

;,. 873,353-86 3.6

Purchase & Con

structionAccts.

Unprovided for 557,710.62 2.3

$12,138,153.42 $3,447,544.65 $6,408,130.28 $24,020,872.87 100

Mr. Charles Arthur Brewer, who held the position of Auditor and
Chief Accountant of the university since May, 19 18, died on August
18, 1930, of heart disease. Mr. Brewer served the university faith

fully and efficiently.
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SEMI-CENTENNIAL ENDOWMENT FUND

The subscriptions, exclusive of gifts for special purposes, such as

buildings, which, under the resolution of the Board of Trustees, form
part of the Semi-Centennial Endowment Fund, secured by the Semi-

Centennial Endowment Committee aggregate $6,660,595.29.

From this amount there has been charged off as uncollectible:

By the Treasurer . .... $103,852.50

By the Cornellian Council (Classes 1920-23) 120,711.05 224,563.55

Leaving the net subscriptions July 1, 1930. $6,436,031.74
Of these there have been collected. . .. 4,152,641.66

Leaving the balance uncollected July 1, 1930. $2,283,390.08

Of these uncollected subscriptions $786,343.14 are from the Classes

of 1920-23 inclusive, payable through the Cornellian Council and not

yet due; $1,209,038.66 are payable at the convenience of the donor;
and $46,369.84 are payable at definite dates which have not yet been

reached. This leaves a balance of only $241,638.44 of subscriptions

which, by their terms, have matured but have not yet been paid.

During the year, in addition to $3,260.89 paid through the Cornel

lian Council, there was paid into the University on account of the

principal of subscriptions $33,651.36. Of this amount $9,027.59 was

paid on account of principal maturing prior to the beginning of the

year, $6,927.30 on principal maturing during the year, and $17,696.47
on account of subscriptions not yet matured or payable at conven

ience. Interest amounting to $31,186.61 was collected. Fifty-seven

extensions of time of payment were granted and ninety-seven sub

scriptions were paid in full.

GIFTS

Donations to the University passing through the books of this

office during the year aggregated $2,744,453.08. Undoubtedly some

gifts were made directly to departments and were not reported. In

addition to the payments on account of subscriptions to the Semi-

Centennial Endowment Campaign hereinbefore referred to, donations

were received from alumni through the Cornellian Council aggregat

ing $1,546,217.54.

The amount of unrestricted gifts available for the use of the Trus

tees in meeting the current demands of the University increased from

$119,045.69 to $123,641.83. This result is particularly gratifying in

this year of financial depression and is a tribute to the faithful and

unselfish work of the members of the Council. Other gifts aggregated

$1,143,175.65.

Under date of May 6, 1927, Cornell University and the Society of

the New York Hospital made a joint application to the General

Education Board for an appropriation to help in carrying out the

scheme for the affiliation of the two corporations and the construction

of buildings for their use, together with an endowment. The General
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Education Board under date of December 28, 1927, pledged to the

University $7,500,000, of which $5,000,000 was to be used by the

University as a contribution to the Hospital toward the cost of acqui
sition of land and buildings and the construction and equipment of

buildings, the title to which shall be in the Society of the New York

Hospital, and $2,500,000 was to be for endowment to be held by the

University for the benefit of the Medical School. On January 16,

1928, the University received from the General Education Board its

check for $1,416,666, and on May 28, 1930, a similar check for

$1,791,667. This money was received on account of the $5,000,000

pledge and was immediately turned over to the Society of the New

York Hospital to be used for the purposes above mentioned. As this

contribution was made to further the general project and not to

increase the funds of the University these amounts are not included

in our donation figures.

THE PHYSICAL PLANT

Early in the year the Balch Halls for women were completed and

opened for occupancy at the beginning of the academic year. The

War Memorial group of residential halls for men, including the towers

with the connecting cloister and McFaddin and Lyon Halls, was

completed, as was also Boldt Tower. These buildings will be ready

for occupancy in the fall of 1930.

The Plant Industry Building erected by the State for the College

of Agriculture is nearing completion and will probably be occupied

early in the fall. The contract for the construction of Myron Taylor

Hall has been awarded to the George A. Fuller Company and the

work has begun. The heating requirements of the buildings recently
completed will tax the present heating plant to the limit and the

construction of the new buildings now authorized, to wit, Myron

Taylor Hall and the new State buildings for Home Economics and

Agricultural Economics, will require an enlargement of the heating
plant. The Trustees have authorized the erection of a new stack and

an addition to the building capable of housing five boilers to dupli

cate the present plant. Two of these boilers will be installed at once.

The dredging of Beebe Lake has been completed, and the develop
ment of paths and trails in the gorges bordering m the campus has

continued.

The routine work of the service departments of the University
continues to increase in importance and is, I believe, efficiently done.

Respectfully submitted,
Charles D. Bostwick,

Comptroller.

Note: The complete report of the Comptroller and the Treasurer, bearing
the certificate of audit of Messrs. Haskins & Sells, certified public accountants,

37 West Thirty-ninth Street, New York City, together with the reports of the

Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, the Manager of Purchases, and the

Manager of Residential Halls, will be forwarded to the members of the Faculty
and Alumni upon receipt of specific request addressed to the Secretary of Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York.
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APPENDIX I

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE

UNIVERSITY FACULTY

To the President of the University:

Sir: I have the honor to submit the following report of the University Faculty

for the academic year 1929-30:

THE FACULTY'S MEMBERSHIP

Since my last report was written the Faculty has lost two of its members by

death, George Ray Chamberlain and E. Gorton Davis. Professor Chamberlain

was Instructor in Drawing in the School of Mechanical Engineering from 1906 to

19 15, when he became Assistant
Professor in Freehand Drawing in the College of

Architecture, in which office he continued until the time of his death, July 15,

1929. Professor E. Gorton Davis was appointed Professor of Landscape Art in

191 1, the title being changed to Professor of Landscape Architecture in 1922.

From 191 1 to 1916 he served as Assistant Professor. The following table in

dicates the Faculty membership (which consists exclusively of members of the

Instructing Staff, with rank of Professor or Assistant Professor) during the periods

specified :

1927-28

Resident in Ithaca .... 364
" "

New York City 64
" "

Geneva 10
" "

Long Island 2 2 2

440 449 465

On the recommendation of the University Faculty, The Board of Trustees

amended Article VIII of the statutes to conform with the traditional practice by
adding the following paragraph :

"It shall be the function of the University Faculty to recommend to the Board
of Trustees the establishment, modification, or discontinuance of degrees. Such

recommendation shall be made only after approval of baccalaureate degrees by
the Faculties of the separate colleges and of advanced degrees by the Faculty
of the Graduate

School."

THE HECKSCHER ANB LIBRARY COUNCILS

On October 9, 1929, the Faculty elected the following members of the Library
Council for the statutory period of two years :

From the Group of Science, Professor A. H. Wright to succeed himself, term to

begin Nov. 1, 1929.

From the Group of Letters, Professor G. L. Hamilton to succeed himself, term
to begin Nov. 1, 1929.

Prom the Group of Letters, Professor G. Watts Cunningham was elected a

member of the Heckscher Council for a period of four years, term to begin Nov. 1
,

1929.

WAR ALUMNI

On November 13, 1929, the Faculty adopted the following resolution:
"That this Faculty recommend to the Board of Trustees the award of the

distinction of War Alumnus to those former students of the University, not
holders of the baccalaureate degree, whose names appear on the Roll of the Fallen
in the University's records of the Great

War."

This recommendation was

adopted by the Board and on June 16, 1930, the distinction was fittingly con

ferred upon 28 former students who sacrificed their lives in the country's service.
The degree of War Alumnus was also conferred upon the following students who
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served with honor in the war, but did not return to the University to complete the
scholastic requirements for a degree :

Albert Charles Dickson, ex- '20, Law,
John Sexton Shanly, ex- '18, Agriculture,
Hugo Wallenfels, ex- '19, Agriculture.

UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS

In September, 1929, eighty-eight students competed for University Under

graduate Scholarships, although in 1928, ninety-two had entered the competition.

In recent years the number has been decreasing. There has been a corresponding
decrease of interest in the competitions for the various prizes and other financial

benefits offered by the University on a competitive basis. The cause of this

decadence is obscure, although one reason, no doubt, is to be found in the general

prosperity of the country and the decreased need of financial support, and in part,

perhaps, to the multiplication of extra-scholastic activities that absorb an in

creasing percentage of the
students'

time. In any case, the problem of stimulating

greater interest in these valuable assets is worthy of the Faculty's persistent

attention.

In the competitive examination, English and Mathematics are required of all

entrants; one other subject must be elected from the following list: Greek, Latin,
Italian, French, German, Spanish. The elections are indicated in the table below:

English Mathematics Latin French German Spanish

1928-29 100% 100% 37% 49% 5% 9%

1929-30 100%
ioo%-

27% 58% 8% ,7%

It will be noted that the foregoing table indicates a distinct falling off in the

number of students who selected the classical languages. No student offered

Greek, but 73% offered their training in the modern languages and literatures.

FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES ON THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

On December 1 1
,
Professor Ernest Merritt was elected by the Faculty to

represent it on the Board of Trustees for the usual period of three years (term to

begin Jan. 1, 1930). The Faculty representation on the Board at the close of

1929-30 was as follows:

George Frederick Warren (term expires Jan. 1, 1931)
Herman Diederichs (term expires Jan. 1, 1932)
Ernest Merritt (term expires Jan. 1, 1933)

CONTROL OF STUDENT AUTOMOBILES

In my report for the year 1928-29, I referred to the urgent need of regulating the

automobile traffic on the University campus. On November 13, the Committee

on University Policy recommended that the Faculty request the President to

appoint a special committee to "study the problem of student ownership and

operation of
automobiles"

and to suggest methods of effective regulation. Acting
upon that request the President appointed a committee of seven members:

Professors H. E. Whiteside (chairman), H. E. Baxter, Cornelius Betten, C. L.

Durham, A. T. Kerr, J. T. Parson, and D. H. Udall. As a result of the com

mittee's inquiry, the Faculty on May 14 adopted the committee's report and

ordered its transmission to the Board of Trustees with the following resolutions:

''Resolved, that the University Faculty approves in principle of the following:

"(1) The licensing of insured or bonded student owned and operated auto

mobiles, substantially as set forth in the report;

"(2) The licensing of all student drivers, substantially as set forth in the report;

"(3) The limitation of the privilege of parking on the Campus to those cases in

which the privilege is necessary ;

"(4) The regulation and control of commercial traffic upon the private roads

and driveways of the Campus;

"(5) The establishment of a Motor Vehicle Bureau to put these recommen

dations into effect and administer
them."

W. A. Hammond,

Dean of the University Faculty.
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APPENDIX II

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE

GRADUATE SCHOOL

To the President of the University:

Sir: I have the honor to present the report of the Graduate School for the year

1929-30.

ENROLLMENT

The enrollment during the past academic year was 863, an increase of 12.5 per

cent over that of the preceding year. Enrollment has increased 48 per cent

during the past five years. About 57 per cent of the enrollment during the past

year was of candidates for the Doctor's degree, thus maintaining approximately

the average of the past three years.

The enrollment during the summer of 1929 was 612. This is an increase of

18 per cent over the preceding summer and of 40 per cent during the past five

years. The increase over the summer of 1928 was entirely in registration in

summer schools, registration under personal direction having shown a slight

decrease. The tendency during the past five years, however, has been slightly in
favor of registration under personal direction.

The students registered during the past year came from 219 colleges and

universities. Slightly less than 31 per cent of our students obtained their first

degree at Cornell University. Five years ago this percentage was nearly 40. This

does not indicate that fewer of our own graduates are entering the Graduate

School. In fact there has been an increase of 15 per cent in the past five years.

But during the same period there has been an increase of nearly 70 per cent in

students from other institutions. The tendency to undertake graduate work at

some institution other than the one at which one's undergraduate studies were

pursued is, in general, to be encouraged.

Last year students entered the Graduate School from 22 foreign countries, from

three insular possessions, and from every state but one of the continental United

States. This is approximately the same as for the previous year. Five years ago

our students came from 43 states and three insular possessions, but from only 17
foreign countries.

From foreign countries and our insular possessions we had five years ago 85,
last year 91

, and this year 117 students. Of these students 63 per cent came from
China and Canada five years ago; this year 57 per cent came from those countries.

Approximately 43 per cent of our students the past year enrolled from New

York State and 15 per cent from adjoining states, which is substantially the same

as a year ago and five years ago.

DEGREES GRANTED

The past year 303 advanced degrees were granted, an increase of somewhat

more than 9 per cent over the previous year and 50 per cent over five years ago.

Of students receiving advanced degrees the per cent granted the Doctor's

degree was five years ago 30, a year ago 36, and this year nearly 43. This trend

over a period of years indicates that a progressively larger part of our student

body is devoting more time to graduate study and is presumably obtaining more

nearly adequate training for scholarly careers. This same trend might suggest,
on the other hand, that we have failed to interest students preparing themselves

for teaching or administrative positions in secondary schools. Whether the new

degrees in Education will attract many more candidates for the Master's degrees
can only be guessed at.

DEGREES IN EDUCATION

On recommendation of the Graduate Faculty, the Board of Trustees es

tablished two new degrees, namely, Master of Arts in Education and Master of
Science in Education. Following the precedent of the year before in connection

with the establishment of the degrees in Law, J. S. D., LL.M., the Faculty of the
Graduate School set up an Education Group constituted of members of the Facul-
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ty in the fields of Education and of Rural Education and authorized the new

Group to establish and administer rules for admission and graduation of candi

dates for the Master's degrees in Education. This action should help to make it
possible for the University to gain a standing in the training of secondary school

workers more nearly commensurate with the opportunities which it has to offer

in this field.

R. A. Emerson,
Dean of the Graduate School.

Statistics of Attendance of Graduate Students

677 659

I929_3 1928-29 1927-28 1926-27 1925-26

Number of students registered

during the academic year 863 767 767
Number of students registered

during the summer, as below. . . . 612 518 475

Summer Sessions 428 331 315
Personal Direction 184 187 160

414

284
130

429

279
150

Classification of Graduate Students

Graduate students receiving degrees, classified

according to the degree received:

129 102 95 91 7i

174 175 185 134 141

97 9i 83 57 55
50 5i 69 53 60

4 4 8 5 6

0 0 0 1 0

5 6 2 6 3

0 1 2 4 1

1 3 0 0 1

9 7 12 4 5

4 9 7 4 7

3 2 2 0 0

1 1 0 0 0

1929-30 1928-29 1927-28 1926-27 1925-26

Doctors of Philosophy 129
Masters degrees, as below 174

Masters of Arts 97
Masters of Science

Masters of Science in Agriculture .

Masters in Landscape Architec

ture

Masters in Forestry .

Masters of Architecture .

Masters of Chemistry
Masters of Civil Engineering .

Masters of Mechanical Engineer

ing
Masters of Electrical Engineering
Masters of Fine Arts .

Total .. 303 277 280 225 212

Graduate students classified according to the degree for which they are candidates:

Academic Year Summer

Doctors of Philosophy. ...

Masters degrees, as below ...

Masters of Arts .

Masters of Science

Masters of Science in Agriculture . .

Masters of Forestry
Masters of Architecture

Masters of Chemistry
Masters of Civil Engineering
Masters of Mechanical Engineering .

Masters of Electrical Engineering .

Masters of Fine Arts .

Masters of Laws ....

Non-candidates :

Resident Doctors

Others .

477 191

332 372

152 228

117 128

8 2

4 5

6 0

4 2

20 5

6 2

11 0

2 0

2 0

5 4

49 45

Total 863 61:
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Graduate Students classified according to the group
in which the major subject falls:

1929-30 1928-29

Group A ,
Languages and Literatures 118 125

Group B, History, Philosophy, and

Political Science 148 187

Group C, Physical Sciences 217 169

Group D, Biological Sciences 180 155

Group E, Engineering, Architecture 61 63

Group F, ScienceDepartments, New

York City 4 4

Group G, Agricultural Sciences .... 70 63

Group H, Law 2 1

Group I, Education
63*

?Included previously in Group B.

I927-28

108

212

l6l

157

54

1

63

1926-27

98

155
140

166

54

3
61

1925-26

69

179
151

H5
61

2

52

Institutions from which Students Entered the Graduate School

Adelphi College 1

Akron University 2

Albion College 1

Albright College 1

Alfred University 1

Allegheny College 3

Alma College 1

Amherst College 3

Barnard College 3

Baylor University 2

Bowdoin College 2

Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute. ... 2

Bryn Mawr College 2

Bucknell University 4
Butler University 1

California Institute of Technology. . 1

Capital University 2

Carleton College 2

Chalmers University 1

Chiao Tung University 1

Clark University 2

Clemson College 4
Coe College 1

Colgate University 4
College of the City of New York . . 1

College of Industrial Arts 1

Colorado Agricultural College 1

Colorado College 2

Columbia University 10

Connecticut Agricultural College . . 3
Cooper Union Institute 1

Cornell College 2

Cornell University 264
Dartmouth College 1

Davidson College 2

Denison University 1

Denmark Royal Technical College. 2

De Pauw University 11

Dickinson College 1

Duke University 2

Elmira College 1

Escuela Nacional de Agricultura y

Veterinaria, Lima, Peru 3

Fuh Tan University 2

Fukien University 1

Furman University 2

Galloway College 1

Geisenheim University 1

George Peabody College for Teach

ers 1

George Washington University. ... 1

Georgia State College forWomen . . 1

Gettysburg College 1

Glasgow University 1

Goucher College 6

Greenville Women's College 4
Guilford College 1

Hamilton College 8

Hampton Institute 2

Harvard University 2

Hillsdale College 2

Hiram College 3
Hobart College 3
Hokkaido University 2

Holy Cross College 1

Houghton College 1

Hunter College 4
Huron College 1

Indiana University 1

Institutio Agronomo of Chile 1

Iowa State University 9
Johns Hopkins University 2

Kansas StateAgricultural College . . 5
Keuka College 1

Kirksville, Mo., State Teachers

College

Knox College

Knoxville College

Lafayette College

Lausanne Gymnase Scientifique . . .

Laval University
Lawrence College

Lehigh University
Leland Stanford University
Lewis Institute
Lincoln Memorial University
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Louisiana State Normal College ... i

McGill University 2

Massachusetts Agricultural College 6

Massachusetts Institute of Tech

nology . . . ...

Meiji University . . .

Meredith College

Meridian College . .

Miami University
Michigan Agricultural College

Michigan State College .

Mills College

Mississippi A. and M. College..

Missouri Wesleyan College . . .

Montreal University ...

Mount Holyoke College .

Muhlenberg College. . .

Nanyang University
Naperville College .

Newcombe College

New Mexico A. and M. College

New York State College for Teach

ers

New York University .

Niagara University. . . .

North Carolina State College

Northeastern University
Northwestern University
Oberlin College . .

Occidental College .

Ohio State University . .

Ohio University
Ohio Wesleyan University .

Oklahoma A. and M. College

Oklahoma City University .

Oklahoma East Central

Teachers College 1

Ontario Agricultural College. ... 6

Oregon StateAgricultural College . . 3

Ottawa University 1

Oxford University 1

Park College 1

Peiyang University 2

Peking National Normal University 1

Peking National University 2

Pembroke College 1

Pennsylvania College 1

Pennsylvania State College 22

Pennsylvania State Teachers Col

lege

Pomona Agricultural College . . .

Poona Agricultural College . .

Prague Higher Technical School. .

Princeton University .

Purdue University
Queen's University
Randolph-Macon College .

Reed College 2

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. . . 1

Rice Institute . . 1

Ripon College. ... . . 1

Roanoke College . . 1

State

Rogel Veterinary College . . ... 1

Rollins College ... 1

Russell Sage College 3
Rutgers College 3
St. Bernard's Seminary 1

St. John's University, Shanghai ... 1

Simmons College 1

Smith College 2

Soochow University 2

Southeast Missouri State Teachers

College 1

Southwest Missouri State Teachers

College 1

Southwestern Louisiana Institute. . 1

Stanford University 3
Swarthmore College . 1

Syracuse University 7
Tangshan Engineering College .... 6

Tarkio College 1

Texas A. and M. College 1

Texas Christian University 1

Texas Technological College 1

Tokio Higher Technical School. ... 1

Tokyo University 1

Transvaal University College 2

Tufts College . . 1

Tulane University 1

Tuskegee Institute . . . .... 1

Union College 1

University of Arizona . . . . . 1

University of Arkansas 1

University of Berlin 1

University of British Columbia. ... 2

University of Buffalo 1

University of California 6

University of Chicago 3

University of Cincinnati 2

University of Colorado 2

University of Dayton 1

University of Delaware 1

University of Denver 1

University of Dubuque I

University of Florida 3

University of Georgia . .... 5

University of Hawaii I

University of Illinois . .
20

University of Iowa 3

University of Kansas 8

University of Kentucky 2

University of London 1

University of Maine 4

University of Michigan 3

University of Minnesota 4

University of Missouri 5

University of Montana 2

University of Munich 1

University of Nanking . .
. . 4

University of Nebraska . . . . 5

University of Nevada . .... 3

University of New Hampshire . .
2

University of New Zealand ... .
1

University of North Carolina 3
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University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

University of

Oklahoma i

Oregon 4
Philippines 3
Porto Rico 4
Redlands 1

Richmond ......... 1

Rochester 8

Rome r

Saskatchewan 2

South Africa 1

South Carolina 1

South Dakota 1

Stellenbosch 1

Tennessee 2

Texas 2

Toronto 7
Utah 2

Vermont 1

Warsaw, Poland .... 1

West Virginia . . . 6

Western Ontario .... 3
Wisconsin 8

Wyoming 3

Utah State Agricultural College. . . 4
Valparaiso University 1

Vanderbilt University 1

Vassar College 3
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3
Wabash College 3
Wake Forest College 1

Washburn College 3

Wellesley College 4
Wells College 2

Wesleyan University 4
West Texas State Teachers College 1

West Virginia State College 1

West Virginia Woman's College. . . 1

Western Reserve University 2

Wheaton College 2

Whitman College 3
William and Mary College 1

Wilson College 1

Wofford College 1

Wooster College 3

Yale University 1

Yenching University 2

Geographical Distribution of Graduate Students

Alabama ... 2

Arizona ... . . 1

Arkansas 3
California 13
Colorado 7
Connecticut 10

Delaware 2

District of Columbia 4
Florida 6

Georgia

Idaho

Illinois . ...

Indiana .

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky
Louisiana

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnesota

Mississippi ....

Missouri . .

Montana

Nebraska .

Nevada

New Hampshire .

New Jersey
New York .... . .

North Carolina

North Dakota

Ohio

Oklahoma

Oregon

Pennsylvania . . 47

Rhode Island 3

1

. 21

. 18

15

. 6

7

4

5
6

H
6

7
2

9
1

3

3

3

17

373

. 11

1

34

5
6

South Carolina 12

South Dakota 1

Tennessee 3
Texas 8

Utah 6

Vermont 1

Virginia 10

Washington 5
West Virginia . 10

Wisconsin 3

Wyoming . . 3

Belgium

Canada

Chile

China

Denmark

England .

France

Germany
Hawaiian Islands .

India . . . . .

Iraq . ....

Japan

Korea

Latvia

1

23

1

44
1

2

1

2

5
2

1

7
1

New Zealand 1

Norway .

j

Panama
j

Peru ,

Philippine Islands
4

Poland
j

Porto Rico 6
Russia

j

Scotland
x

Siam

South Africa r
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APPENDIX III

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE

OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

To the President of the University:

Sir: I have the honor to present the following report of the College of Arts and
Sciences for the academic year 1929-30.

With respect to new legislation by the faculty, the year has been uneventful.

Our two plans of Informal Study, supervised and unsupervised, have commended
themselves to the extent that they have now been removed from the category of

experiments. During the current year 134 students have availed themselves

of these privileges: sixty in supervised and seventy-six in unsupervised, study,

including two who registered in both types. Forty-nine members of the faculty
have supervised informal study in fourteen of our upperclass groups.

The Committee on Educational Policy has before it the question of extending

the practice of comprehensive examinations in the student's major field of study.

At the beginning of the present academic year 659 students, 289 Juniors and 370

Seniors, were fulfilling upperclass-group requirements. Of these, 139 were enrolled

in Economics, 123 in History and Government, 102 in English and Public Speak

ing, and 98 in Animal Biology. The remaining 197 students distributed them

selves in thirteen other groups of studies.

On the basis of this survey the Committee has invited the groups in Economics

and History-Government to consider the desirability of comprehensive exami

nations in these two fields of study. If such an examination were given to any

considerable number of students, some provision would have to be made for a

closer articulation of the student's course of study than now exists. One sug

gestion is that candidates for the comprehensive examination might be divided

into sections of not more than eight students each. A special program of reading

and reports would then be laid out by the professor in charge of the section. A

means would thus be provided for correlating and supplementing the work done

in regular courses, which could then be credited towards graduation as the super

vised type of informal study is now credited.

It is conceivable that a comprehensive examination might eventually be

required of all students. But inasmuch as the need for a survey of the entire

field of concentration appears to be greater in some studies than in others, it would

seem wiser to begin with one or more of the groups in which the number of

students is large. Economics and History-Government are thus indicated,

because their enrollments are the largest in the College, and also because the

experience of other universities seems to show that a comprehensive examination

in these fields is a valuable educational device.

Our hesitation in putting this project into operation rests partly on fear that

we should not be able to give it adequate support. If all students majoring in

Economics, History, and Government, were given a comprehensive examination
at the end of the Senior year, we should doubtless require some additions to our

staff of instruction. Not only would there be a notable increase in the amount of

informal study to be supervised by the senior members of the faculty in these

groups, it would also be necessary to give much time and thought to the prepa

ration of the examinations and to the reading of the papers.

The faculty has extended indefinitely its policy of discontinuing formal in

struction during the week preceding final term examinations. This policy, which

is now in its second year, has overcome the difficulty previously found by many

students in making adequate preparation for their examinations. But the new

policy has a deeper significance; for it presupposes that the student shall review

and be examined upon each course as a whole. Our former practice permitted a

different method of instruction, whereby a course could be taken piecemeal, with

semi-final preliminary examinations held at more or less frequent intervals.

Under such conditions the final examination would sometimes cover only the
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latter portion of the course; or, if it covered the whole course, it was often given

only to those who failed to make a grade of B or better in the preliminary tests,

all others being exempted from final examination.

It appears to be a sounder pedagogical policy to require a final test or report

upon the course as a whole, than to permit students to complete assignments

without a general review. It is a well attested fact that a task once completed

tends to be forgotten, whereas an incompleted task keeps itself alive, even though

there is no external demand that it be taken up again. Good teaching would

therefore seem to indicate a method of keeping the problems of a course alive in

the student's mind, rather than a method which makes each period of the course a

unit that can be mastered and dismissed. Our Review Week allows- the student

time in which to survey each of his courses as a whole, and a final examination

should serve to keep the problems of each course alive in his mind, at least until

the end of the term.

One of our major concerns at the present time is the ever-increasing drain upon

the resources of the College, as regards staff, housing, and equipment, for the

conduct of graduate work.

According to the records of the Graduate School this year there have been 1070

registrations made by some 400 graduate students with ninety-four members of

our faculty. In other words, more than four-fifths of the fully trained members

of the College staff of instruction have in addition to their undergraduate courses,

an average of more than eleven graduate students enrolled with them. This

burden, however, is not evenly distributed ; the forty-four members of our faculty
who have had ten or more graduate students, averaged something over seventeen

graduate students each. Since graduate work is largely individual, it will be seen

that these members of the faculty approach a full-time schedule of work with

their graduate courses alone.

The pressure of graduate instruction is also felt in the growing demand for

additional space and equipment which, again, are charged against the budgetary
provisions for the College. Further, as graduate students increase in number,

request is made for additional assistants; the result being, that funds sorely

needed to improve the salaries of senior members of the staff are apt to be diverted

into other channels.

With no intention of criticizing adversely the growth of graduate instruction

and research as an integral part of the work in Arts and Sciences, it does seem
that the time has come to inquire into this phase of our work, and to make some

special budgetary provision for its support. A study of the facilities of the labora

tories and libraries of the University might indicate the wisdom of limiting
admissions to the Graduate School, as we now limit admissions to the College. It

might also be wise to determine the responsibility of certain members of the

faculty for graduate and undergraduate instruction, and thus ensure a more

adequate recognition of these two kinds of service to the University.

Since the responsibility for graduate students is entrusted to members of the

faculty individually, and not to the departments, there is little or no supervision
of a professor's activity in the Graduate School, and little or no relief that he can
claim of others when he finds himself under pressure to accept more graduate

students than he can well care for. While it would be presumptuous in me to

suggest methods of reorganization and supporting the work of the Graduate

School, I feel it my duty to call attention to these problems in the interest of the

College of Arts and Sciences which supplies both staff and equipment for an

ever-growing amount of graduate instruction.

In my report of last year, I remarked that "since the number of students in the

College has become stationary, the necessity for enlarging our staff of instruction

has practically
disappeared."

I was not at the time cognizant of the rapid growth

of the Graduate School, which, in 1923-24, when I became Dean, numbered 544

students, and now has approximately 850 students. If this growth continues it is

obvious that our staff must also increase in size. Furthermore, we must rapidly
improve both our scale of salaries and our teaching facilities.

Despite the general improvement in the salaries of university teachers since

the war, we, in company with most other institutions, are far short of providing a



1923-24
1930-

59 68

33 34

95 85
79 101
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wage commensurate with the legitimate needs of our faculty. In order to provide

a wage that would ensure reasonable comfort and a small margin for investment,
it would be necessary to double the salaries which now prevail. While the needs

of different persons greatly vary, I think it can be said that the highest salaries

now paid to professors at Cornell barely suffice to meet the modest needs of single

and married persons who have no dependents. Since it is useless to hope that the

endowment of the University will suddenly be doubled, it is pertinent to inquire
if the funds now available can be more equitably distributed.

In connection with the recent study of this situation at Yale University, Pro
fessor Yandell Henderson calls attention to the steady expansion of courses and

instructing staff, even with a constant number of students. Experience shows

that it is easier to "make a
case"

for an additional assistant than it is to add the

amount of his salary to an already existing professorial stipend. Consequently,
additional funds are readily absorbed in a lateral expansion of the staff, which in

due time means new courses of instruction and additional obligations to an

increasing number of teachers.
Since the registration of students in the College has remained practically

stationary during the past seven years, a comparison of the number of members of

our faculty in 1923-24 with the number authorized for 1930-31 will show to

what extent we have been subject to the expansion of which Professor Henderson

makes note.

NumbeT of Professors .

"

Assistant Professors .

' '

Instructors .

"

Assistants.

266 288

It will be observed from these figures that the net increase of twenty-two persons

happens to be the same as the increase in number of assistants. Since, however,
the increase in assistants, at the rate of two part-time assistants for one full-

time instructor, only compensates for the decrease of ten instructors, it would
appear that our expansion has been at the top rather than at the bottom of the

staff. The increase of ten men of professorial rank is, I believe, more properly
attributable to the growth of graduate instruction and research than to a need of

more teachers for undergraduate students. Wemust therefore conclude that so far

as the last seven years are concerned there has been no unwarranted expansion of

temporary appointments, such as might be curtailed in order that funds now voted

to Assistants and Instructors may be added to the salaries of Professors.

The improvements in salaries for the various ranks of teachers during the past
seven years are indicated in the following table:

1923-24 1930-31

Average Salary of Professor

Assistant Professor . . .

Instructor

Assistant.

Total salary budget for teachers .

An increase of $300,000.00 the income from an additional endowment of six

millions would enable us to raise the average salary of the Professor to $8,000.00,
the Assistant Professor to $5,000.00, the Instructor to $2,000.00, and the Assistant
to $800.00. It will be agreed, I think, that these salaries would be modest in

relation to the present cost of living. Already we are at a serious disadvantage

in holding our men and in filling our vacancies because of the fact that other

universities of our class, both East and West, are now able to maintain this scale.

The amounts suggested for Instructors and Assistants are far below those which

prevail in most colleges and universities. The only justification for this dis

crimination in favor of the higher ranks is the fact that nearly all who hold these

4,512.71 $ 5-52941

2,834.61 3,485-29

1-597-36 1,713.82

506.96 549-50

50,175.00 $696,675.00
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lower grade positions at Cornell are candidates for advanced degrees. The

practice of employing graduate student teachers as instructors and assistants has

become so common that few of our instructors remain with us after taking the

doctorate. If we were to make a special class of instructors whose formal training
is complete, we ought somehow to distinguish them, perhaps by title, certainly

by an advanced scale of salaries. Something can also be said for withholding the

title of Instructor from those who are still enrolled as graduate students, and, so

far as possible, urging teachers of this class to accept part-time employment

with the rank of Assistant. We should, however, be able to pay for this type of

instruction at a rate even higher than is commonly paid to instructors at our

present level of salaries.

No fewer than fifteen of the seniormembers of our faculty will presumably retire

from active service within the next five or six years. In looking forward to the

replacement of these men we should have in mind a minimum professional salary

of at least $6,000.00, and we should be prepared to pay $10,000.00 and $12,000.00

in special instances. Unless we can reach these figures we shall be obliged to

forgo the possibility of strengthening our teaching staff by an infusion of new

blood. Able as our faculty is to make many of these replacements by well-

merited promotions from its own ranks, there is grave danger that in-breeding will

lead to mediocrity. Every retirement of a senior member of the faculty that is not

accompanied by an appointment from outside our ranks leaves us poorer than

we were.

During the past seven years we have lost by death, resignation, and retirement

from active service, thirty-eight men of professorial rank. During the same

period, and including appointments already made for the coming year, we have

gained but twenty-five men from the outside. If, in future, we would not fall

below this ratio, we must be able to make our invitations to outsiders more

attractive than they have been in the recent past. Nor can this be done by
improving the salaries paid to newcomers alone. We must at the same time

increase the stipends of all those whose long tenure and faithful service havemade
them the dependable nucleus of our academic service. Salary alone is not enough
to attract a man of achieved reputation, or even a man who promises well in the

future. Such men will wish to know that the salary and facilities offered them

by the University are in keeping with those offered to their colleagues. It is for

this reason that our present needs are so great. Unless we are able to meet them

in a large way, we shall be continuously handicapped in making the work of the

College vital and inspiring, both to our faculty and to our students.
The standing committees of the College have been faithful to their obligations,

but their work calls for no special comment at this time.

The reports of the various departments of the College indicate a number of

pressing needs, such as additional offices for the purpose of consultation with

students, more and better paid fellowships for graduate students, additional

space and equipment in certain of our laboratories. These and other matters of

detail will be brought to your attention separately, as occasion permits.

R. M. Ogden,
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.
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APPENDIX IV

REPORT OF THE ACTING DEAN OF THE LAW

SCHOOL

To the President of the University:

Sir: In the absence of Dean Burdick on sabbatic leave, I have the honor to
submit the following report regarding the Cornell Law School for the year 1929-

30.

MYRON TAYLOR HALL

The plans for Myron Taylor Hall, which have been developing for the past

year and a half, were approved by the Board of
Trustees'

Committee on Buildings

and Grounds on April 25th. Contracts for the construction have been let and

work will be begun this summer. The anticipated removal of the Law School

from Boardman Hall to Myron Taylor Hall has already had, and will continue to

have its importance in shaping the policies of the School, and in any consideration
of its future needs. The Faculty has endeavored to adapt the new building to
facilitate the development of the policy of instruction in relatively small groups.

To that end, while the lecture room wing will contain a large room to accom

modate general assemblies and moot court, the four principal lecture rooms will

have a moderate capacity. In addition, provision is made for five seminar rooms.

The facilities for research and for the training of undergraduate and graduate

students will be increased by separate reading rooms for the legal periodicals and
the collection of works on international law, numerous cubicles adjoining the

stacks, and ten offices for graduate students. In the development of this general

policy, it is contemplated that there should be a reasonable limitation on the

number of students through a process of selection, and an increase in the size of

the Faculty. To permit the latter, provision is being made for 25 staff offices.

THE FACULTY

During the past academic year, the Faculty has been composed of ninemembers :

eight professors and one assistant professor. This is to be compared with a

faculty of six professors and two assistant professors in 1928-29. Professor

Herbert D. Laube was promoted from assistant professor to professor, and the

newly created professorship was filled by Professor Henry W. Edgerton, A. B.,
Cornell, LL.B., Harvard, who accepted a call to Cornell from the University of

Chicago Law School. Professor Gustavus H. Robinson, A.B., LL.B., S.J.D.,
Harvard, came to us from Boston University Law School to fill the vacancy

created by the resignation of Professor Elliott E. Cheatham. Assistant Professor

Harold E. Verrall, A. B., University of Iowa, M.A., LL.B., University of Minne

sota, was appointed for the year to take over the work of Assistant Professor

Farnham, who has been on leave of absence and doing graduate work at Harvard
Law School on an appointment as Thayer Teaching Fellow. A sabbatic leave of

absence having been granted to Dean Charles K. Burdick for the second term

of the current year, Professor Robert S. Stevens was appointed Acting Dean from
the end of the first term of 1929-30 to the beginning of the first term of 1930-31.

The Board of Trustees have recently promoted Assistant Professor Farnham

to the rank of full professor, beginning with the next academic year. The Board

also appointed Mr. John W. MacDonald as Assistant Professor for a term of three

years, beginning with the next academic year. Mr. MacDonald has received the

degrees of A.B., M.A., and LL.B., from Cornell. He was, while a student in

the Law School, a member of the editorial board of the Cornell Law Quarterly.

Since graduation from the Law School, he has practiced law in Albany, held a

position as Clerk of the Court of Claims and written some excellent legal articles.

During the summer of 1929, he was registered in the Graduate School of Cornell

as a candidate for the J.S.D. degree.

The Faculty, though increased to ten for next year, will still be decidedly
small. The faculties of Harvard, Yale, and Columbia are approximately twice as
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large, and there are other schools with faculties considerably larger than ours.

More men are needed for the work to be done and for the development of the

policy of instruction in relatively small groups. The character of law and law

school instruction is such that the hours actually spent in the class room is but a

fraction of the professorial burden. His preparation for his courses is never done;

he must constantly keep abreast of the developments in his fields. He should be

permitted to specialize in at least one field. He should have an opportunity as

well as a desire for productive scholarship. Association in the movements for

legal reform is to be encouraged. Such association and scholarly interests are

what give freshness, fulness and soundness to his instruction.

All of themembers of the present Faculty have scholarly interests and several of

them are participating in some of the organized efforts for the improvement of the

law. Dean Burdick is a member of the Advisory Committee for Research in

International Law and of the special committee on "The Responsibility of States

for Damage Done in Their Territory to Persons and Property of
Foreigners."

Professor Wilson is one of the advisers in the American Law Institute's Restate

ment of the Law of Torts. Professor Thompson is an adviser in the Restatement

of the Law of Contracts and chairman of the Committee of the Association of

American Law Schools engaged in the preparation of a volume of selected readings

in the law of contracts. Professor Stevens is one of the New York Commissioners

to the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. Three

members of the Faculty are now engaged in writing legal text books, and two

others are at work on case books. All of them are, from time to time, contributors

to legal periodicals.

For the past two years, Professor Whiteside, in collaboration with a com

mittee of the Faculty, has been engaged in making a comparative study of the

New York law of contracts and the American Law Institute's Restatement of

Contracts. The first instalment of the study was published last year as a supple

ment to volume XIV of the Cornell Law Quarterly, and the second instalment

will be published during the summer as a supplement to the current volume.

Professor Whiteside's work has been acclaimed by the bench and bar as a contri
bution of practical value ; has been utilized for class instruction by teachers of the
law of contracts in some of the law schools of the state, and has been pointed to

by the American Law Institute as a model for similar studies to be made in other

states. The New York State Bar Association distributes copies of the supple

ments to its five thousand members. This was brought about at the instance of

the Association's Committee on Cooperation with the American Law Institute,
of which Honorable Frank H. Hiscock was Chairman last year, and of which

Dean Burdick is a member. This comparative study was made possible through

a grant of $1,000 from the Ward Fund last year, and a grant of $1,500 from the

Heckscher Fund for the present year. These sums were used to employ student

and clerical assistance and to defray a portion of the expense of printing. Appli

cation is being made to the Heckscher Council for a further grant of $1,500 to

support the work on the third instalment next year.

Recently three members of the Faculty have become interested in pursuing a

study as to the operation of the present laws for the interstate extradition of

criminals. The appreciation of the need for such a study came as a result of the

experience of the New York Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, in attempting
this year to secure the adoption of the Uniform Criminal Extradition Act in this
state. The act passed the legislature, but was vetoed by the Governor. While it
was pending in the legislature, a committee of the Bar Association of the City
of New York gave it some consideration and prepared an informal report which is
suggestive of problems deserving careful study. While the United States Consti
tution is the fundamental authority for interstate extradition, it is well recognized
that the governor of the asylum state may exercise his discretion in determining
whether to surrender the person demanded. Though uniformity as to the

technique of extradition may be desirable, it is an open question whether uni

formity is desirable with respect to the classification of the persons to be extra
dited and the crimes for which they are to be extradited. Among the questions
which invite inquiry are the following: To what extent is the administration of
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criminal law thwarted by the diversification in practice? What proportion

of persons charged with crime avoids legal service by fleeing to other states?

Is that practice growing or decreasing? What are the types of crimes committed

in such instances? Should extradition be used in connection with all crimes, or in

connection with felonies only? Should there be distinctions with regard to states

which make fourth offenders punishable with life imprisonment? Are there such

differences in social conditions and local policies that acts criminal in one part of

the country may properly be considered in another part of the country as not

requiring extradition? For the prosecution of such inquiries, a committee of

three members of the Faculty has been constituted: Professor Edgerton, as

Professor of Criminal Law, ProfessorLaube as Professor of Jurisprudence, and Pro
fessor Stevens, because of his interest as a Commissioner on Uniform State Laws.

It is planned that the investigations would be carried on under their direction by
assistants. An effort is being made to secure from some foundation sufficient

financial support for this project.

EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS

In November, the Faculty made a further study of the subject of admission to

the Law School. At the present time candidates for admission must have a

bachelor's degree, or if they are students at Cornell University, must have com
pleted at least three years of undergraduate study. It is obvious that neither

a bachelor's degree nor the completion of three years of undergraduate study is a

guarantee of aptitude for the study of law. Many students have entered the Law
School only to find at the end of their first term, or at the end of the first year,

that they are not qualified to be lawyers. There has been a gradual and con

sistent increase in the enrollment and it seems appropriate that experiments

should be made with methods of testing the probability of a candidate's success.

Candidates for admission to the law school at Columbia, Pennsylvania and Yale

are examined before being permitted to enroll. At Columbia the examination is

based upon an elaborate intelligence test which has been found reasonably

accurate, but not infallible. At all three of the institutions, an inquiry into the

past history of the applicant is made. Our Faculty made careful study of

the practice at these other institutions. It called into consultation members

of the University Faculty who had had experience in preparing and giving in

telligence tests. As a result of the studiesmade, a questionnaire was drafted which

makes inquiry not only into the candidate's scholastic record at college, but into
his preparatory school record, his college activities, his scholarly interests, and the
character of his reading. All candidates for admission next fall are being required
to give the information asked for in these blanks. The records of the students

admitted will be checked against those application blanks for a few years in order

to test the sufficiency of the inquiry.

The Cornell Law Quarterly was established fifteen years ago because of its

importance as an instrument of instruction. The editors are called upon to make

an intensive and thorough study of problems which have been the subject of

recent significant decisions. The Quarterly stimulates individual effort and

encourages independent thinking. It affords training in a type of work which

more nearly approaches the work of the practicing lawyer than does the course

instruction, even under the casemethod of study. It is such a valuable supplement
to the case method of study that the benefits of this type of work should not be

confined to those few who achieve the distinction of being in the honor group of

their class. For the past two years, the Faculty has been attempting to encourage
independent study under guidance and has increased the opportunities for it.

Certain members of the Faculty have been experimenting with modified methods
of conducting regular advanced courses. Two new seminar courses have been

added for the consideration of problems in Jurisprudence and Corporations.

There went into effect this year a rule that students entering upon their third

year with an average of B or higher might graduate with four hours less of course

work, and those having just below a B average with two hours less than the

normal requirements. The purpose of this change was to afford opportunity for

independent study. As a result of these various methods of encouragement,
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forty-three percent of the third year class have participated in some form of

individual supervised study during the past year. It is believed that the per

centage should, and will, grow from year to year. The supervision which it

entails increases the demands made upon the Faculty, and the unquestionable

soundness of this type of tuition supplies an urgent reason for continued ex

pansion in the size of the Faculty.

Counteracting the encouragement of independent study, and added to the

increased exactions made upon the time of all students are the financial burdens

which have handicapped so large a proportion of our students. Existing Univer

sity scholarship funds are not available for students in law, except those who are

registered also in the Arts College. For the past few years, individual alumni

and groups of alumni have generously made annual contributions of law scholar

ships. While most of these have been continued notwithstanding the increase in

tuition from $200 to $400, it cannot be expected that they will be renewed in

definitely. The situation has been improved by the
Trustees'

establishment of

five first year tuition scholarships and the addition of five unrestricted tuition

scholarships. The Cornell Law Association loan fund is entirely inadequate to

respond to the applications for assistance. There is a pressing need for the

establishment of an adequate fund which will furnish relief to worthy law students

by way either of scholarship or loan.
Analagous to the independent study on the part of advanced students, is the

organized Moot Court work for the first year class, important as a means of

familiarizing a student early in his course with the use of the Library and of giving
him practical experience in the preparation and presentation of an argument.

The work this year was under the direction ofAssistant Professor Verrall who is to

be commended for his capable administration of it. Two innovations proved

successful. First, the preliminary arguments were presided over by third year

students who volunteered to sit as judges. Secondly, a series of preliminary intra -

club arguments preceded the inter-club tests and resulted in establishing the

ranking not only of the clubs but also of the members in the clubs. During
the past four years the school has been honored by distinguished judges who

have come to sit as members of the court before which the final moot case has

been argued. This year the Honorable Harrington Putnam, former Associate
Justice of the New York Supreme Court, Appellate Division, 2nd Department,
presided, and with him were associated James O'Malley, A.B. '91 and Honorable

Harley N. Crosby, LL.B. '96, Associate Justices of the New York Supreme Court,
Appellate Division, in the first and fourth departments respectively. The names
of the participants in the final argument will be recorded on the panel placed

in the Law Library for that purpose.
For the past few years the work of the first year has been so arranged as to

concentrate Contracts as a six hour course in the first term and Torts as a six hour
course in the second term. One of the objects of this arrangement was to make it

possible for students to begin their law study either in October or in February.
The disadvantage of giving beginners only three courses and of having their

term's work judged by only three members of the Faculty seems serious enough to
justify a return next year to the former practice of having Contracts and Torts
run concurrently, three hours a week throughout the year, with a final exami
nation on the year's work in each course in June. The possibility of entrance at

mid-year will thus be eliminated but the opportunity to begin the study of law
with the opening of the Summer Session will be continued.

Recently the Faculty have given some consideration to the desirability of

developing a course which would lay a foundation of practical value for the
lawyer whose practice may be of an international character. Social, commercial
and financial relations are becoming increasingly international. Business enter
prises are taking on a world-wide scope. A growing number of law offices are

establishing foreign branches ; many of them include in their staffs or retain

occasionally, specialists in the civil law. Frequently the younger members

of the office receive office training in foreign law or are sent to Europe or South
America for practical experience. It would seem desirable that the systematic

training of the law school should be expanded so as to provide fundamental
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instruction for this growing type of practice. A course on International Law
has been given for several years ; and it should naturally be elected by a student
preparing himself for practice of this type. The legal complications which are

attendant upon international business are not solely those which have to do with
the public "law of

nations."

It becomes essential to be able to advise con

cerning the domestic law of a foreign country. To meet this demand, the Law
School should offer a course covering at least the financial and commercial aspects
of such foreign law systems as are most frequently involved in our business
contacts abroad. Furthermore, the course in Conflict of Laws, which now deals

principally with the study of the adjustment of conflicts in Anglo-American law,
should be supplemented by a course giving more detailed consideration to the

corresponding principles prevailing in civil law countries for the adjustment of

conflicts between Anglo-American and civil law. The Faculty believes that

there is already sufficient experience with these topics to yield valuable infor

mation as to the material which should be included in such course or courses. It

could be obtained, and should be sought from those members of the bar who are

now engaged in counselling businesses of world-wide scope.

In 1926, the Carey Exhibition was inaugurated at the suggestion of W. D. P.

Carey, A.B., LL.B., '26, who furnishes annually a prize of $50, to be awarded to

the winner. Mr. Carey's object was to provide for a comprehensive test of

substantially the first two years of law study. For three years, the examination

included questions in different subjects, contributed by the professors of these

subjects. Each year the prize was won by the ranking student, who had already
demonstrated his superior ability in passing examinations. Accordingly, the
scheme of the Exhibition was changed this year so as to test not only the com

petitor's knowledge and his ability to reason from what he could remember,

but his resourcefulness in analyzing and solving a legal problem with ample time

and with free access to the Library. The Faculty regard the Exhibition as offering
a valuable experiment as to the type and desirability of a general examination in

law and are glad to continue it with this ulterior purpose.

Annually, the Faculty have observed that during the last term of the third

year students are demoralized by the anticipation of taking the Bar Examinations

in June. They reduce the amount of their law school work or neglect it to a

certain extent and the time thus stolen is devoted to preparation for the Bar

Examinations. This is the experience at least of those students who are preparing
for practice in New York, and is produced by the fact that the New York Bar

Examinations have been given two weeks after the close of the Law School ex

amination period. In this interim there is no opportunity to rest from the labors

and strain at the close of the Law School year, nor is there sufficient opportunity
for adequate preparation for the Bar Examinations. Because of this situation,

the Faculty have protested to the New York Bar Examiners, urging that the date
of the summer examinations be postponed sufficiently to give students adequate

time for rest and preparation and to relieve them from the temptation to encroach

upon the time which should be devoted to Law School work. This question

precipitated a general discussion of the Law School calendar. The process of

registration is not the same as that of the University generally, and does not

require the same length of time. It has been found that the examination period

cannot be made to coincide exactly with the University examination period.

There seems to be no reason why the morning of the Saturday known as Spring

Day should be a holiday in the Law School. Third year students rarely stay in

Ithaca to attend the Commencement exercises, and it may be desirable to
provide

a separate Commencement. A committee has been appointed to study these and

other questions that may be involved in a Law School calendar and to give con

sideration to the desirability of establishing the quarter system in the Law School.

In Dean Burdick's annual report for last year, he referred to the establishment

of graduate work in Law leading to the degrees S.J.D. and LL.M. It is con

sidered especially fortunate that graduate work in Law has been organized under

the Faculty of the Graduate School. This method of organization enlarges

opportunities for graduate students in law by enabling them to correlate with

their work in law, work in allied fields in other departments of the University,

such as those in Philosophy, History, Government, and Finance.
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Believing that there was a possibility of advantageous co-ordination with the

Arts College with respect to undergraduate work, conferences were held last

year between the Faculty of Law and members of the Departments of History,
Psychology, and Economics. As a result of the exchange of views at these con

ferences, there have been introduced in the Arts College this year two courses

intended primarily for pre-legal students. The first of these, History of the

English Constitution, conducted by Professor Marcham and Mr. Ramsey, is a

historical survey of the chief administrative and judicial institutions ; the growth

of the Crown, the council, the law, and the courts. The second course, Legal

Psychology, conducted by Professor Weld, considers psychological problems of

evidence and of legal forms. Further co-operation with the Arts College was

effected by inviting Professor Donald English to conduct a course in Corporate

Accounting in the Law School Summer Session of 1929.

MISCELLANEOUS

The Honorable William S. Andrews, who recently retired as Associate Judge

of the New York Court of Appeals, delivered the annual address on the Frank

Irvine Foundation, Saturday, April 26th. His subject was "New York and its
Waters."

Honorable Harrington Putnam, as non-resident lecturer, delivered a

series of six lectures on Admiralty and Maritime Law in the week of April 21st.

On the evening of May 17th, Honorable Hamilton Ward, Attorney General of

New York spoke informally at the annual Law Smoker. In February Arthur H.

Dean, A.B. 192 1, LL.B. 1923, addressed the Law School on "The Practice of Law in

a Large New York
Office."

In June, 1929, the Boardman Scholarship for the best work done during the

preceding four terms was awarded to Joseph Weintraub. For the academic year

1929-30, the first and second Fraser Scholarships were awarded by a vote of the
third year class, to Samuel Blinkoff and John H. Weidner, respectively. The W.

D. P. Carey Exhibition was won by Harrop A. Freeman. The following students
were elected to the Order of the Coif, honorary legal society, Samuel Blinkoff,
Melvin J. Koestler, George S. Koles, Robert Pomerance, John H. Weidner, and
Joseph Weintraub.

Following is the roster of the Faculty in the 1929 Summer Session in Law, and
the courses taught :

John B. Cheadle, Professor of Law, University of Oklahoma, Public Service.

George P. Costigan, Professor of Law, University of California, Contracts.

Edmund C. Dickinson, Professor of Law, West Virginia University, Quasi-

Contracts.

Edwin D. Dickinson, Professor of Law, University of Michigan, Conflicts.
Donald English, Professor of Economics and Accounting, Cornell University,

Accounting for Lawyers.
William H. Farnham, Assistant Professor of Law, Cornell University, Property

Ia.

James N. Frierson, Dean of the University of South Carolina School of Law,
Municipal Corporations.

Grover C. Grismore, Professor of Law, University of Michigan, Contracts.
Herbert D. Laube, Professor of Law, Cornell University, Jurisprudence.
Charles T. McCormick, Dean of the North Carolina University Law School,

Municipal Corporations.

Gustavus H. Robinson, Professor of Law, Cornell University, Admiralty.
Horace E.Whiteside, Professor of Law, Cornell University, Insurance.
Lyman P. Wilson, Professor of Law, Cornell University, Property Ia.
Austin T. Wright, Professor of Law, University of Pennsylvania, Corporations.

There has been a normal development in the Law Library during the past year.
1557 volumes have been received as accessions making a total of 66,535 volumes
in the library. 187 volumes were received as gifts. 168 volumes were added to the
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Bennett Collection of Statute Law. On October 21, 1929, Mr. Earl J. Bennett,
LL.B. '01, sent to Cornell University a check for $5,000 requesting "that it be

used to establish a fund, the income of which shall be used for the purchase of

statute made law enacted twenty-five years or more prior to the
purchase."

During the year 509 volumes were bound or repaired. Of late years there has

been no substantial increase in the appropriation for the library. Many of the

state reports and session laws are being published in larger volumes each year,

and the late editions of some of the text books have substantially increased in

size. The cost of maintaining the library is thereby increased and the purchasing
power of the annual appropriation is diminished. The removal to Myron Taylor

Hall will make possible the more rapid expansion in the size of the library and the
development of Continental European Law and Spanish American Law. The re

moval of the Library to a new building would also entail the considerable labor of

recataloguing the library. There is an imperative need for an Assistant Librarian

and the efforts started "this year to secure an appropriate person should be con

tinued next year.

ENROLLMENT

The total registration throughout the past three years in the regular sessions of

the Law School has been as follows :

Third . .

Second .

First . .

Special .

Registration

1927-28 1928-29 1929-30

30 38 56

46 59 49

107 99 108

1 2 0

184 198 213

acting Law. . 12 7 6

Total Law Students

Students in other Departments electing Law. .

Total receiving instruction in the Law School 196 205 219

Of the total of first year students those also registered as seniors in the College of

Arts and Sciences numbered 78 in 1927-28, 60 in 1928-29 and 68 in 1929-30.

Of the students registered in the Law School 29% lived outside of New York

State in 1927-28, 30% in 1928-29 and 35% in 1929-30. 34 Colleges and Univer

sities are represented in the student body and the students in the Law School come

from 20 states and 2 foreign countries. Enrollment in the last three Summer

Sessions in Law has been as follows: 1927 76, 1928 120, 1929 95. Between

June 1, 1929 and June 1, 1930, 33 students were recommended for the degree LL.B.

and have had the degree conferred upon them by the Trustees. Two, Sidney J.

Berger and Maxwell H. Tretter were awarded degrees with honors. Between

June 1, 1929 and June 1, 1930, 21 students were dropped from the Law School, 63
placed on probation, and 11 advised to withdraw.

Robert S. Stevens,

Acting Dean of the Law School.
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APPENDIX V

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE

MEDICAL COLLEGE

To the President of the University:

Sir: I have the honor of submitting to you the following report of the Medical

College for the year 1929-30.

During the past year the work of all departments of the Medical College has

been conducted in an entirely satisfactory manner in so far as limited space and

scattered facilities would allow. I have had an opportunity to learn more regard

ing the teaching methods, research activities, and the organization of all de

partments by means of pre-arranged visits to each major department. At these

visits, nearly every member of the teaching staff was interviewed. An oppor

tunity was afforded to discuss with practically everyone pursuing research the

problems under study. It was a very stimulating experience to get a compre

hensive view of all the activities of the Medical College, and the quality of work,

the spirit of investigation, and the interest in the training and teaching of the

student body observed throughout the school is highly commendable.

The heads of the departments, with a very few exceptions, have rendered

excellent reports on departmental activities, which are on file in the office of the

dean, and which require no detailed comments. These reports indicate that in

spite of the impending reorganization of the Medical College, there is no lowering
of morale or relaxation in interest. A number of useful suggestions are made in

various reports regarding future methods and organization, which have been

duly recorded for future reference.
*

The department of anatomy is especially vigorous in teaching and in research,

and its facilities have been strengthened by research grants from several sources,

the outstanding instance being the renewal of the grant of $25,000 a year by the
Rockefeller Foundation.

Professor Stockard has been honored by being appointed as the Lane Lecturer
of Leland Stanford University Medical School, where he delivered six lectures in

May of this year.
In physiology, a notable feature of the report of Professor Lusk is an account of

the research activities by students of all classes in the college. It is pleasant to

quote the final sentence of the enthusiastic report of Dr. Lusk which says: "That

everything has been running so harmoniously during these last years of my
official connection with the school is a source of great personal gratification to
me."

The department of pathology lost by death Dr. Arthur H. Dodge, who was an

instructor for a number of years. The teaching staff has been adjusted to this

loss and Dr. Ferris of Yale University has been added to the staff. The de
partment is at present considerably handicapped by the numerous extramural

activities that are conducted in various hospitals in order to obtain the material

necessary for its work.

Among the clinical departments, medicine and pediatrics have been especially
active from the point of view of research, the Bellevue Division, under Dr.

DuBois, having published or prepared for publication thirty-three papers during
the year. The success of this division of the department of medicine is an ample
justification of the elevation of Dr. DuBois to a full professorship, which was done
during the year.
In surgery, the retirement of Dr. Gibson as attending surgeon to the New York

Hospital has necessitated an adjustment of the first surgical division, which has
been accomplished by the promotion of Dr. Hitzrot to the rank of attending
surgeon in charge of work of the division. This has been done without changing
Dr. Gibson's status as professor of surgery.

The professor of military science and tactics, Lieutenant-Colonel Allen, has
been withdrawn from his assignment at the Medical College after five years of
service and Major Tousey, a graduate of the Medical College in the class of 1907,
has been assigned to this post.
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There have been two hundred and sixteen students in the Aledical College at
New York and twenty-four students at Ithaca during the past year. One first-

year student withdrew from the College in January. There are fifty-six candidates
for the M.D. degree, which will be conferred this June. There is a general feeling
among the members of the faculty that the quality of the student body is be

coming consistently better. Only two students in the first year class and one in
the second year class will be requested this year to withdraw from the College
because of inferior scholarship. There are two students working toward the

Ph.D. degree. Forty-three students have been accepted for admission to the first

year class in New York next October and twenty-one have been accepted for

admission at Ithaca. Five students have been accepted for admission to ad

vanced standing, four to become members of the third year class and one to

become amember of the second year class in October.

The standing committees of the Medical College have discharged their various

duties satisfactorily. The Committee on Admissions has had an arduous task in

studying approximately seven hundred applications and interviewing a large

number of applicants who seemed to be of special promise.

The Library Committee has held regular monthly meetings, and has been

especially concerned with the building up of the library to meet the future needs.
The increased funds for this purpose have been carefully expended. Lack of

space for the storage of books has added, however, to the problems placed before

the librarian.

The Curriculum Committee has undertaken a comprehensive study of the

educational methods of several of the leading University medical schools of this

country. It plans to continue its study in order to lay down certain basic prin

ciples on which the future curriculum of the Medical College may be developed.

The Faculty Clinic Committee, under Dr. Hartwell's chairmanship, has care

fully followed all the activities of the Cornell Clinic. During the past year new

methods have been introduced to improve the diagnostic service to physicians

who refer cases to the clinic, and in consequence there has been a gratifying

increase in the use of the clinic by outside physicians. Recently, twenty-four

percent of the patients coming to the clinic have been referred by their physicians,
to whom reports are rendered as expeditiously as possible.

Although there has been a slight decrease in the number of patients cared for

during the present year, this is caused largely by an elevation of the standards of
professional work, although there has been a slight falling off in the numbers

seeking the care of the clinic caused by circumstances which are, in the opinion

of the committee, not referrable to conditions within the clinic.

The Medical College has received a number of grants of funds for research

purposes from various national organizations and foundations such as the Na

tional Research Council, the American Tuberculosis Society, the Common

wealth Fund, the Chemical Foundation, and the Rockefeller Foundation, as well

as from several individual sources. All these funds have been expended with care

and have been productive of much valuable research. The fund of twenty-five

thousand dollars provided by the Committee for the Encouragement of Medical

Research through Dr. Milton B. Rosenbluth has been assigned for the support of

research projects in a number of departments, and it is estimated that approxi

mately twenty-two publications will result from work so supported. It is un

fortunate that this fund is not available during the coming year, as a number of

research problems have been planned on the understanding that these funds

would be continued, and certain commitments have been made that must be

carried through. Another source of outside funds is being sought to meet the

expenditures that seem essential to the progress and morale of the various de

partments involved.

The expenditure of the income from the Peters bequest for research in the

cancer field, which is available during the coming year, has been referred by
the Committee on Educational Policy to Dr. Ewing and the Director with power

to act in this matter.

The future buildings of the Medical College are now well under construction,

and much thought has been devoted to the reorganization of the faculty. It is
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very gratifying to feel that it seems possible to accomplish a thorough-going
reorganization of the Medical College with a minimum degree of friction and

without any apparent disturbance of morale. It is naturally too early to make

predictions as to the success of the reforming of the faculty and teaching staff, but

up to the present time the splendid spirit so firmly established in the faculty
seems to be an important factor in facilitating the construction of a sound human

organization in which the best traditions of the past may be united with the out

standing
opportunities of the future.

It is again a pleasure to record the hearty cooperation and support that I have

received from all members of the faculty.

The corner-stone of the
new7 building of the New York Hospital is to be laid on

June 12th, 1930. The planning and construction of the new plant have gone

on with fine cooperation from all concerned with this very large task. At the

present time construction is abreast of the schedules that have been projected,

and occupancy of the new plant should be expected by the fall of 1932.

G. Canby Robinson,

Director of the New York Hospital-

Cornell Medical College Association.

APPENDIX VI

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE ITHACA

DIVISION OF THE MEDICAL COLLEGE

To the President of the University:

Sir: I have the honor to submit this report of the Ithaca Division of theMedical

College for the year 1929-30.

There were but 24 students registered this year, one less than the quota. Of

these 4 were women, 20 were men and, 11 were seniors in Arts, 10 of whom were

from Cornell. There were 13 college graduates, 4 of whom were from Cornell.

One student was dropped in February for poor scholarship, the others satis

factorily completed the year. The method of selecting the students in coopera

tion with the Committee of Admissions in New York has worked admirably and

has not been changed. The difficulties of selection from the large number of

applicants have continued and experience does not make the work easier or

judgment surer.

Instruction in the Medical College has proceeded normally and satisfactorily
in all departments. There have been no changes in the curriculum this year

and the small class has made possible that close contact between student and

teacher which is most desirable. The rather rigid schedule has left little time
for the medical students to engage in research, nevertheless, they have had the

stimulus and inspiration of this kind of work from close contact with the staff and

with graduate students who were so engaged in all the departments.

The teachers of the Faculty of the Medical College at Ithaca are also members
of the Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences and the senior members of the
staff who give instruction to graduate students are members of the Faculty of

the Graduate School. The Professor, Assistant Professor and one instructor in
the department of Histology and Embryology are on the staff of instruction of

the Veterinary College. Each department of the Medical College gives several
courses in these other colleges and the number of students in attendance on these

courses is several times the number ot medical students -

In compliance with the request of the University Faculty an earlier afternoon

closing hour has been finally arranged for the Medical College. The problem

has been under discussion for some years, but the difficulties, because of the large
number of laboratory hours were very great. It was of course recognized as very
desirable that the medical students with such a long schedule of required work

in the laboratories and in addition so much necessary study in the evenings.
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should have as much time as possible for outdoor exercise in the afternoon. The

schedule now extends from 8 a.m., to 4 p.m., with but one-half hour allowed for

noon luncheon, on Saturday the work closes at 1 :oo. In most departments it has

been possible for those students who needed a little more time for their noon meal

and for those who desired to spend more time on their work to remain in the after

noon a little longer in the laboratory. This flexibility has helped to make the plan
successful.

In the department ofAnatomy a fluoroscope has been installed so that wherever
possible the live anatomy may be studied by this method along with the dissec

tion. It is hoped that this will give added interest to the teaching and will also be

useful in research . Otherwise the teaching has continued as usual.

Through cooperation with the department of Physiology space for the housing
of experimental animals has been secured. This is especially necessary for the

work in neurology. The Wilder Collection of Brains under the curatorship of Dr.

Papez is growing steadily. The brains of a number of distinguished men are now

in the collection and many more are promised. Each year recently a report on

one or more of these has been made. The most urgent need still remains, an

additional preparator.

In the department of Histolog}7 and Embryology the instruction has proceeded

normally in all courses. While praising the efficiency of the instructors and assist

ants, Dr. Kingsbury points out the need of more mature and better trained

instructors and emphasizes the difficulty of securing and retaining such at the

available salaries without the added inducement of a chance to study medical

courses. He also points out that no adequate research is accomplished by assist

ants who are also medical students since registration in such time consuming

courses has a marked checking effect on the inquiring attitude of mind and the

concentration which must underlie constructive investigation. The needs of the

department listed in previous reports remain the same.

In the department of Physiology and Biochemistry, Professor Sumner has

continued as Chairman of the group and in charge of the Biochemistry and

Professor Liddell as head of the Physiology.

In the division of Biochemistry, Professor Sumner was absent in Sweden on

sabbatical leave during the first term. The teaching of the arts course was very

satisfactorily carried on by Dr. Hand and Mr. Kirk, instructors in the depart

ment. According to the Associated Press, Dr. Sumner was under consideration
for the Nobel Prize award in chemistry for his work in crystallizing urease, the

first enzyme ever crystallized.

The problem of the ultimate disposition of Biochemistry still remains unsettled
and only the future can determine the best solution of this question. Whether

Biochemistry remains as at present with Physiology or is transferred to the

department of Chemistry or is associated with the contemplated research in

stitute of Biophysics and Biochemistry it is quite clear that both undergraduate

and graduate research work along this line is bound to expand. It will probably

develop better and faster by unification rather than by duplicating departments

for teaching and research.

In the division of Physiology the work for medical students has continued as

in the past with stress on the laboratory exercises. In response to a growing de

mand for instruction in the fundamentals of human physiology, Professor Dye

has decided to repeat his course in elementary physiology in the second term.

Professor Liddell's course in introductory physiology with laboratory work is

now also extended through the year, but to a restricted group of students. In

June Dr. Liddell was promoted to a full professorship of Physiology.

The Van Cleef Memorial Library has this year more fully accomplished its

purpose as a research library and as a help to students than ever before. Recent

additions by the generous donor have increased the endowment to $23,000. The

income from this enables the library to obtain most of the more important cur

rent books and periodicals in Anatomy, Histology, Enbryology, Physiology and

Biochemistry, the special fields dealt with in Stimson Hall. A few historical and

one or more of the monumental works on these subjects can also be obtained each

year. The varied researches constantly in progress in Stimson Hall would be
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greatly handicapped without the aid of this library. This year there were 187
bound books and periodicals added which gives a working library of nearly 4000

volumes.

In all departments of the Medical College in spite of a heavy teaching schedule,
the research program has been actively furthered by nearly all members of the

teaching staff. The publications listed in the report of the librarian as coming

from the teachers in the college give only an incomplete picture of the work

under way, but there is not space in this brief review of the college year to give

more. In addition to their own work the senior members of the staff have directed

the work of a considerable number of graduate students. From these and from

the junior members of the staff an increasing number of institutions are turning
for trained teachers and investigators.
In previous reports I have commented at some length upon the effect of having

the work of even the first year of the Medical College given upon the College

Campus and have also called attention to the importance to the Medical College

in New York of having this real and vital connection with Cornell University.

Without it the isolation of the Medical College in New York from the University
would be complete.

While for the departments housed therein, Stimson Hall continues to furnish

ample room for the undergraduate teaching and for the lectures of the Depart

ment of Hygiene, the demands for space for research and for graduate students

taxes our ingenuity to the utmost.
The success of the past year has been due not only to the cooperation, en

thusiasm, and faithful service of the staff, but also to the wise council and advice

of the president.

Abram T. Kerr,
Secretary of the Ithaca Division of the Cornell University Medical College

APPENDIX VII

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE NEW YORK

STATE VETERINARY COLLEGE

To the President of the University:

Sir : I have the honor to present a report of the activity of the New York State

Veterinary College for the academic year of 1929-30. The retirement of Dean

Moore last June because of the age limit deserves attention, because his long
period of service and devotion to duty have brought prestige and honor to the

college, to the university, and to the veterinary profession. During his adminis
tration the curriculum has been lengthened from three to four years and changed

from time to time to render it more practical and adaptable to the needs of the

profession. The material equipment in the way of new buildings and additions

has been greatly increased and has facilitated activity in research and provided

needed room for instruction. Although modest and unassuming in his personality,
he has, nevertheless, stood firmly for the rights of the veterinarians. In his

retirement he takes with him the affection of his colleagues and the goodwill and

respect of the members of the veterinary profession.

The activity of the college embraces research as well as instruction. Because

some animal diseases are transmissible to mankind with fatal effect, and because

the ravages of disease in the herds and flocks materially affect the prosperity
of the stock owners, there is ample justification for work that will protect the

welfare of the public and check the losses of the farmer. Some members of

the staff devote their whole time to research and nearly every department has
been carrying on some line of investigation relating to its own work primarily but

also correlated with the needs of the veterinary profession. Without research,
little or no progress can be attained, and reflexly active research stimulates

interest in instruction.
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The work of instruction has proceeded as usual. The course in English for the

seniors, which was introduced two years ago as an experiment, seems to have
proved successful. It has been decided to lengthen the course by continuing it the
same number of hours through another term.

The number of students attending veterinary courses, from other colleges in the

University, was 209 and the number of credit hours was 472. Of this number 47
were in the Graduate School. Except for the graduate students these figures are

slightly less than those for last year. In the regular schedule for the veterinary
students there have been no changes of importance. At the opening of the college

there were 16 fewer students in the entering class than in the previous year. At

the close of the present year, however, there was a grand total of 146 students as
against 142 for last year.

The college has been fortunate in retaining the members of its staff with the

exception of Dr. Julius Maurer of the Surgical Department and Dr. G. W. Cangi

of the Small Animal Clinic. Both have given excellent service but have decided to

enter the wider field of veterinary practice. These vacancies have been filled

by the appointments of Dr. B. J. Errington and Dr. E. C. Baxter. Dr. Alexander

Zeissig of the Department of Pathology and Bacteriology has been honored with a
National Research Fellowship and has been granted a leave of absence for one

year. He plans to spend his time with Doctor Sachs at Heidelberg, Germany, to
perfect himself so far as possible in the subject of immunology. Dr. William T.

Miller has been appointed acting Assistant Professor to fill Doctor Zeissig's

position during his absence.
The International Veterinary Congress, which holds its meetings every three

years is, this year, holding its meeting in London in August. This is the eleventh

meeting, and in response to an invitation from the Secretary for this college to

appoint two representatives, Dr. Earl Sunderville and Dr. E. L. Brunett were

selected. Doctors Fish and Hagan were invited to prepare papers for the pro

gram.

The New York State Veterinary Medical Society is scheduled to hold its

annual meeting at the college the middle of September. There is mutual benefit

to the members and to the college. The departmental equipment is placed at the

disposal of the society and it is gratifying that the members, among whom are

many alumni, attend in such large numbers.

The Twenty-secondAnnual Conference for Veterinarians was held at the college

last January. In point of attendance it was the largest held here. The program

was diversified and much interest exhibited. Most of the papers were presented

by members of the college staff but there were some out of town veterinarians

represented, among whom may be mentioned: Doctor Welch of Montana, Doctor

Ferguson of Wisconsin, President of the American Veterinary Association,
Doctor Holford of the Borden Farm Products Company, Commissioner Henry of

the Department of Agriculture and Markets and Doctor Jones of the Rockefeller

Institute.

That the scientific work carried on at this college has value, is shown by the

fact that numerous articles descriptive of our research are reprinted or are ab

stracted and used in foreign journals. In some instances veterinarians from

distant countries, learning of the work done here, have honored us with visits,

extending in some cases to several weeks. Those visiting us the past year are:

Dr. D. A. Gill, Wallaceville, New Zealand; Dr. H. Dryerre, Edinburgh, Scotland;
Dr. San Miguel I, Santiago, Chili; Dr. B. Saenz, Havana, Cuba; Dr. G. de Kock,

Onderstepoort, South Africa; and Dr. Karl Beller, Berlin, Germany.
Certain members of our staff are frequently in demand to give addresses at the

meetings of various State Veterinary Medical Societies. Some, as far distant as

North Carolina, Indiana, Montana and Texas, have been attended.
The funds granted for research by the legislature have been alloted to special

investigation in poultry diseases, breeding diseases of cattle, Johne's disease,

tuberculin reactions and mastitis. Work has progressed favorably along these

lines.

In poultry diseases, in addition to research, there has been an effort to get more

practitioners interested in this field of work and it is gratifying to report that the
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progress has been encouraging. There has been ample material for investigation

at the college laboratory and at the branch station at Farmingdale, Long Island.
The work on Johne's disease and tuberculin reactions have important relations

to bovine tuberculosis and interesting results have been obtained by Doctor

Hagan.

In the Bang abortion disease in cattle, the increasing demand for help from
stock owners has well nigh overtaxed the facilities of the department. It is the
purpose to devise plans which will not be unduly onerous upon the stock owner

but which will save the State from great expenditures in overcoming this menace.

Mastitis is the cause of considerable loss to the dairy interests. It is a disease

which is difficult to treat effectively. It often reduces the milk supply in valuable

animals permanently. Progress has been made by the use of appropriate tests to
show the presence of the affection before clinical manifestations are evident, and

it is hoped that in the near future a plan will be worked out which will materially

reduce the loss from this trouble.

The needs of the college are not excessive but urgent. First in importance is an

increase of salaries for the members of the staff. It is desirable that the remuner

ation be at as high a level as in other colleges of the University. In some instances

the nature of the work requires twelve months of service. Where the work is

devoted principally to instruction, the members of the departments, for the most

part, utilize the summer vacation for investigation. Research has been the

principal factor in giving the college its present strength and it is the aim to en

courage whatever will maintain and increase its prestige.

There is also urgent need for new positions. The tax on the resources of the

Department of Research in connection with the work on contagious abortion has

already been referred to. It is impossible to respond to the demands for assistance

and continue the investigation in progress without additional help. The appoint

ment of an instructor will ease the situation materially.

It is also recommended that an assistant professor in Bacteriology and Path

ology be appointed. The work of instruction in this department has been heavy
for some years past. Some of the courses were conducted by Dean Moore and

after his retirement the work was taken over by other members of the department.
This has increased their burden and because there has been a growing attendance

in the courses an additional man is needed. There is ample work for him to do.

Reports from various sources indicate that we are losing the war against animal
parasites. In the country at large the losses from this source are estimated at

$124,000,000. From the nature of things it is difficult to procure accurate figures

but the incidental effect of weakening the animal's resistance and increasing its

susceptibility to disease, cause a problem of exceeding complexity. The im

portance of this subject cannot be overestimated. In order to meet our responsi

bility in this matter, the appointment of an assistant professor is requested. It is

hoped the legislature will consider favorably this appeal for additions to our staff.
Without them the work will be less efficient and progress materially hampered.

With each passing year the need for a new building to house the Department of

Bacteriology, Pathology and Diagnosis, becomes more pressing. In each of these

lines the work is increasing and, with the present inadequate quarters, it is an

exceedingly difficult problem to meet the exacting demands that are imposed.

In closing, I wish to acknowledge the loyal and generous support accorded by
the faculty, students, and alumni.

Pierre A, Fish,

Dean of the New York State Veterinary College.
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APPENDIX VIII

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE NEW YORK

STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

To the President of the University:

Sir: I have the honor to submit a report of the New York State College of

Agriculture and of the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station for the
fiscal year 1929-30.

The year in the College of Agriculture has been marked by a large increase (40

per cent) in the number of entering students in the four-years course and in the

college courses of less than four years duration, and an increase of 20 per cent

in the number taking graduate work in agriculture; by sustained efforts to increase
the effectiveness of all the teaching, both resident and extension; by the organi
zation and forwarding of several new and important fields of agricultural investi

gation, made possible by a number of special appropriations passed by the legis

lature of 1929; and by the development of plans and the progression of work on a
large program of building expansion authorized by legislative appropriations in

1929 and 1930. Attention has been given also to the closer coordination of

experimental work at the State Experiment Station at Geneva and the Cornell

Station at Ithaca, with gratifying results.

One who follows closely the work of these institutions over a period of years

cannot fail to be impressed with the ever widening and deepening confidence of

farmers in their services, as reflected in the steadily increasing demands upon

them for sound teaching and for the investigation of new agricultural problems in

one or another aspect of the farming industries and of situations affecting country

life. The State's purpose in the maintenance of these institutions finds its full

justification in the steadily enlarging penetration of both their educational and

their research activities into the lives and the work of the farmers of New York.

To a marked degree has farming in New York shifted to an efficient and scientifi

cally tested basis. While some farmers will not be reached, and others will respond

in varying measures to the teachings of science, the process of penetration is

continuous and the results are cumulative.

While these institutions have attained considerable size, and the costs of

maintenance are impressive, the years ahead will inevitably witness increased

growth in both respects if the essential interests of agriculture are served. Every
scientific advance opens the way to countless further advances. We are yet in the

beginnings of the contributions of science to agricultural and rural welfare.

The field is boundless and the opportunities for improvements are apparently

limitless. When one contemplates the enormous range of soil types with their

individual differences and adaptabilities, the varying local climates, the highly
diversified agricultural production, the amazing intricacy of the marketing and

distribution problems, and the pressing necessity for improvement in the social

situations and conditions of life in the villages and the open country, and when

cognizance is taken of the financial investments in farming in the State and the

great value of our agricultural products, the present expenditures for agricultural

education and research must be accepted as exceedingly modest. A new and

enlarged understanding of the State's great privileges and opportunities to

promote the well-being not only of the countryman, but of all the people, through

an economically sound and prosperous agriculture and an efficient and intelligent

farm population, may need to be developed. The highest integrity and pros

perity of the State is indissolubly bound up with the sustained and adequate

progress of its farm citizens.
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enrollment in regular and special courses

The enrollment of students for the past two years is as follows :

Freshmen

Sophomores

Juniors

Seniors ....

Special students . .

Students in two-years courses:

Dairy Farming
Fruit Growing

Poultry Farming . . .

Vegetable Growing .

Winter-course students :

Agriculture (general) . . .

Dairy Industry ...

Poultry Husbandry
Fruit Growing . . .

Flower Growing .

Vegetable Crops . . . .

Agricultural Engineering

Graduate students

Summer-school students . . .

Less number counted twice .

1928-29 1929-30

194

142

156

160 652

255

160

149

H5 709

31

7

4
1

26

1 13

73

48

17

6

38

27

29
8

9

1

3 C57

4
106

259

676

3n

782

1-775

98

:1.947

95

1,677 1,852

The most striking feature of the enrollment of 1929-30 is the decided increase in

new students, reflecting possibly a renewing confidence in the opportunities

offered in agricultural pursuits.

It is apparent that the causes operating to bring more new students to the

College operate also to keep here those already enrolled, though other factors are

probably involved. In the six years beginning with 1924-25, the average size of

the classes as compared with their entering strength has been: sophomores, 73
per cent; juniors, 67 per cent; seniors, 61 per cent. During the year 1929-30, the
sophomore class was 82 per cent of its entering strength, the junior class 75 per

cent, and the senior class 70 per cent. Compared with their own numbers in the

year immediately preceding, instead of with entering strength, the sophomore

class of 1929-30 shows an enrollment of 82 per cent, the junior class 105 per cent,
and the senior class 93 per cent. The corresponding percentages for the last six

years combined are: sophomores, 73 per cent; juniors, 91 per cent; seniors, 92

per cent. These figures are based on gross class enrollment, including students

admitted with advanced standing.

Significant also is the fact that the increase in students is in those coming from

farms. Since 1906 the College has maintained accurate records of the farm

experience of entering students. In the ten-years period beginning with 1919-20,
the number of men entering the College amounted to 2399. Of these, 47.17 per

cent came with virtually no farm experience, 27.68 per cent were farm-reared, and
25.22 per cent were intermediate in this respect. For the men entering in 1929-30,
the corresponding percentages are 34.86, 39.85, and 25.29. The percentage of

those coming from farms in 1929-30 is higher than that of any of the preceding
twenty-four years for which the records are available.

The following are the more important of the short schools and other meetings

held on the campus during the year:
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Meeting of chairmen of regional groups in farm-management projects

(Farm Bureau), July 2, 1929 10

Summer meeting of New York State Seed Improvement Association, July
22, 1929 ... . . . . ... 97

Summer school for town and country pastors, July 22-August 3, 1929 80

Meeting of Chemung County farmers, July 31, 1929 .. (approximately) 100

Niagara County Agricultural Council, October 29, 1929 15
Short course for supervisors of dairy-herd-improvement associations,

October 21 -November 2, 1929 27

Meeting of
Florists'

Telegraph Delivery Association, November 6, 1929. 200

State-wide poultry judging contest for 4-H Club members (winners to be

sent to Madison Square Garden show), November 8, 1929 24
National Agricultural Limestone Producers Association, Eastern Section,
November 15, 1929. . . . . 18

Third annual Indian
farmers'

school (seven reservations) November 18-23,

1929- ... . . . . . 34
Short course for supervisors of dairy-herd-improvement associations,

January 20-February 1, 1930 .... 5
Twenty-third annual Farm and Home Week, February 10-15, 1930

(number registered) .... . . . . . 5,077
Apprentice school for workers in dairy plants, February 17-22, 1930. . . 3
School for missionaries on furlough, February 17-March 8, 1930 19
School for spray-service men, March 10-15, 1930. 3

Extension-service conference, March 17-22, 1930. . (approximately) 135
School for tree planters, March 27-28, 1930 (13 counties represented) . 48

School for grange lecturers, March 31-April 5, 1930. . . 223
Third annual

inspectors'

egg-grading school, April 1-4, 1930. . 22

School for foreign students from Columbia University, April 14-17, 1930. 35
National Agricultural Limestone Producers Association, Eastern Section,

May 16, 1930 . . . . . 12

Conference on infectious abortion, Northeastern States, promoted by
Colleges of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine, May 23, 1930. . .

... . . . (approximately) 125

Dairy-record service school for county agricultural agents, May 26-29, !93 20

Regional meeting of Dairymen's League, June 2, 1930.. (approximately) 225

State training camp for 4-H Club leaders, June 17-23, 1930 . . . 58

Marketing school for county agricultural agents, June 19-24, 1930 ... 28

Thirteenth annual poultry-judging and -breeding school, June 23-28, 1930 . 52

Ninth annual Junior Field Days, June 25-27, 1930 ...
1 ,856

Total . .
8,578

THE
ORIENTATION'

course for freshmen

Beginning with the first term of 1921-22, there has been given, under the

supervision of the Director of Resident Instruction, a course designed to in

troduce new students into the life of the University and into the special work of

the College. The course has varied from time to time, in an attempt to find

what is most useful. The present arrangement, while still undergoing modifi

cation, has shown sufficiently good results to merit a record of its essential features

The class meets twice a week during the first term of the college year. One-half

of the course is devoted to consideration of the problem of how to study effectively

in college. In this part of the course the group is in charge of Dr. R. S. Uhrbrock,
of the Department of Rural Education. About one-fourth of the total number of

class periods are used in acquainting the students with the history of the Univer

sity and the College, and with the educational resources of the institution. During
the remaining time the class is divided into groups, mainly according to vocational

interest. In 1929-30, sections were maintained for those prospectively interested

in farming and agricultural businesses, the teaching of agriculture, agricultural

extension work, professional scientific work, floriculture and ornamental horti

culture, forestry, dairy manufacturing, and other lines. In each of these groups
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the effort is made to have the students learn about the opportunities in the field
in which they expect to work, the qualifications essential for workers in these

various lines, and the preparation needed by them. No attempt is made to force
decisions as to vocation, but the students are stimulated to give serious consider
ation to their plans for their life work, and to shape their college courses ac

cordingly. I he students have opportunity to shift from one section to another,
and they are referred for consultation and contact to various departments or

staff members according as their vocational aims become clear. More than

thirty staff members have been called into cooperation in this work, either to take
charge of sections or to consult with smaller groups and individuals. .

The operation of this plan has resulted in more serious and interested planning
on the part of students, and it has brought them early into contact with appro

priate faculty advisers and with students of similar interests.
Correlative with the preparation of students for definite lines of work, there

must be developed avenues of information regarding the kinds of positions existing
and the number of them likely to be available in all branches of the agricultural
industry. As a help toward acquiring such information, somemembers of the staff
have this year been placed in contact with the executives of the large milk com

panies, and others with those in charge of companies engaged in the marketing
of fruits and vegetables. The information gained in this way will be helpful in

student placement, and should also have a bearing on the content of the curricular
offerings of the College. Informal meetings of this kind should be made more

general, as obviously there is necessity for those in charge of training programs to

keep in touch with the changing conditions in the industries ultimately served.

CONTACTS WITH THE SCHOOLS OF THE STATE

In addition to keeping in touch with the whole range of agricultural pursuits in

order to learn what types of positions are in need of trained men, and in addition

to providing the needed training for young people, the College has an obligation to

keep its constituency informed of the opportunities existing and of the means of

training for them. In the spring of 1929, and again in 1930, an effort was made to

establish contact with the high schools in which farm boys are enrolled. Thirteen

schools were visited by representatives of the College in 1929, and forty-

five schools in 1930. The attendance of high-school students at these meetings

totaled over 2400 in 1929 and over 10,000 in 1930. An attempt was made to

bring before farm boys, particularly, the facts concerning agricultural vocations,
and to urge upon them that the background of farm life and practice constitutes

an asset to be capitalized, whatever specific life work is undertaken.

This effort has met with the warmest approval of the school officials, as is

evidenced by the calls for continued contacts of this character. The very rapid

spread of vocational counseling in high schools, often with a dearth of available

information, has made this contribution from the College to that program very

greatly appreciated. The publication of two pamphlets one indicating in a

general way the lines of work in which farm boys may have special advantages,
and the other describing the different types of instructional offerings at the

College have been of service in the same connection. It is hoped to supplement

these pamphlets with others covering in more detail the opportunities in more

restricted fields.

THE BEGINNING OF THE TWO-YEARS COURSES

At its meeting in June, 1929, the faculty authorized the introduction of two-

years courses as described in last year's annual report. There were 13 students

registered in these courses, the majority of them in dairy farming. It is still too

early to reach a decision as to whether the faculty's judgment that these courses

are needed, in addition to the other course offerings, is justified, but the intro
duction of these curricula has apparently aroused considerable interest and has

elicited distinct approval, particularly from alumni. The offerings for the coming
year have been increased by the addition of courses in the marketing of fruits and

vegetables, the manufacture and marketing of dairy products, commercial flori

culture, and nursery landscape service, bringing the total of two-years courses to 8.
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The curricula arranged for the two-years students, while in general satis

factory, are, for the most part, made up of courses already available and perhaps
not fully adapted to the needs of this group of students. A compromise policy has
of necessity been followed in the beginning, but, as the enrollment increases, the
situation can be improved, for departments will then be justified in setting up new
offerings more specifically pointed to the objectives established for the two-

years work.

DISTRIBUTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL WORK AMONG THE DEPARTMENTS

The following table shows the amount of instructional work carried by the

various teaching units of the College of Agriculture during the year. The unit of

measure used is the student credit hour (term credit hours multiplied by number
of students). It should be noted that this includes only undergraduate instruc

tion; it takes no account of winter-course or summer-session instruction, or of
graduate instruction whether in cla sses or by personal supervision.

Student credit hours of undergraduate instruc

tion given during 1929-30 by the staff of the
College of Agriculture to students in

Agricul Home Veteri Non- Total

ture Economics nary

Medi

cine

State

Col

leges

Agricultural Economics and

Farm Management 1,548 50 198 1,796

Agricultural Engineering 586 460 3 1,049

Agronomy . .... 75i 3 3 757

Animal Husbandry . . 879 171 7 1,128

Bacteriology 394 304 36 734

Biology 289 772 450 i,5H

Botany . 1,708 117 70 205 2,100

Conservation of Wild Life. . 78 6 84

Dairy Industry 320 3 72 395

Drawing . 368 168 47 583
Entomology-

547 4 118 669
Extension Teaching 360 123 27 5io

Floriculture and

Ornamenta'

Horticulture . .... 1,033 54 107 1,194

Forestry . . 736 8 744

Meteorology 321 6 19 346

Orientation course . 226 1 227

Plant Breeding . . 166 24 190

Plant Pathology 253 253

Pomology 241 3 4 248

Poultry Husbandry 373 373

Rural Education . . 587 908 H 1,509

Rural Social Organization. . . . 36i 218 55 634
Vegetable Crops . . 228 9 237

Zoology ... 205 6 IOO 3H

Total 12,558 3,382 223 1,419 17,582

Comparable figures for earlier years are used in the following table to show the

percentage distribution of undergraduate teaching load among departments and

groups of departments. This table includes all instruction given by the staff of

the College, whether to students in Agriculture or in other colleges in the Uni

versity. The chief significance of the table is in showing that in the later years the

emergence of certain newer developments in agriculture have come in for a share

of attention, causing a corresponding decrease in the share of total student time

given to the production phases.
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1910-11 1915-16 1920-21 1927-28 1929-30

Orientation course i-3

Agricultural Chemistry
Bacteriology
Botany
Biology
Entomology
Zoology
Conservation of Wild Life

Drawing
Meteorology

41.2 39-9 35-i 38.0 36.0

Agricultural Economics and

Farm Management

Extension Teaching
Plant Breeding
Plant Pathology
Agricultural Engineering
Rural Social Organization

18.0 17.4 20.7 24.0 25.2

Animal Husbandry
Poultry Husbandry
Dairy Industry
Agronomy
Farm Crops

Pomology
Vegetable Crops

38.7 29.1 27.7 i5-i 17.9

Floriculture and Ornamental

Horticulture

Landscape Art
i-7 6.0 5-Q 4.8 6.8

Rural Education 0.4 1.8 3-8 10.4 8.6

Forestry 5-8 7-7 7-7 4.2

The preceding table relates only to the distribution of the instructional work

of the staff, and gives no exact indication of how the work of students in Agri

culture is divided. Averages mean very little in this connection, but it may be

noted that during 1929-30 undergraduate students registered for a total of 20,863
student credit hours, 12,558 of which were taught by the staff of the College of

Agriculture, the remainder being done in other colleges in the University. Of the

total, 46.7 per cent was in basic sciences (22.6 per cent in the College of Agri

culture, 24.1 outside), 41.9 per cent in subjects elected within the College of

Agriculture, and 1 1.4 per cent in subjects elected elsewhere, mostly in the College

of Arts and Sciences. These figures give a slightly distorted picture of the work

done by individual students, due to the disproportionate weight of the larger

(lower) classes. The corresponding percentages based on the four-years records of

91 undergraduates are: basic sciences, 36.9 per cent; Agriculture, 48.8 per cent;

outside electives, 14.3 per cent.

CHANGES IN THE COLLEGE STAFF

While the number of changes in the higher ranges of the staff has not been

great, the losses in all cases have been keenly felt because of the valued services

the individuals had rendered. In the majority of the cases, the cause of resig
nation was appreciably greater financial reward, accompanied by attractive

opportunities for work in the chosen field. The following have resigned: Dr.

Harry A. Ross, professor of marketing in the Department of Agricultural Eco

nomics, effective September 30, 1929;
Dr. M. L. Holmes, professor of agricultural
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economics, effective January 31, 1930; Dr. C. L. Allen, assistant professor of

animal husbandry, effective January 30, 1930; Dr. R. D. Lewis, extension assist
ant professor of plant breeding, effective May 31, 1930; Dr. H. J. Metzgar, ex
tension assistant professor of animal husbandry, Dr. R. W. Nafe, research as

sistant professor of rural social organization, and Dr. J. D. Brew, extension pro

fessor of dairy industry, effective June 30, 1930 ; and Mrs. Mildred S. Essick,
assistant state leader of junior extension, effective December 31, 1929.

New appointments have been made by the trustees as follows:
Dr. Sidney A. Asdell, animal physiologist, of Cambridge University and more

recently ofAdelaide University, as research assistant professor in animal husband

ry, effective March 1, 1930.

Dr. Whiton Powell as professor of business management in the Department of

Agricultural Economics and Farm Management, effective July 1, 1930. Dr.

Powell is a graduate of Cornell University. He leaves the post of agricultural

economist with the Federal Farm Board to accept the appointment at Cornell

University.

Dr. M. P. Catherwood as assistant professor of business management in the

Department of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management, effective July 1,

1930. Dr. Catherwood is a graduate of the University of Illinois, with doctorate
from Cornell University.

Dr. Carl Edward Frederick Guterman as assistant professor of plant pathology,
effective July 1, 1930. Dr. Guterman will fill a new research post on the diseases

of ornamental crops, created by the Legislature of 1930.
Dr. Guy Franklin MacLeod, of the Pennsylvania State College staff, as as

sistant professor of economic entomology, effective June 1, 1930. Dr. MacLeod

was at one time a member of the staff of the New York State Experiment Station

at Geneva.

Dr. John B. Cotner, recently professor of agronomy at the North Carolina

State College, as extension assistant professor of plant breeding, effective June

15, 1930.
...

Promotions in title have been approved by the trustees as follows, all effective
Juh-

1, 1930, unless otherwise noted: Charles A. Taylor, from specialist to pro

fessor in extension service; Dr. Frank F. Hill, from assistant professor to professor

of rural economy; Dr. M. P. Rasmussen, from assistant professor to professor of

marketing; Dr. W. D. Mills, from extension instructor to extension assistant pro

fessor of plant pathology; Dr. L. M. Vaughan, from extension instructor to

extension assistant professor of farm management, effective February 15, 1930;

Dr. J. R. Livermore, from extension instructor to assistant professor of plant

breeding, effective December 1, 1929.

CHANGES IN DEPARTMENT NAMES

In order to better define the present fields of education, and, at the same time,

to recognize a terminology coming gradually into commoner use, the following
changes in the names of two departments have been approved by the trustees

on the recommendation of the Dean and the departmental staffs: the Department

of Vegetable Gardening becomes the Department of Vegetable Crops; the De

partment of Rural Engineering becomes the Department of Agricultural Engi

neering.

LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS AND AUTHORIZATIONS

The financial problem of first importance to the College lies in the improvement

of salaries for the present staff, and increased general maintenance for the existing

work. These needs transcend any necessities for expansion into new fields of work,

however important the latter may be. Since many new undertakings are placed

on the College at the instance of farmers desire, and who profit from, the

discovery and extension of additional knowledge in fields or on problems which

the College cannot soon undertake with its present staff, the institution quite

naturally welcomes the opportunity to render the wider service. In consequence,

however, the budget of the College grows steadily larger, without proportionate

improvement in support for the present personnel and the existing programs of

teaching, research, and extension.
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During the past two years, the Governor and the Legislature have recognized
the urgent necessity for a higher salary scale for all classes of teaching and scien

tific staffs, and have granted certain increases, which establish these higher levels

in a few individual cases. Furthermore, modest increases have been provided in

many other posts. The College attaches very great importance to the recognition

now given that a substantially higher level of salaries must be achieved. While

the immediate result has been to create a few temporary discrepancies in rewards

for equally valued services, the way has been opened for eventual progress for all

efficient and productive workers. The preliminary advances have yielded en

couragement of definite significance in the morale of the staff. The adoption by
the appropriating authorities of a consistent policy of improvement from year to

year would, within a comparatively short time, very appreciably correct the

present serious inadequacies.

From the standpoint of gross increases to the State College ofAgriculture for all

purposes, the grants by the Governor and the Legislature of 1930 constitute the
largest in any one year in the history of the College. The new funds are applicable

chiefly to new activities and housing. The net increase in salaries for the present

staff was $17,535;
new-

posts to the amount of $22,680 were created; there was

incorporated in permanent form the sum of $35,580 in salaries for additions to the

Department of Animal Husbandry, carried in a supplemental bill last year;

the net increases in operating funds amounted to $46,873, including the permanent
incorporation of certain funds for the Department of Animal Husbandry also

provided in a supplemental bill last year; special orchard equipment was pro

vided for, in the amount of $2500; and $5702 was appropriated to meet de

ficiencies.

Additional funds for special activities were appropriated as follows: to in

augurate a survey of the agricultural resources of the State, $20,000; for investi

gations on the spraying and dusting of potatoes on Long Island, $16,500; for

extension work in potato production, $5500; for investigations on the grading and

handling of vegetable crops, $5800; for investigations on the control of insects

affecting muck-land crops, $6010; for additional research in the control of insects

and diseases of potatoes, $4000; to continue an experiment to determine the

optimum percentage of protein for a dairy ration, $5900; for equipment and

maintenance for the Western New York egg-laying contest (Genesee County),
$30,000; for increases in state contributions toward the support of county agri

cultural, home demonstration, and 4-H Club agents, $40,500.

Standing close in importance to upward revision of salaries is the acute need for
more and better housing for a number of the college departments. It is therefore

with the utmost satisfaction that record is here made of certain additions to the

plant which the State has now rendered possible. By an appropriation of $510,000
this year, to be used in conjunction with a grant of $485,000 last year, entire new

housing for the College of Home Economics is assured. When the new building
is erected, the excellent building now used by Home Economics is to become the

home of the Department of Entomology of the College of Agriculture. This

allocation of the building has been approved by the trustees.

Of equal importance is a special measure, enacted by the Legislature and

approved by the Governor, which authorizes the trustees of the University to

enter contracts for a new building for the Department of Agricultural Economics
and Farm Management and the Department of Rural Social Organization, at a
cost of $650,000. The bill provides $100,000 for use this year, with the expectation

that the remainder will be appropriated in 193 1. As these two departments are

now the most inadequately housed of any in the College, and the demands upon
them have grown greatly in recent years, provision for this building is viewed with
exceptional gratification.

In furtherance of a program inaugurated in 1929 for the enlargement in person

nel and facilities of the Department of Animal Husbandry, in order that it might
better serve the educational and research needs of the predominant agricultural

industry in New York, provision was made by the 1930 Legislature for the erection

of additional barns for the several classes of livestock at a cost of $100,000, and for
acquiring additional farm lands for the stock at a cost of $60,000.
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The new building for several of the plant-science departments is nearing com

pletion. For its equipment the Legislature appropriated $400,000. This will

make possible the installation of the best modern scientific equipment, as well as

superior facilities for offices and classrooms. When this building, costing with

equipment slightly more than $1,400,000, is occupied, the five plant-science

departments concerned will possess laboratories not surpassed by those of any
other institution of similar character. For the laying of walks and roads, and

for grounds improvements about the plant-science building, the recent Legislature
appropriated $15,000.

The Legislature also granted $13,000 for the erection of a simple research

laboratory, and $1000 for an addition to the tool shed, at the Long Island Vege

table Research Farm at Riverhead.

From appropriations by previous Legislatures, there have been completed

during the current year excellent field buildings for pomology ($3613) and

vegetable gardening ($4513), extensive animal-nutrition research laboratories

($37,124), and a 30-foot concrete road and a sidewalk on Tower Avenue, the
central college thoroughfare ($34,000). Funds are available for a concrete road

on Garden Avenue, west of the main college buildings, and for the erection of a

farm tool barn and a calf barn. Construction of these is anticipated during the
summer of 1930.

The exceedingly generous treatment by the Governor, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
and by the Legislature, merits the warmest commendation from the State College

of Agriculture and from the farmers of the State who have cooperated in pre

senting the needs and soliciting the appropriations.

Recognition is due the Governor's Agricultural Advisory Commission, the
State Agricultural Conference Board of Farm Organizations, and the Special

Animal Husbandry Committee. The cordial cooperation of these groups with the

Governor and the Legislature in augmenting the resources and facilities of the in

stitution, marks an outstanding achievement for the progress of agriculture by
education and research.

THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM

By signature of the Governor on March 2 1
, 1930, a legislative bill admitting the

staffs and employees of the state institutions at Cornell University to the benefits
of the State

Employees'

Retirement System became law. The State established

this system to take effect on January 1, 192 1, and at that time assumed the

financial responsibility for whatever credit each employee was entitled to receive

by reason of state service prior to that date. From January 192 1, the employee

and the State jointly contribute an approximately equal percentage of the

member's monthly salary. On retirement, which may be at sixty years of age or

later, the member receives a retiring allowance which is approximately equal to

one-seventieth of the average annual salary for the last five years of service,

multiplied by the number of years in which the individual has been engaged in

state service. There are provisions for ordinary disability retirement, accidental

disability retirement, and ordinary and accidental death benefits, as well as for

superannuation retirement. Admission to the system is optional for all em

ployees of the state institutions at Cornell University who were in service on

March 21, 1930, and compulsory for all who enter the service of these institutions

thereafter. Employees of these institutions desiring credit for prior service must

pay into the system such contributions, with accumulated interest, as they wrould

have made had they entered on January 1, 192 1, or at such time since as they
became employees of these institutions. The system is admirably

conceived.

Admission to it makes adequate provision for one of the most pressing problems

hitherto confronting these institutions with respect to adequate retiring allow

ances for aged teachers and other servants of the institutions.

GIFTS

During the year the Xew York
Florists'

Club gave $1000 to the University,

the principal and interest to be used in making loans to students registered for

special studies in floriculture and ornamental horticulture. It is the desire of the

club to aid deserving and needy students who are preparing for careers in

the broad fields of the club's interest. Such grants-in-aid are always most welcome.
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Last fall the Charles Lathrop Pack Forestry Trust, of which Arthur Newton
Pack is trustee, added $2000 to its previous grant of $3000 a year, for the fuller
current maintenance and extension of the work of the Charles Lathrop Pack
Research Professorship in Forest Soils, established bv an endowment of $130,000
given byMr. Pack. Effective with the beginning of the next fiscal year on July 1

,

1930, the trustee has indicated his intention to add $1500 more, making a total of
$6500 for the fiscal year from the Trust fund. These gifts have made possible
the addition of an analyst and a graduate assistant, with operating funds therefor,
thus greatly relieving the holder of the chair from routine laboratory work and at
the same time affording financial aid to a specializing student. The addition of

these assistants also makes possible the more rapid advancement of the important

researches which the holder of the chair, Dr. Romell, has inaugurated. It is

hardly necessary to record the satisfaction which this strengthening of the work

affords.

By the will of Mrs. Anna Cora Smith, late of the City of Ithaca, widow of Pro
fessor Clinton DeWitt Smith (who was graduated in agriculture at Cornell

University in 1873, received a master's degree in 1875, and had a distinguished

career as an agricultural teacher and administrator in both North and South

America), there was conveyed to Cornell University the sum of $20,000 for the

establishment of two research fellowships, "both of which are to be awarded by a
committee of the faculty of the College of Agriculture, or in such other manner

as the University fellowships allotted to the College of Agriculture are awarded ;

one of such fellowships, to be known as the Anna Cora Smith
Fellowship,'

is to

be awarded annually to a young woman for research work in Home Economics

Problems, not necessarily under the supervision of teachers of practical home eco

nomics, but possibly, or even probably, in the study of some economic problem

under other professors, as, for instance, some problem in the chemistry of foods,
or some similar research that shall aim to add to Home Economics knowledge and

make all its teachings more useful both to the State and to the individual. The

other to be known as the 'Clinton DeWitt Smith
Fellowship,'

limited to students

who have come from farm homes and have had farm training, is to be awarded

annually on practically the same basis as the University fellowship allotted to the
College of Agriculture is now awarded; but with the same object in view as in

the case of the first fellowship above described, viz., to promote better scholarship
as well as to increase the sum of human knowledge. The selection of candidates

for such fellowships is to be made not merely on the basis of scholarship, nor on

the basis of need, but on the basis of fitness for research work. While presuma

bly the fellowships will be awarded to graduate students, no limitation is imposed
to prevent the committee from exercising its discretion in event it shall seem to the

committee desirable to depart from this rule in any special case.
' '

Throughout their long and useful lives, both Professor andMrs. Smith retained

a warm attachment to Cornell University and the College of Agriculture. It is

gratifying that their names and their good works are thus to be perpetuated here.

As the College of Agriculture possesses only a single permanent fellowship, and
none is available in Home Economics, this endowment is most welcome.

During the year the College received from an interested friend, who desires to
remain anonymous, gifts totaling $1500 for the maintenance of the Summer

School for Town and Country Ministers. This school has been maintained

during the past six summers, in cooperation with the New York State Council of

Religious Education and the New York State Council of Churches. Several

denominations provide scholarships for rural ministers to enable their attendance.

A program of instruction involving a three-summers sequence is offered. The

courses fall into two main groups: (1) those having to do with rural economic and

social problems and rural community life, provided by the college staff; and (2)
those having to do with pastoral work and religious education, provided by the

cooperating religious organizations. This cooperative summer school has been

highly esteemed by the several hundred persons who have attended the sessions.
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TEMPORARY FELLOWSHIPS AND INVESTIGATORSHIPS

For many years the resources of the College for research on special problems

have been augmented by temporary grants for research fellowships for graduate

students, and by investigatorships, the latter usually utilized as post-doctorate

fellowships. During the year 1929-30, the following temporary fellowships and
investigatorships were established:.

I. An investigatorship by the Corn Products Refining Company, for a period
of six months, carrying a grant of $600. The purpose is to study the effect of

dextrose sugar in the ration of growing calves.

2. An investigatorship by the International Agricultural Corporation of New

York, for the purpose of studying the usefulness of phosphatic limestone in the
calcium and the phosphorus nutrition of farm animals. The investigatorship
covers a period of one year and provides a grant of $2400.

3. A fellowship by S. D. Woodruff & Sons, of New York, for the investigation
of the diseases of beans and of methods of control. The fellowship carries a

grant of $1000 a year, for a period of two years.

4. Renewal for a period of two years of the fellowshipmaintained cooperatively
by the Boyce-Thompson Institute for Plant Research at Yonkers, the Horti

cultural Society of New York, the New York Botanical Garden, and the New

York State College of Agriculture. The cooperating parties provide a budget of

$2700 a year in addition to facilities. The purpose is to continue the investi

gations of the diseases of lilies, both those grown out of doors and those forced in
greenhouses.

5. Renewal of the Genesee-Orleans Vegetable
Growers'

Cooperative Associ

ation fellowship for the investigation and demonstration of the nature and control
of diseases and insect pests attacking muck-land crops. The renewal is for two

years, with a grant of $1000 a year by the association.
6. Renewal of the Niagara Sprayer & Chemical Company fellowship for the

investigation of factors involved in the application of dusts for the control of

diseases and insect pests of orchard and other crops. The renewal is for a two-

years period, the company granting $1750 a year.

7. Renewal of the Williamson Cooperative Vegetable
Growers'

Association

fellowship for two years, the association contributing $1000 a year. The purpose

is to continue investigations of the nature and control of diseases and insect pests

of certain muck-land crops.

8. Renewal of the Oswego Farm Bureau - Vegetable
Growers'

Association

fellowship for a period of six months, to continue investigations of diseases of

vegetable crops grown in Oswego County. For this work $700 is provided.

THE EXTENSION SERVICE

The year 1929 has been one of rather remarkable progress in agricultural and

home economics extension work. Although many agricultural areas are still in

distress, the State as a whole has had one of the most prosperous years since 1919.

Farm products have in general sold at a fairly high price. The improved financial

condition in agriculture has been reflected in a better attendance at meetings and a

larger membership in the farm bureaus.

Great changes are taking place in the agriculture of New York. Agriculture is

in process of readjustment. The extension service is alive to the changes and is at

tempting to aid farmers to meet them.

One of the strongest evidences of an improved agricultural condition and of a

satisfactory agricultural extension program is the growth of the farm bureau

membership during the past year. The increase from 1924 to 1928 was barely
2000 members, making a total membership for the State of about 30,000 in

1928. In the calendar year of 1929, however, this was increased by approximately
5000 members, bringing the total membership to nearly 35,000, or an increase

of

about 16 per cent; and by June, 1930, the membership approached 39,000. The

members of these bureaus cooperate in the development of the extension teaching

in their localities, and pay annual membership fees in county associations in order

to increase the service available.
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The 4-H Club work continues to be one of the most effective channels for
extension teaching, and the enrollment of active workers advances steadily.

At present more than 22,000 farm girls and boys are carrying forward systematic
educational projects of practical importance at their homes.
Compilations of numerical data showing numbers of meetings of various types

and attendance thereat fluctuate from year to year within a comparatively
narrow range. That the main trend has been gradually upward for the past ten

years is due to increased efficiency in organizing the work and planning the

programs. Without staff increases, further large gains in the numbers of teaching
contacts can hardly be expected. The significant fact that demands from rural

people for additional services very considerably outrun our resources may thus

be lost sight
_

of in a comparison of annual records. Examples of the services

rendered during the past year may be mentioned:

The usefulness of annual farm inventories and credit statements as outlined

by the College has now become so well established that the State Farm Bureau

Federation recently passed a resolution recommending that all banks should

require credit statements from farmer borrowers. The significance of this step

may not be apparent to persons familiar with urban business practices, -but it

marks a long step in advance for farm business.

In the 17 counties in which legume campaigns have been conducted, specifi

cations have been given individual farmers for the seeding of more than 17,000

acres, which will replace less profitable crops. This service has involved the

examination of more than 2000 soil samples.

At least a thousand dairy farmers used legume hay last year for the first time,
and most of them reported profitable gains by so doing. Over 14,000 barns are

known to have beenmade more sanitary as a result of their owners having adopted
one or more of the improved practices sponsored by the extension service.
Recommendations from the College for the control of insect and disease injuries

effect annual savings to growers in very large amounts. Last year one green

house concern was saved the loss of a crop valued at $100,000. Adoption of

recommended changes in a disease control measure for cabbages was reported

from 95 per cent of the growers in the area chiefly concerned. Very important
changes in practice in methods of treating seed potatoes have been reported by
leading growers during the past two years. Requests for one-page printed leaflejts

describing disease control for certain plants rose from 7000 copies during 1928 to

over 14,000 copies last year.

Reforestation has taken a strong hold on rural as well as urban groups. Com

mittees of farmers, organized through the county Farm Bureau Associations in 36

counties, are now giving thoughtful attention to forest tree planting.

The production of high-producing individuals and strains of poultry by in

telligent breeding methods has advanced rapidly. Last season about 85,000

birds, considered by their owners to be eligible for certification, were inspected

by college experts, who admitted about 71,000 to that coveted distinction.
Assistance was given on 440 farms in laying out suitable land-drainage systems,

involving the actual establishment of levels on nearly 2000 acres. The agri

cultural engineering specialists also conducted 180 community schools of from

one to five
days'

duration. Of these, 23 were five-days tractor schools, at which a

total of 207 tractors were overhauled by students as part of the supervised practice
incidental to the instruction.

In Steuben County, less than 10 per cent of the potato growers used certified

seed in their 1928 plantings. As a result of a campaign by the extension service,
over 90 per cent of the growers enrolled in the campaign in this important potato -

producing county used certified seed in 1929.

Many other illustrations of the effectiveness of extension teaching and of

known results secured during the past season are contained in the separately
printed report to the State.

RESEARCH

The researches of the staff were never greater in number, better organized, or

more carefully chosen with respect
either to the advancement of knowledge or to

the solution of problems of economic importance in the agriculture of the State
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and of the Nation, than they are now. Many noteworthy achievements have
come about during the year. Some hundreds of specific research projects are

under way. The strong development of this foundation for both resident and ex

tension teaching is of such importance that it is unceasingly fostered. By reason
of legislative grants made in response to urgent requests from farmers for ad
ditional knowledge on many problems, the research program steadily broadens.

CONCLUSION

It is impossible in this brief report to present any adequate picture or satis

factory summary of either the research of the Cornell University Agricultural

Experiment Station or the extension service of the College. Both of these are

treated at length in the annual reports of the College, printed separately by the
State for presentation to the Legislature and the public. Copies of these reports

are available on request to the Office of Publication of the College of Agriculture.

In presenting this report, Mr. President, I desire again to record the immeasur
able obligation of these institutions and of the State to you, Sir, for the invaluable
advice and cooperation which you have extended to advance their every interest.

My personal obligation to you for wise and sympathetic counsel is also very
great.

A. R. Mann,

Dean of the New York State College of Agriculture

and Director of Experiment Stations.

APPENDIX IX

REPORT OF THE NEW YORK STATE

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT

STATION

To the President of the University:

Sir: I have the honor to present herewith a report of the New York State

Agricultural Experiment Station at Geneva, for the year 1929-30.

CHANGES IN ORGANIZATION

During the year, the Divisions of Chemistry and Biochemistry, hitherto

maintained as separate administrative units, were combined in the Division of

Chemistry. The former Division of Horticulture, which had attained large size

because of the major interest attaching to this field at the Station, gave way to a
Division of Pomology and a Division of Vegetable Crops. These changes have

made for an improved organization. The administrative structure now presents

seven divisions, as follows: Bacteriology, Botany, Chemistry, Dairying, Ento

mology, Pomology, and Vegetable Crops.

CHANGES IN STAFF

The more important changes in staff comprised the following: RichardWelling

ton, Chief in Research (Horticulture), was placed in charge of the new Division of

Pomology, and Charles B. Sayre, Chief in Research (Vegetable Crops), was

designated head of the new Division of Vegetable Crops. E. V. Shear, Associate

in Research (Botany), resigned and his place was filled by the appointment of

J. M. Hamilton, who received his doctorate at the University of Wisconsin.

F. H. Hall, Associate in Research (Horticulture), died on October 18, 1929,
after

thirty-two years of highly useful service at the Station. Mr. W. T. Tapley was

appointed to succeed Mr. Hall with the same title. Mr. Tapley prepared at the

Universities of New Hampshire and Minnesota, with subsequent teaching experi

ence at Minnesota and Pennsylvania State College. E. L. Green, who received a
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Master's degree at the State College of Washington after completing his under

graduate work atWashington University, St. Louis, became Associate inResearch
(Chemistry), on January i, 1930.

ADDITIONS TO THE PHYSICAL PLANT

By reason of its urgent need and the fact that it had been sought earnestly for
several years, provision for the erection of a new Horticultural Research Labora

tory ranks as the outstanding development of the Station during the year. On the

recommendation of the Governor, the Legislature of 1930 appropriated $285,000

for the building. The new structure will not only benefit the divisions to be

housed in it, but other divisions as well through relief of crowding elsewhere.

With the erection of this laboratory, the housing of the divisions will be brought

to reasonable adequacy for the immediate needs of the Station.

In the physical plant, two other additions are still required. Of first importance

is a large range of glass houses. Such houses are a positive essential for plant

research and for many contributory lines. The lack of adequate greenhouses

imposes a very acute limitation on certain lines of work. The other requirement

is for a central heating plant to replace the many small separate plants in the

individual buildings. The Station plant has now attained a magnitude where

central heating is greatly to be desired. Request for both of these needs will be

presented to the Governor and the Legislature in 193 1.

THE RESEARCH UNDERTAKINGS *

The Station lists the following numbers of research projects under investi

gation in its several divisions: Bacteriology, 26; Botany, 38; Chemistry, 13;

Dairying, 25; Entomology, 30; Pomology, 22; Vegetable Crops, 9, with several

important sub-projects; Nursery Stock investigations, 7; Orchard Soils, 23;

total, 193. The lines of research are chosen with reference to the needs of agri

culture in the respective fields, and collectively they constitute a program of

much practical importance as well as scientific interest. Manifestly, it is im
possible in this brief report to deal with the important progress which has been

made during the year in these varied undertakings. An excellent, comprehensive,

and informing report of the Station published for the information of the Legis

lature and the public is available on request to the Director of the Station at

Geneva. It should be consulted by any one desiring to inform himself concerning
the Station.

The Division of Bacteriology is engaged on the broad problem of agricultural

bacteriology, including various aspects of the flora of the soil, of milk and its

products, and of food products. Its studies on thermophilic and thermotolerant

bacteria in relation to the pasteurization of milk have been notably important.

In the Division of Botany, diseases of large and small fruits have chief place,
with work on certain vegetables, notably beans, tomatoes, and other canning

crops, next in importance. This division is charged with the analytical work of

the official inspection service for seeds, and its achievements here have brought

great credit to the Station.

Studies of pure casein and of its physico-chemical properties have long occupied
an important place in the Division of Chemistry. More recently, studies of the

character, properties, and value of insecticides and fungicides have received

close attention, a subject much in need of thorough investigation. Studies of

the chemistry of grape juice and of quality in canning crops are under way. This

division serves the State Department of Agriculture and Markets in analyzing

fertilizers and feeding stuffs offered on the market.

The Division of Dairying has for several years investigated a wide range of

problems in the manufacture of ice cream and other frozen dairy products, the

effects of freezing milk and cream, methods of sampling and testing milk and its

products, the solubility and keeping quality of milk powders, the use of milk

strainers and milking machines, and certain problems in herd management.

Investigations of cheese manufacture and handling receive some attention.

The Division of Entomology has long been outstanding in this country for its
economic work on insects attacking fruits and vegetables. It has a wide range of
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experiments in progress, dealing with many of the most important pests with

which the horticulturist is confronted. The Legislature of 1930 further strength

ened its facilities by a special appropriation of $37,000, to augment funds already
available for experiments to control the oriental peach moth, the apple maggot,
and other insects which at present are causing fruit growers great alarm.

The Station has gained peculiar recognition for its work in the breeding of new

fruits, both large and small, and for its very comprehensive comparative tests of

varieties of fruits and nuts. It is also engaged on studies of pruning, and on

fertilizers for the orchard and for certain small fruits. Following the discontinu
ance of the former Division of Agronomy, there has been much concentration

of effort on the study of fruit soils and orchard nutrition. This work centers in the

Department of Pomology. Closely related are a series of studies of fruit nursery
stocks, including comparisons of various stocks, methods of propagating and

growing stocks, fertilizer requirements, storage, and the like.

The Division of Vegetable Crops is much engaged on the preparation of a

series of volumes descriptive of all the varieties of vegetables grown in this State.

It is a monumental undertaking. In connection therewith attention is given

to the breeding of new varieties. A second major responsibility of this division

is the study of numerous problems involved in the production of vegetable crops

for canning.

In the foregoing paragraphs the attempt has been made merely to indicate

some of the directions in which the energies are expended. The work in process is

much broader than these brief notes imply ; but perhaps they will serve to arouse

interest in the fuller report of the Station elsewhere available.

The staff of the Station is productive also in publications, both of station

bulletins and of contributions to agricultural and technical journals. During the
year the Station published eleven technical bulletins, thirteen bulletins for

the general reader, and seven circulars, including revisions.
The past year has witnessed further progress in the integration of the work

of the scientists in related fields at the State Station and the Cornell University
Agricultural Experiment Station. There is negligible duplication of work at the

two stations, and their investigations admirably supplement one another.

A. R. Mann,

Dean, and Director of Experiment Stations.

APPENDIX X

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE NEW YORK

STATE COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS

To the President of the University:

Sir: I have the honor to present herewith a report of the New York State

College of Home Economics at Cornell University for the year 1929-30.

THE FUNCTION OF EDUCATION BY MEANS OF HOME-ECONOMICS SUBJECTS

In a relatively new but rapidly developing field of higher education, discussions
of the place and the function of the new disciplines in the academic program have

peculiar interest. They help to define purposes and to guide processes. While

interpretations will differ and approaches will vary, the attempts to set forth the

underlying motives are useful. They are likely to reflect the experience of the

individual, and the environment in which he functions, as well as the develop
ment of the field of knowledge. In a separately printed report to the State for

the current year, Director Flora Rose, of the State College of Home Economics,
presents the following discussion of the function of education by means of

home-

economics subjects, which is of interest here:
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"Education by means of home-economics subjects is one of the tools which

society is in process of perfecting to help it accomplish its tasks of keeping the home
and the community in harmonious adjustment. In its first crude form, which
appeared shortly after industryhad begun to draw persons from thehome to work

in the community, its purpose was to supplement, through some formal channel,

training in processes of cooking and sewing which were being neglected by the
reduction of some of these activities in the home. Home economics as it exists

today has developed in response to the needs of a changing home in a changing
world, and it has come to render two major services. The first of these is a

service to general education. If homes are to survive, and to functionpffectively
in their survival, it is necessary that the persons who establish homes shall be

prepared for it. To produce healthy human beings, to guide them into a life of

self-controlled freedom, and to create for them an environment in which they
may develop their powers and enjoy security, requires knowledge and skills

'

which involve special training and education. What mothers and fathers eat

before their children are conceived and born, the general health of the parents,

the quality of their tissues, what children eat and wear, where and how much

they sleep, where and how much they play, how well the parents get along to

gether, the harmony of the atmospherewhich they create about them, the under

standing that they have of human behavior, the way inwhich they regulate their
own conduct, the intelligence with which they guide that of their children, the

soundness of the environment which they create, these are plain examples of

the fundamental problems of major concern in modern homes which home-

economics education must help to solve. This type of education should be

available to all women and men in the community.

"The second major service of home economics is to vocational education. As

the importance of activities conducted by women in the home has waned, the

need of women for vocational outlets in the community has increased, and with it

has increased the need of the community for their services in community enter

prises which are an extension of previous home activities. Because marriage has

been deferred and an increasing number of women must earn a living for a long
period before marriage, because the economic burden of supporting a home un

aided has become heavy for the man, and because too much leisure has become a
burden to many women, they are in increasing numbers seeking employment in

gainful occupations both before and after marriage.

"Training in home economics offers to young women a wider range of voca

tional opportunities, and better equipment for successful and satisfying voca

tional expression, than perhaps can be found in any other field of knowledge at

the present time. There are several reasons for this. The community has
ever-

increasing and well-defined needs for the services of women in enterprises which

are extensions of home activities. These needs cannot be equally well satisfied by
men, and this is therefore a field in which women need not now come into compe

tition with men. Vocations in home economics are developed around interests

which are still of major concern to women ; and training in home economics which

leads to a vocation accomplishes also in measurable degree its general educational

purpose of preparing the woman for homemaking.

"It is out of this dual need of society the need for a contribution to general

education which deals specifically with problems of individual home and family
life, and the need for a contribution to vocational education that will enable

women to follow into the community the activities lost to them in the home, and

thereby free both home and community from the burden of supporting women

in idleness that education by means of home-economics subjects has developed
to its present proportions and has become an important phase of higher education.

Its value in college or university must be measured by the contribution that it

makes to one or the other, or to both, of these fields.

"Study of the work being done in the New York State College brings to light

some interesting facts. Resident teaching, although making a contribution to

general education, will be found to be dominated by a vocational objective.

Consciously or unconsciously, each of the six departments in the College has built
its teaching program about curricula which lead to specific vocations. Through
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each course runs a thread of broad educational purpose which leads back to the

home; but themajor purpose of the curricula is training for economic outlets, and
the instruction is organized to prepare young women to earn a living. At the pres

ent time, the New York State College of Home Economics is making little con

tribution to the general education of the young women and men in the university
who are not following a home-economics curriculum. Even should its present

resources permit (which unfortunately they do not) an extension of its general

educational functions to all students in the University, it is doubtful whether they
would be utilized to the fullest extent. Two causes are at work to produce this

situation : educators in the field of home economics have not yet recognized clearly
the part which they have to contribute to the general education of all students;

and many teachers in other fields of education have not yet awakened to the vital

need for the contributions which home economics has to make to general educa

tion. Since development of a service normally follows a felt need and an articu

late demand for it, the situation as it exists at present is probably a natural one

which time will adjust.

"In extension teaching the reverse of this situation will be seen. Here the

contribution of each department has been largely to general education devel

oped to meet conscious needs vigorously expressed by homemakers asking for

help in making satisfactory adjustments in a changing world. But here, also, a.

vocational motive is
developing."

THE LEGISLATIVE ENACTMENTS

In common with other state institutions under the administration of Cornell

University, the benefits of the State Retirement System were extended to the

staff and employees of the State College of Home Economics. Here, equally, the

importance of this authorization by the Legislature is recognized. While this

College is relatively young, already the need for retiring allowances has been

keenly felt. Admission to the state system provides permanently for a funda

mental need which faces this, as every, educational institution.

The outstanding financial enactment of the Legislature with respect to the

State College of Home Economics was the passage of an appropriation, on the

recommendation of Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt, of $510,000, to be used in

conjunction with an appropriation of $485,000, granted the preceding year, for

the erection of a single building to house all of the resident work of the College,

and to make possible the inauguration of certain new educational and research

undertakings which have been long contemplated but which could not be accom

modated in the present home of the department. This College outgrew its quar

ters several years ago. Limitation of enrollment was necessitated, needful ex

pansions to keep step with progress in home-economics education were omitted,

and staff and students have worked under conditions of great congestion. The

new building, when completed, will relieve all of these conditions, and should be

productive of a marked increase in the efficiency with which the College dis

charges its educational and research functions. Much care is being exercised in

the planning of the building to insure quarters which will reflect the best in housing
for this field of education. This is peculiarly difficult because of the rapidity

with which changes are coming and new demands arising in this comparatively

young field of higher education. The College is profoundly appreciative of the

action of the Governor and the Legislature in providing so excellently for its

physical necessities.

Unfortunately, the College cannot speak with equal enthusiasm concerning

the provision for the current maintenance of its work. A net increase of $2000

for salaries for the staff, taken in conjunction with the stringent policy which
has

been followed for some years, places upon the administration an almost insuper

able difficulty in selecting and holding a competent staff. If the State is to main

tain an efficient College of Home Economics, it must provide salaries of distinctly
higher level than those now available to the College. The State cannot afford to

cripple its highest institution for education in fields of widest interest to its women

and of direct benefit to all elements in the population who are served by its teach

ing or by the results of its researches.
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Need for an increase in staff, in accordance with specific recommendations

made by the University, is also pressing. The requirements in home-economics

education are expanding, and the necessity for more secure foundations in re

search is increasingly apparent. These call for increased numbers of qualified

resident and extension teachers and investigators.

The increase of $2800 in the appropriation for the summer school will make

possible a much-needed, although modest, expansion in the summer work. In

view of the desire of high-school teachers of home economics, and others, to im

prove their qualifications by more advanced studies, or by gaining acquaintance
with the more recent developments, the State is afforded a ready opportunity to
promote this field of education throughout its school system by enabling the

maintenance of a strong and adequate summer school in home economics to

which its teachers may come. It would be well if the present appropriation of

$6000 for this purpose at the State College of Home Economics could be brought

rapidly to double that amount. This is the least expensive means open to the

State to enable its teachers in service to improve their professional and technical

qualifications and to advance the efficiency of their work.

CHANGES IN STAFF

At the opening of the year the resignation of Miss Elizabeth Lacey, Assistant
Professor in the Department of Household Management, was received. On

January 31, 1930, Miss Claribel Nye, Extension Professor of Home Economics,
severed her connection with the College in order to accept a responsible adminis

trative post at the Oregon Agricultural College. At the close of the year,

Miss Myra J. Robinson, Acting Assistant Professor of Home Economics, Miss

Hazel L. Spencer, Extension Assistant Professor of Home Economics, and Dr.

Marguerite Wilker, Extension Professor of Home Economics, tendered their

resignations.

Following the retirement of Professor Annette J. Warner as head of the Depart

ment of Household Art at the close of the preceding year, Assistant Professor

Grace Morin was designated as acting chairman of the department. Effective

on July 1, 1930, Miss Morin was advanced to a professorship in household art.

Miss Florence E. Wright came to the College as Acting Extension Assistant

Professor in the Department of Household Art on September 1, 1930.

In the Department of Household Management, two professorships were filled.

Miss Helen Canon, formerly a Professor in Home Economics in the College,
resigned from her position in 1927 in order to register for the doctor's degree. At

the close of the present academic year the degree was conferred. Doctor Canon

majored in the economics of the household. With the next academic year she

again becomes Professor of Home Economics, and will devote the greater part of

her time to research in household economics. Associated with Doctor Canon will

be Dr. Day Monroe, who comes from the University of Chicago to a professor

ship in home economics in the Department of Household Management. Doctor

Monroe prepared herself in home economics, economics, sociology, and statistics,
with studies at Washburn College, Simmons College, Columbia University, Yale

University, the University of Chicago, and Pasteur Institute. She will divide

her time between teaching and research in the field of household economics.

Miss Bessie C. McDermand, formerly County Home Demonstration Agent in

Rensselaer County and later City Home Demonstration Agent at Syracuse, be
came Assistant State Leader of Home Demonstration Agents on October 1, 1929.

THE STUDENT ENROLLMENT

Notwithstanding the enforcement of rigorous methods of selecting students and

limiting enrollment, the pressure of applications from qualified young women is

such that the student body steadily expands. Large numbers of applicants who

meet the technical requirements are annually denied admission.
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1928-29 1929-30

Freshmen. . . . 151 183
Sophomores. . 126 134
Juniors. . . . 137 116

Seniors . . 87 125

50i 558

Special students 6 n

507 569
Graduate students 17 33
Summer-school students 73 199

597 801

Less number counted twice.... 5 32

592 769

Included in the above are students of Hotel Administration as follows :

1928-29 1929-30

Freshmen. . . . . . 45 49
Sophomores . 38 44
Juniors ... 36 39
Seniors . 21 29

140 161

Graduate students ... . . 1

Summer-school students . . . . 27 75

167 237

Less number counted twice... ... 1

167 236

THE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

Definite programs of research are now established in three departments in the

College, in conformity with a well-considered plan to strengthen the facilities for
investigation in all of the major fields. While the resources for such original

studies are meager, the progress of the work gives clear evidence of the values

which may be expected to result when this aspect of the college program can be

adequately strengthened.

In the Department of Foods and Nutrition, work on the following projects

begun in previous years has been continued, and several of these investigations

are now nearing completion and preparation for publication: (1) the fat-soluble
vitamins of

hens'

eggs as affected by different treatments of the layers; (2) the
anti-pellagra and anti-beriberi vitamins in two varieties of apples, Baldwin

and Northern Spy; (3) fat metabolism, being a study of the rate of digestion

of fats as determined by the chylomicrons of the blood, and the relation between
the chylomicron count and the total lipids of the blood plasma; (4) the relation
of habits of food selection and preparation to certain aspects of health; (5) the
effects of orange juice on the appetite of the pre-school child; (6) a comparative

study in vitro of the digestion by pepsin of typical infant-feeding formulas in use
at the present time.

Research in household management and the economics of the household is of

more recent origin, but an excellent beginning has been made and arrangements

completed for further strengthening this field during 1930-31. A major project

having to do with the determination of some of the important factors in the

management of a household has engaged the cooperative efforts of the three

departments of Household Management, Foods and Nutrition, and Textiles and
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Clothing. Careful records from 550 farm families, obtained by field surveys, are

now being analyzed. In a study of the cost of living of farm families, records
from 500 families are available. For the project dealing with methods of house
hold buying, a survey of 360 farm families has provided the basic data. As much

of the work in this field is closely articulated with that in the Department of

Agricultural Economics of the College of Agriculture, opportunity is afforded to

bring into consideration a great body of related data for the same farm homes.

The investigations in the Department of Family Life are concerned with

problems in child development and parent education. The objective is to dis

cover guidance factors which influence the behavior of young children? in homes,
and ways in which these factors can be controlled and directed by the family in
the home for wholesome development of the children. There is utilized the re

search available in child development, child health, learning, and allied fields,
with a view to discovering how to make such findings effective in the

of home and school where young children live. The following projects, some of

them inaugurated three years ago, are in progress: (1) cost of healthmaintenance
of young children; (2) hemoglobin and blood pictures of children of the nursery

school at different seasons and under varying conditions; (3) the use of the

General Electric sunlamps in the playroom of the nursery school during the late
afternoon of winter months; (4) selection of foods by nursery school children;

(5) selective behavior of young children; (6) group activities of young children;

(7) nervous habits and guidance procedures. These studies all have significance

with respect to physical growth and related habits of outdoor activity, sleep, and

the like, the types of situations which young children meet, the behavior of infants
and young children as influenced by direct and indirect guidance, the resistant

behavior of young children, and the like. During the past three years very im

portant progress has been made in developing the methodology for such studies

as well as in the accumulation of significant data.

THE EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

For thirty years, extension teaching in home economics has been offered by
this institution. The interest in it on the part of rural homemakers has long
since outgrown the facilities of the College for meeting the requests. The ac

cumulated effects have been far-reaching not only in influencing the lives and

activities of the homemakers, but also in creating an eagerness for further techni

cal and scientific knowledge in the diverse fields of their interests. Service reaches

every part of the State, but is more intensively promoted in those counties,

approximately two-thirds of all of the counties, which employ, in cooperation

with the College and the United States Department of Agriculture, technically
trained county home demonstration agents, assisted by county-wide home-

bureau associations of rural women. During the past year there have actively

functioned 1018 local community home-bureau units in the 41 counties and 3

cities organized on a home-bureau basis. The total paid membership in these

home bureaus is 27,199 women, or an average of 582 in each of the counties and

1232 in each of the three cities. In addition, more than 9000 girls have conducted

during the year regularly organized and supervised educational home projects

in the junior extension service, and 9409 women have systematically attended

local or lay leader training schools and have served voluntarily as lay leaders

of groups in study and demonstration of particular projects. Through this

organization, and the supporting staff of 18 subject-matter specialists, 601,274
direct teaching contacts were made. It is carefully estimated that an additional

180,255 indirect teaching contacts also were made.

During this year, the funds available for this county work total $24,600 from

the Federal Government, $36,900 from the State Government, $159,350 from the

county governments, and nearly $28,000 from membership fees of farm women,

all of it under the administration of the College. As this indicates that 79 per cent

of the support comes from local sources, it is evident that this activity has estab

lished itself firmly in the confidence of the people in the localities. With each

succeeding year from the inauguration of this educational service, the amount of

the local appropriations has increased. At this time, the average appropriation

by the 41 county boards is
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The methods most commonly used in the extension service include lecture-

demonstrations, exhibits, conferences, home visits, discussion groups, study clubs,
laboratory classes, use of slides and moving pictures, tours, library-book collec

tions, bulletins and mimeographed leaflets, posters, demonstration trains and

trucks, circular and personal letters, correspondence courses, information service

to local and weekly papers, and the lay leader service above mentioned. While
the greater emphasis is on education for the individual homemaker, many com

munity projects are assisted, such as those looking toward the betterment of

conditions in schools, hospitals, churches, fairs,
markets,'

recreation facilities,
community houses, public health, and landscaping of public properties.

A few examples of the purposes and the results of the extension program may
be cited. Naturally, teachings relating to human nutrition and the selection and
preparation of foods have an important place. Attempts to measure the effective

ness, based on reports from individual homemakers, indicate that during the year
changed food practices were instituted in 14,846 homes, involving 31,915 persons.

This resulted from the work of one specialist, assisted by part time of a second

person, the county agents, and 1301 lay leaders in 824 communities.
In the clothing projects, the aims are to teach the selection, construction, and

care of clothing for the family, recognizing the value of the artistic, healthful, and
economic aspects ; and to develop consciousness of the part which clothing plays

in social relationships. Instruction is given in the principles of line, design, and
color as applied to costume, principles to guide in selection and fitting, choice of
textile fabrics, budget-making in relation to expenditures for clothing, the essen

tials of the pre-school child's wardrobe from the standpoint of health, beauty,
economy, and manipulation by the child, and related matters. In this field, work
was conducted in 36 counties and 3 cities, 1102 lay leaders were given special

training, and there were 14,518 persons attending the classes, who reported

79,920 changes in practices.

In the field of household management, the purpose is to establish a clearer

understanding on the part of homemakers of the value of free time and energy

for activities which contribute to a satisfying home life, greater knowledge of the
principles underlying efficient and successful methods of performing household

tasks, the convenient arrangement of working centers in the home, the wise

choice of labor-saving equipment, and a knowledge of how to make home under

takings contribute to the education of members of the family so that there may

be greater interest and cooperation in the home life of the family.

Through the extension teaching in relation to housing, homemakers are aided
in developing an appreciation and working knowledge of the principles of good

design, and in putting these principles into practice in the selection and use of

household furnishings and in the elimination of objectionable articles. Instruc

tion is given on the economic value of materials in relation to the choice of articles

for household furnishing and decorating, and on design and color in house fur

nishing.

The extension work in home crafts offers instruction for women who desire

to employ their leisure time in a remunerative way. The technics and skills

required in a limited number of crafts are taught. This involves consideration of

design and color, and the development of good standards in this form of art expres

sion. In this field one specialist devotes part of her time. That there is real inter

est in this undertaking is evidenced by the fact that during the past year 28

counties reported home-crafts projects under way.
The extension program includes many additional aspects of family life center

ing about the household activities and the development of the family, the
home-

maker's reading, the maintenance of a home-study course, and a broad intensive
consideration of child development and parent education. The last-named work,

hitherto maintained on a special grant from the Spelman Fund, carries to or

ganized groups in various parts of the State the results of psychological research

regarding the principles of educational psychology and their application in
child

guidance; it dealswith the factors which influence the growth of traits and tend

encies in children, how learning situations for children can be organized to aid in

developing desirable behavior, methods of guiding children so as to improve their
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relationships, and aids to parents in directing their observations to conditions

of behavior in their homes as a basis for wiser guidance procedures. The interest

in child development and parent education has become state-wide, although the

force available has consisted of one specialist and an assistant. During the

past year these two persons conducted work in 34 counties, and in intensive study
groups and selected meetings reached directly 8295 persons. Requests from some

20 additional counties for assistance next year cannot be met because of inade

quacy of personnel.

Through the junior-extension work the young women of the State are taught

methods of improving their personal and home practices in fields appropriate

to home economics. Approximately 9000 girls were enrolled for systematic home

projects during the past year, showing an increase of about iooo over the pre

ceding year.

HOTEL ADMINISTRATION

In the division of hotel administration, enrollment has shown a stead}-,
well-

controlled growth. The number of qualified applicants for admission has con

tinued to increase, permitting the enforcement of progressively more rigorous

standards of selection to accompany an increase in enrollment to the number of

153 in September, 1929 (as compared with 118 in September, 1928).
While the major emphasis of the division is necessarily on resident instruction,

research is being developed, and, in a very modest way, extension instruction is

being provided. A fairly comprehensive analysis of the operating reports of 50

hotels was completed in 1929-30, leading to the development of standard operat

ing ratios in the hotel field. Other research projects are under way. Repeated

requests were received from hotel organizations for technical lectures, reading
outlines, and similar extension services, and as many of the requests as possible

were honored. Staff and equipment limitations, however, still restrict the research
and extension activities.

A Summer School in Hotel Administration was experimentally inaugurated

in 1928, with an enrollment of 28. The Summer School of 1929, made up exclu

sively of hotel employees, reached a total registration of 75. Many of the first

group returned for the summer of 1929. A number of students were sent by the
hotels by which they are employed, with all expenses paid. For example, Hotels

Statler sent eight and the Eppley Hotel Company ten.
From its establishment the program of instruction in hotel administration has

been maintained on the receipts from tuition therein, and by annual contributions
from the American Hotel Association or from private contributions paid through

the Committee on Education of the American Hotel Association. For the past

three years such contributions, in the amount of $12,000 a year, have come from

the trustees and heirs of the estate of the late E. M. Statler. The Chairman of

the Committee on Education of the American Hotel Association for the past

two years, and at present, is Mr. Frank A. McKowne, President of the Hotels

Statler Company. His active, sympathetic, and informed interest has made his

counsel and cooperation of exceptional value during these years.

In order that the students might bear a larger share of the cost of their instruc

tion, the trustees, on the recommendation of the Dean, have increased the tuition

from $350 to $400 a year, effective for new registrants for the academic year

1930-31, and for all students who enroll for the year 1931-32 and thereafter.

A number of scholarship aids for needy and worthy students have been estab

lished by interested friends of the course, both individual and corporate. The
New-

Jersey State Hotel Association contributed during the year the sum of $300

toward the establishment of a New Jersey State Hotel Association Loan fund

for students needing financial assistance. Recently, Mr. W. I. Hamilton, who has

been closely in touch with the instruction here from its inception, writing from

the Cortez Hotel, Miami, of the Florida Associated Hotels, Inc., tendered to the

University the royalties from a new book of his authorship, Hotel Service, pub
lished by Harper 8c Brothers. This income is to be used as a cash prize for the

senior student in the course who produces the best essay on any topic relating

to the labor and personnel problems in hotels. Provision is made also for a pos

sible second prize and for the general use of any surplus of income, should the

amount of the royalties admit. Such funds serve a useful purpose.
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DETAILED REPORT OF COLLEGE

The separate annual report of the New York State College of Home Economics
for the year 1929-30, published by the State, sets forth in much detail the work

done and the purposes which have guided the resident teaching, research, and
extension activities of the College during the year. The report presents a clear

picture of the operations of this institution, and it is available on request.

A. R. Mann,
Dean of the New York State College of Home Economics.

APPENDIX XI

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE

OF ARCHITECTURE

To the President of the University:

Sir: I have the honor to submit the following report of the College of Archi

tecture for the academic j^ear 1929-30.

The number of students registered in the College is the same as for several years

past, about 190. This is the maximum number possible with our present equip
ment. However, the number of applications for admission has fallen off decidedly.
The applications now on hand for next fall will more than fill our entering class

but the number that will be rejected is less than for last year and not more than

one-half that for the several years preceding. Possibly this is a reflection of the

present definite depression in the building industry throughout the country.
The need for a larger and better physical equipment has been obvious for some

years and becomes more pressing as time goes on. Until this need is met many
problems must remain unsolved. But, in the meantime, progress has been made

along the lines laid down in last year's report, namely, to make the fullest use of

our present facilities and lay a proper foundation for future development.
A satisfactory beginning has been made in offering instruction in the general

field of the Fine Arts to students not registered in the College of Architecture.

The courses in the History of Art, which were established last year under the

direction of Professor Finlayson, have shown healthy growth. For next year the

College of Arts and Sciences has provided a room in Goldwin Smith Hall for the

elementary course, thus bringing the work nearer to the majority of the students.

There is every indication that the registration in these courses will soon reach the

limit. As an outgrowth of this work a series of public lectures (not for University
credit) was given during the year. These lectures proved so popular that it is

planned to continue the program, giving about fifteen lectures between Thanks

giving and the April recess and treating each year a different period in the devel

opment of artistic expression. Various members of the University faculty are

co-operating, each one treating some special phase of the life and art of the period

under discussion.

As a pendant to the work in the History of Art, beginners classes in Drawing,

Painting and Modeling have been established. These courses offer an effective

laboratory experience for students in the historical courses. They also offer an

opportunity for the student who merely wishes a training in graphic expression.

These elementary courses have been well received and the work done has been of

high quality. This year we have been able to give instruction to all such students

as have applied but the indications are that the demand will soon outrun our

present facilities.

The next step in the program of general instruction in the Fine Arts which

should logically follow, is the offering of courses in Design. For a number of years

members of the Faculty of Engineering have been urging the need for instruction
that would stress the theory and appreciation of Design rather than practice.

Such a course, if offered, could be filled at once from the College of Engineering
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alone. However, the Department of Design is heavily loaded with its regular

work. If another man could be added to the staff it would permit the offering of

such a course as has just been described as well as relieve the present over

burdened teaching schedules. This appointment should be made next year.

The exhibitions in the Morse Hall galleries have been continued. Six exhibi

tions were held: the high spot of the year being the showing of about two hundred
Rembrandt etchings and drawings loaned for the purpose by Mr. Lessing J.

Rosenwald. These exhibitions were started by Professor Schuchardt four years

ago as an experiment to determine whether the University Community would

respond to such an effort. The results, measured in terms of attendance at the

exhibitions and of expressions of interest and appreciation, leave no cloubt but

that the exhibitions have met a long felt need and should be continued. Funds

for carrying on this work for another year can be found, but as soon as possible
permanent support should be assured and a better located and fire safe gallery

should be provided.

Ten years ago the College of Architecture was strictly what its name implies ;

a specialized College offering a single professional course and that course was

practically a rigid one. Very gradually the whole aspect has been changing. The

course in Architecture itself has been lengthened and liberalized. Nine years ago

professional courses in Painting and Sculpture were added. Eight years ago the

Department of Landscape Architecture was taken over from the College of Agri

culture. More recently classes in Drawing, Painting, Modeling and the History
of Art and Architecture have been opened to general election, and the work of the

Morse Hall galleries has been developed. These activities have tended to change

the character of the College, until at the present time, we have what is more

nearly a College of Fine Arts than a true College of Architecture. There is much

sentiment in favor of making a change of name which will recognize the actual

condition which exists.

The fund provided by the Alumni Committee headed by Mr. R. H. Shreve

has been of the greatest value during the past year. While this fund is not yet

complete, it has made possible a partial attainment of the objectives set forth in

last year's report.

i . We have definitely relieved the overcrowding in a number of classes, partic

ularly those in Drawing, Painting and Modeling. With the present staff

this Department can be considered, for the time being, as on a satisfactory
basis. Overcrowding still exists in the classes in Design, as mentioned above.

2. We have been able to meet the increasing demand throughout the Uni

versity for instruction in the general field of the Fine Arts, as and to the

extent set forth in detail above. This phase of our work cannot be con

sidered as complete until the additional appointment, already recommended,

is made.

3. We have made a beginning on the strengthening of our Library. Much

remains to be done, but under the wise guidance of Professor Phelps the

results so far attained are encouraging.

4. The providing of the usual and proper sabbatic leaves for the staff has not

yet been attempted. This, of course, will have to await the completion of

the fund and the full attainment of the other objectives.

The number of students entering this College after having spent from two to

four years in some other College or University is steadily increasing. To meet the

needs of these students the Faculty is trying a plan for informal study which can

be so adapted to individual cases as to materially assist the progress of these more

mature students.

This year the first announcement has been made of the Shreve, Lamb and

Harmon Professional Fellowship. This Fellowship is conducted in connection

with the firm of Shreve, Lamb and Harmon of New York and is intended to offer

better than usual conditions under which a graduate of the College may make

the transition between his course of study at the University and the actual

practice of his profession. The arrangement has been on trial informally for three
years with complete success. It should prove an interesting and useful adjunct

to the work of the College. The principle involved is already beginning to attract

attention.
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In cooperation with the College of Engineering, the College of Architecture
this year sponsored a series of twelve lectures by various well known men, dealing
with public properties and their development for recreational purposes. These

lectures were intended not only as an exposition of present practice but also to

emphasize the need for cooperation among technical men. This is the most

ambitious program of correlated outside lectures so far attempted by the College.
The undoubted success of the series is due to the enthusiasm of Mr. Gilmore D.

Clarke, and others enlisted by him.

Just after the close of the last academic year Professor George R. Chamberlain

died after a prolonged illness. His service was long, faithful, and unique. His

work was marked by the qualities of integrity and thoroughness to
an'

unusual

degree.

Toward the end of the year the Faculty sustained another serious loss through
the death of Professor E. Gorton Davis. He was largely responsible for the

development of the Department of Landscape Architecture from its very begin

ning. He established it on a high plane and gained a wide recognition throughout

the profession for the School and for his own work in the History and Theory of

Landscape Design. The passing of so strong a personality leaves a gap that will

be most difficult to fill and presents problems that cannot be solved quickly.

Tentative plans have been made to carry on the work of the department for the

coming year with the present staff.

George Young, Jr.,

Dean of the College of Architecture.

APPENDIX XII

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE

OF ENGINEERING

To the President of the University:

Sir: I have the honor to submit the following report upon the work of the

College of Engineering for the year 1929-30.

One of the most interesting developments of the year was the inauguration of

broadcasting over the new radio station. While the station was a gift to the Uni

versity, it is of peculiar interest to the College of Engineering since it provides a

laboratory for study in radio communication instruction. The station has been in

continuous daily service since its opening in the early part of the year. The

extension department of the College of Agriculture has provided a program for an

hour at midday consisting of farm and market reports, and such other matter as

the department has considered germane to rural life. This service has been most

helpful in getting the station started and will no doubt be a permanent part of

the daily program. At five in the afternoon a general university program has

been successfully broadcasted ending with the chimes. This hour will be sus

pended during vacation, but the extension work will be continued throughout

the vacation. While many difficulties were encountered in getting the station

under way, and while there are a number of other difficulties, still to be solved,

it is even now quite evident that the station can be made a very useful part of the

work of the University, and every effort will be made next year to perfect both

programs and operating service.

The most important educational progress was marked by the announcement of

a new course leading to the degree of Chemical Engineer. For some time the

Department of Chemistry and the School of Mechanical Engineering have been

considering the possibility of a joint curriculum in chemical engineering that

would make use of the facilities of both departments rather than develop a new

curriculum in either group. From these deliberations has come the new course

which appears to be highly satisfactory to all concerned. Students in the course

will enter the College of Arts and Sciences, candidates for the degree of Bachelor
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of Chemistry at the end of the first four years of study. The fifth year they will

be registered in the College of Engineering, candidates for the degree of Chemical
Engineer. The curriculum will be under the direction of a joint committee com

posed of members of both groups concerned.

Efforts are now being made to develop a similar coordination with the Depart
ment of Physics. There is a good demand in research laboratories and in the

higher levels of engineering for men with an engineering background, but with a
better grounding in Physics than that possessed by the average engineering gradu
ate. It is hoped that this demand will bemet next year by a well organized course

having the characteristics suggested by this need.
"

It has long been recognized that a course in engineering makes an excellent

background for executive and administrative work, and statistics show that at

least 75 percent of technical graduates eventually find themselves in administra

tive work. Up to the present this situation has been met, so far as the colleges

are concerned, by a modification of the engineering curriculum through the intro

duction of courses in economics and industrial engineering, so called. There are

limitations, of course, to the degree to which this modification can be carried and

still confer an engineering degree upon the graduate. With our curriculum and

standards this limit appears to be approached by our present course in Industrial

Engineering, which at the present time has the largest number of students of any
of the senior options, and which has been a very successful course, judged by the
demand for its graduates. The degrees of Civil Engineer, Mechanical Engineer,
and Electrical Engineer, now conferred by the College represent a high standard

of training in engineering and carry a considerable prestige in the opinion of our

own graduates and of the public. No changes can be made in the courses of

study leading to these degrees that would materially weaken their value.
The need, perhaps, can be best met by organizing a new course with an engineer

ing background, but with a large part of the applications and more advanced

engineering work replaced by courses in economics, finance, and administration,

and leading to some other degree such as Bachelor of Science. Schools of Business

Administration, so called, have endeavored, and with some success, to teach such
courses with a scientific background, but it is believed that for executive work

where science and technology forms the background a foundation in engineering

is of the highest value. This problem is now being studied to determine what can
be done in the way of presenting such a course, its relation to such departments as

economics, law, etc. and also the character of the degree that should be conferred.
It would appear that every facility now exists in the University for such a develop
ment and that all that is needed is careful coordination of existing courses.

The work in personnel and placement has made marked progress during the

past year. Notwithstanding the industrial depression, practically all graduates

in mechanical and electrical engineering were placed in positions before gradua

tion. This is a compliment not only to the placement bureau, but also to the high

estimate placed by industry upon the quality of our graduates. However, the

value of our placement work cannot be doubted when the results quoted in the

foregoing are compared with those in the School of Civil Engineering where these
methods have not been adopted as yet, and where the proportion of graduates

having positions at graduation was much less. Plans are now being formulated
to establish placement work in this school also. A study is also being made of

placement during the summer vacation for undergraduates and of our relations to

industry as a whole.
The College has received a number of gifts from friends and alumni, all of which

have been duly acknowledged. Of particular value was the gift from theWesting
house Electric and Manufacturing Company of sundry electrical equipment for

the electrical laboratory, a gift of a model power house stoker of considerable

educational value, a gift of $2500 from the Detroit Edison Company for a new

dynamometer for the mechanical laboratory, and the gift of sundry appliances

for the Communication Laboratory from theWestern Electric Company.

The College has also been the recipient of two new and important scholarship
foundations. The Martin J. Insull Scholarship Fund established by Mrs. Martin

J. Insull in honor of her husband of the class of 1893 is particularly interesting.
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It is of sufficient value to pay practically the cost of four years college training
and is to be awarded to a suitable candidate who cannot otherwise afford a college
career. Practically all other scholarships require some college experience as a

basis of award, but the Insull scholarship may be awarded to a prospective

student who qualifies for the honor. It will be interesting to see how successfully
the award may be made and great care is being exercised in the selection of the

first candidate.

No less important is the foundation of the new Otto M. Eidlitz Scholarships
founded by a bequest of Otto M. Eidlitz of the class of '81 and of a capital value

of $25,000. This gift will support three scholarships of a value of $400 and three
such scholarships have been approved by the Board of Trustees.
The McMullen Scholarship Foundation continues to growr, and at the present

time is supporting twenty-one undergraduate scholarships of $500 each, two

research scholarships of $1500 each, and one of $1800. All of these are eagerly

sought, the research scholarships proving very helpful in stimulating our advanced

work. There are now thirty-one undergraduate scholarships and nine graduate

and research scholarships entirely within the gift of the College of Engineering
in addition to those available to all students in the University through competi

tion or otherwise. These scholarships are exceedingly helpful gifts and do much

to lift the increasing financial burden from many deserving students.
Space does not permit an enumeration of the research projects now under way

in the several departments. It is not possible to engage in many additional

projects that require space and laboratory facilities, but Professor Diederichs is

making a careful survey of this problem with a view to extending research in con

nection with commercial and manufacturing institutions. This problem is not a

simple one, but one that is important as affecting our relations with industry.

A full report on this subject will be made to you at a later date.

Dexter S. Kimball,
Dean of the College of Engineering.

APPENDIX XIII

REPORT OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD

OF THE SUMMER SESSION

To the President of the University:

Sir: On behalf of the Administrative Board of the Summer Session I have the

honor to report as follows for the session of 1929:

In Summer Session ....

In Summer School of Agriculture

Less double registrants .

Summer Session of Law

Graduate students in Summer Session

Graduate Students in Agriculture

Graduate students in both .

ATTENDANCE

Men Women Total

973

- 349

736

415

1709

764

1322

66

1151

86

2473

152

1256

85

1065

9

2321

94

1 34 1 1074 2415

DUATE STUDENTS

ssion . . 159
5i

3^

141

33

13

300

84

45

242 187 429
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ANALYSIS OF SUMMER SESSION REGISTRANTS

Undergraduates of Cornell

Undergraduates of other institutions
Students holding Cornell degrees ...
Students holding degrees from other institutions .

Students holding Normal School diplomas

287 63 35o

180 U5 355

55 50 105

193 203 396

3
. I][5 118

718 606 1324

High School . .

Grades . .

Colleges...

Normal Schools . . .

Superintendents .

Principals . .

Supervisors

Kindergarten ... .

Others

Junior High Schools ,

Junior Colleges .

1927
Total

252

201

64
2

1

13

7

9
1 1

TEACHERS

1928

Men Women

56 164
10 152

45

1

4
12

3i

1

6

4

5
20

24

Total

220

162

76

2

4
18

6

5

24
3i

1

1929
Men Women

70

2

55

3
2

16

137

140

3

5
1

4

3

5

13

39

Total

207
142

85
8

3

20

5

5

25
46

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION

New York .

Pennsylvania . .

New Jersey ...
Other Middle States (including Md., D. C, Del.)
New England

Southern States

West Virginia

Virginia

North Carolina . .

South Carolina .

Georgia .... . .

Florida .

Alabama . . .

Mississippi .

Kentucky . .

Tennessee ...

Louisiana .

Arkansas

Texas

Central States.

Ohio

Indiana ...

Michigan . .

Illinois

Middle Western States

Missouri . ....

Kansas

Wisconsin ...

Minnesota . . ...

Iowa

Nebraska ........

Oklahoma

Wyoming

1928

1178

218

139

64
118

101

9

14
16

4

(>

3

3

5

7

46

1.0

21

24

6

2

5
1

8

4

4

30

8

20

II

13

13

14
1 1

12

4

10

IO

4

3

51

10

22

27

10

3
8

6

6

11

5
1

1929

1311

219
126

167

106

L33

50
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North Western and Pacific Coast . . . .

South Dakota -

North Dakota i

Montana -

Colorado .... 4

Utah 3

Arizona I

Washington 2

Oregon 1

California 6

Idaho 2

Foreign Countries

18

63

SUMMER SESSION ATTENDANCE BY COURSES

Subject

Architecture

Astronomy
Chemistry
Drawing and Painting
Economics

Education

Engineering

Shop
Drawing
Descriptive Geometry
Kinematics

Materials of Construction . .

Mechanics .... ....

Hydraulics.

Structural Engineering
English

Geography . ....

German

Government

Greek

Health Education . . .

History
Hygiene . .

Latin

Mathematics

Music

Philosophy
Physical Education

Physics. .

Physiology and Biochemistry .

Psychology .... ...

Public Speaking
Romance Languages

French

Spanish

1924 1925 1926 1927

16

165
60

277
392

13

13

27

54

116

26

115

595
280

75

57

245
12

66

293

114

115

153
132

208

146

185

75

21

211

67
288

434

7

35

34

92

16

88

611

231

62

46

28

248

22

60

220

104

120

50

100

180

H7

210

63

22

201

54

243

500

15

35

25

83
22

96

607

175

69
58

10

37

269

24

246

122

125

113

129

183

183

214

59

19

205

59
252

365

2032

1928

17

24

213

107
210

10

38

20

26

92

27

105
590

220

5i

40

5
3i

320

75
236

162

H5
188

no

117
168

202

62

11

29
20

29
88

14
in

56i

191

63
64
16

24

255

288

106

102

107

114

120

163

175

54

2321

1929

34

14

264

83
242

373

4
20

29
32

75

23

99
521

160

88

41

26

19

45
286

157
76

159
130

4

109

209

182

SUMMER SCHOOL OF BIOLOGY

Botany
Zoology
Botany and Zoology (courses deal

ingwithboth Plants andAnimals)

47

3

150

49

75

13

137

61

90

32

183

46

7"

143

67

95

19

71

118

25

214
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SUMMER SCHOOL OF LAW

First Term . . .

Second Term.
62

63
105
100

84
79

77
60

96

84

125 205 163 137 180

68

146

StudentHours

3i

15

279
80

78

32

78

Subject

Architecture 101

Astronomy 15

Chemistry 737

Drawing and Painting. . . 141

Economics 500

Education 539

Engineering 881

Descriptive Geometry.

Mechanical Drawing. .

Mechanics

Hydraulics . . .

Materials of Construc

tion

Structural Engineering
Kinematics

English 898

Geography and Geology . . 208

German 218

Government 74

History 462

Latin 72

Greek .... 36

Mathematics . 852

Music 254

Philosophy 102

Physical Education .... 113

Hygiene . . . . . . 30

Physics 337

Physiology 6

Psychology .... .... 1 68

Public Speaking 262

Romance Languages 482

French 374

Spanish . 108

COST PER STUDENT HOUR (1929)

Cost Cost per Student Hours

. 925.00

375-oo

5800.00

925.00

2600.00

4550.00

8125.00

5225.00

3375-QO

1850.00

750.00

4125.00

1500.00

350.00

5875.00

1925.00

1325.00

2875.00

1150.00

4000.00

150.00

2375.00

3162.50

3900.00

7212.50

$ 575-oo

750.00

2650.00

750.00

750.00

1900.00

750.00

$ 9-15
25.00

7.87
6.56

5.20

8.44
9.22

2550.00

1350.00

5-82

16.22

8.48

10.13

8-93
20.83
9.72

6.89
7-58

12.99

25-44

38.33

11.87

25.00

H-I3

12.07

8.09

$ 8.97

$18.55
50.00

9-49

9-37

9.62

5-94
9.62

6.82

12.50

You will be interested to note that the total attendance upon all Departments

offering Summer Session work was 2415 as against a total for the Session of 1928

of 2150, and the Summer Session of 1927 of 2053. This registration shows, there

fore, a marked increase over any previous Session since 1922 and begins now to

approach the figures shown during the existence of the Summer School of Music

at which time the registration ran something over 2700. The increase held for all
schools of instruction save one, the Summer Session proper showing an increase of

165, the Summer School of Agriculture of 123, and the School of Biology, 33.
The School of Law, however, showed a decrease of 24. The increase in the

Summer School of Agriculture and Home Economics is due in part to the inclusion
in the total of the various short courses in School Administration and Hotel

Management, distributed as follows: Short course for District Superintendents, 21,
Short course for High School Principals, 47, in Hotel Management, 99. You will

note further that we continue to enroll more graduate students, having 429 for
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the summer of 1929 as against 353 for 1928, and 297 in 1927. There were 350

undergraduates of Cornell as against 318 in 1928: 355 undergraduates of other

institutions as against 323 in 1928; 105 students holding Cornell degrees to be

compared with 85 in 1928; and 396 students holding degrees from other institu

tions against 378 in 1928. Students holding Normal School diplomas showed a

falling-off, 118, contrasted with 173 in 1928. The total number of Public School

teachers in attendance was three less than in 1928, but here an interesting fact is
noted that for the past three years the number of men teachers has steadily
increased and the number of women teachers declined; 123 men in 1927, 142 men

in 1928, and 169 men in 1929. The figures for women have been 427 in 1927,

407 in 1928, and 377 in 1929. This is in line with a general changing condition in

the Summer Session whereby for the past few years the number of men has been

increasing more rapidly than the number of women so that this last summer there
were 267 more men than women. These figures generally are most gratifying, in

that the preliminary report of registration at other Summer Sessions furnished by
the Association of Summer Session Directors shows a falling-off in registration,

in some cases very marked, at a large number of the principal Sessions of the

country: University of California, University of Chicago, Clark University,
Columbia, Harvard", University of Indiana, University of Iowa, Iowa State Uni

versity, University of Minnesota, University of Montana, University of Nebraska,
New York University, University of Oklahoma, University of Pennsylvania, and

University of Virginia all showed decreases, the first time in recent years that there
has been a general decrease in summer session enrollments. There is no evidence

as yet that this indicates a general condition and no data have been given to indi

cate the cause for these decreases. It gives, however, much ground for encourage

ment when our own increase has been so marked. It should be noted that the

same stringent regulations regarding scholarship and conduct during the Session

have been enforced as in previous years and that the regulation requiring a certi

ficate of good standing from undergraduates of other institutions before admis

sion to our Summer Session has also been rigidly enforced. It was the opinion of

the staff of instruction that the improvement in personnel noted in recent years

was even more marked during the summer just closed. This is of course to be

expected with a larger enrollment of graduate students and others seeking serious

work. From every point of view the situation this summer was easily the best of

any recent session.

The table showing attendance by courses shows a number of variations from

past years which in part reflects the extent to which popular members of the

regular staff have been available for summer work and in part reflects merely the

normal fluctuations which are expected from year to year. The extension of

work in Architecture was justified by a double enrollment in that subject as

against 1928. A very marked increase in enrollment in Chemistry is in line with

a general interest in that subject for the past few years. The increase in German

justified the appointment of an additional instructor in that subject and seems

to be paralleled by a corresponding falling-off in Spanish, w-hich showed the small
est enrollment yet noted in that Department. The enrollment in Public Speaking
also showed a marked increase, the figure being quite the largest ever noted in that

Department. The enrollment in Physical Education is encouraging and leads to

the conclusion that this Department is finally justifying its existence.
The table showing cost per student hour for each Department does not vary

greatly from that in past years, and will be made the basis for adjustments in

staff as in the past. It is very clear that Spanish no longer will justify itself with

the staff that has been carried in recent years. The cost for instruction in the

Classics is still large, but it is believed that by resuming the more extensive

advertising used two years ago, enrollment can be increased to lessen present

costs. The courses in Engineering, for some reason not entirely understood by
the colleges involved, show high costs, but it is believed this is only a tempo

rary condition. Apparently the figures do not justify any marked changes in staff

for the coming summer.

A decrease in number of students carrying courses in Education is in line with

the smaller number of teachers reporting to make up certificate requirements,
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growing out of an emphasis by State Departments generally upon completion

of these requirements during the undergraduate course. The so called Limited

Certificate will not be issued by the State of New York after September first,
1930, so that by 1932 the number of teachers coming to Summer Session for the

purpose of making up deficiencies based upon the issuance of the Limited Certifi

cate will be practically none. In past years this group of teachers has made the

larger number of enrollments in Education and the work given them has been

largely of elementary nature. The change which we must anticipate is in the

direction of offering courses of more advanced nature for teachers seeking general

professional improvement, and especially in the direction of more- courses for

those seeking advanced degrees in this field. During the period of readjustment

it is to be expected that there will be some further decreases in the enrollment,

but the trend of the past two years indicates that these decreases will be largely
made up by students of the type mentioned.
The notable increase in graduate students in all Departments seems to indicate

that the general situation involving graduate work must be met very specifically.

There are many serious problems raised by this increase. Evidently general

increased costs of instruction are involved because graduate classes must neces

sarily be small in number and must be offered by professors of higher rank. It

becomes increasingly evident that with such a condition the Session itself will tend

definitely away from the self-supporting condition of the past, especially in light

of our present regulations relieving graduate students of the rather excessive

tuition fees required of them formerly in contrast with the fees of the regular

year. This concession to graduate students is in part responsible for the increase

in registration, but another important factor has been the offering of more exten

sive graduate courses in many fields. During the summer just closed the condi
tion noted a year ago is aggravated, namely the time required by instructors of
graduate students for consultation and conference involving preparation of theses,
oversight of research, and other burdens which must be borne in addition to a

full teaching schedule. This condition points to the need for some alleviation

whereby departments carrying large numbers of graduate students should be

given further assistance. It is now generally recognized that the graduate work

of the Summer Session is one of the most effective feeders into the graduate work

of the regular year, and that it should be encouraged on this ground if no other.

The existence of the Summer Session also makes possible a large amount of gradu

ate work under personal direction during the summer, as a result of which this

year there were about one hundred students engaged in such work, but not regis

tered in the Summer Session. This privilege could not be extended wrere it not

for the presence of a great many of the resident staff as Summer Session instruc

tors who would otherwise not be on the campus during the summer months.

The personal direction work also increases the load of these instructors although

given gratuitously. It raises a very definite question as to whether such personal

direction students should not be required to enroll in and pay the fees of the

Summer Session.

Again it seems wise to call attention to the relatively poor Library facilities for

the Summer Session and in making plans for bettering this condition during the

regular year the needs of the Summer Session should not be overlooked.

The various groups of students served by the University during the summer

period, but not enrolled in any of the Summer Session, has continued as in the

past. Note has been made already of the graduate students working under per

sonal direction, of the short courses given by the Summer Schools of Agriculture
and Home Economics, and in addition it should be noted that the courses for

Religious Workers have continued, as in the past, to bring a number of students
of high grade to the campus who have added appreciably to the tone of the

summer group.

The morale of the student body during the Session has been even better than

in recent years and has justified the various measures taken to eliminate former

disturbances. Nothing of an untoward condition has been brought to the atten

tion of the Administration during the Session. In view of the generally better

condition it is felt that the social needs of Summer Session students should receive
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rather more attention. To this end it is planned for the Session of 1930 to attempt
an experiment whereby the university may take measures to offer some social
diversions ot an entirely proper and carefully regulated nature by way of meeting
this evident need. The result of these experiments will be watched with a great
deal of care and interest.

The absence of the Chairman of the Summer Session on sabbatic leave during
the second semester of the year 1928-29 was made possible on account of the
efficient service of the Secretary of the Administrative Board, Professor B. S.
Monroe, wmo carried the entire administrative duties of the Session during that
period.

Your Administrative Board appreciates as in the past your very cordial co

operation in all measures tending to the success of the Session, and will be exceed

ingly grateful to you for recommendations directed toward increased efficiency
in future.

R. H. Jordan,
Chairman of the Summer Session.

APPENDIX XIV

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF WOMEN

To the President of the University:

Sir: I have the honor to submit to you the following report of the Dean of

Women, for the year 1929-30.

The occurrence of the past year which seems of more importance by far than

any other, and which undoubtedly has had more influence than any other one fac

tor in the life of the undergraduate women of Cornell, is the opening of the new

Balch Halls for women. Although it was necessary for the women to enter these

dormitories while they were as yet incomplete, for them to live for several months

under trying circumstances while the finishing touches were put on and the last of

the equipment installed, nevertheless, even at that time the beauty, convenience,
and comfort of these unusually splendid units exerted an influence on the lives of

the women students, and vastly simplified the work of the Dean ofWomen. With

the opening of this building it became possible to house all of the undergraduate

women students in the dormitories and to do away with the use of the East Ave

nue cottages and the houses in the Cascadilla group. With the exception of the

first few weeks of school when it was necessary to open one of the University cot

tages until the usual adjustments could be made in the dormitories, all of the

women were housed in Risley, Sage, Balch Halls, and the fourteen sorority houses.

A great deal of credit is due the Head Residents of the four units of Balch for the

manner in which they assumed their duties under themost difficult circumstances,

developed from the very start an efficient working order, and created among
the

young women an atmosphere worthy of the beauty of the buildings themselves.

The members of the Women's Self Government Association found it necessary to

change much of their organization to meet the needs of the larger dormitory and

spent considerable time working out a satisfactory plan which would apply to
the

whole dormitory system. During the entire year the students as a whole showed

the greatest cooperation in trying out these changes. Mrs. Grace, and her depart

ment, worked in cooperation with the Dean of Women and the Head Residents,

in solving the many problems of management which necessarily arose. The Dean

ofWomen feels that the first year of use of the four units of Balch Halls was one of

great value to the women of Cornell. In so far as was possible the freshmen and

junior women were housed in Risley and Sage, and the sophomores and seniors in

Balch Halls. This was done at the request of the Women's Self Government

Association which desired to try out this plan.
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DISTRIBUTION BY RESIDENCE

Risley
Sage

Balch

Risley Cottage .

Housed by University ....

Sororities

Earning Room and Board .

Living in Town

First Second

Term Term

190 182

180 172

309 290

5

684 644

232 218

54 5i

183 188

Total Undergraduates 1 153 1 101

The one hundred and sixty-two graduate women occupied the two University
cottages at 308 Wait Avenue and 516 Thurston Avenue, and approved rooms in
town.

During the first semester of the year 1929-30, Mrs. Ernest Albee took the place

of Miss Seely as Head Resident of Sage, while the latter was on leave of absence.
Miss Nye was in charge of Risley, and the four units of Balch were under the

direction of Miss Mary Cornell Unit I, Mrs. Carolyn Powell Unit II, Mrs.

Frederick BiggsUnit"ill, and Mrs. Mabel CongerUnit IV

LOAN FUNDS

Comparison with 1928-29

1928-29 1929-30

No. Amount No. Amount

Women Students Loan Fund .. . 46 $8310.75 43 $8111.75
Women's Guild Loan Fund 5 302.00 2 85.75
Alumnae Loan Fund 15 394-25 12 506.25

Dearstyne Fund 2 100.00 2 178.75

A. A. U.W. Fund 1 100.00 1 I35-00

Totals 69 $9207.00 60 $9017.50

1929-30 Largest amount loaned to one girl $550.00

1929-30 Smallest amount loaned to one girl $5.00

employment

Three hundred and thirty-two students registered for employment in the Dean

ofWomen's Office during the past year. Of this number three hundred and thir

teen were undergraduate and fourteen graduate students. Over four hundred and

thirty placements were made in some thirty different types of work.

SUMMER SESSION

A total of 1086 women were enrolled in the Summer Session of 1929. These

students were housed in Risley and Sage Halls, Cascadilla Dormitory, the Uni

versity Cottages, and in approved rooms in town.

During the year 1929-30, the Dean of Women made a study of the individual

woman student with reference to her social life, her scholastic record, and her

relationships with the group. With this end in view, by means of an improved

personnel record card, she kept a careful record of the social life of each young

woman student and of the activities in which she took part. Through the co

operation of Professor W. F. Willcox and the Department of Economics correla

tions weremade between the social activity and scholastic record of all the women

living in the dormitories and sorority houses. The knowledge of the record of a

student in all these phases of her college life was an immense help to the Dean of

Women in her capacity as adviser.
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STAFF CHANGES

Miss Ruby Howe, for three years an Assistant to the Dean of Women, resigned
in June to take up further study in the field of parent education. To complete

her staff the Dean of Women has secured the services ofMrs. ElizabethW. Leon

ard, A.B. Whitman College, M. A. Cornell, who for the past year has been em

ployed as Assistant to the Secretary in the College of Arts and Sciences.

R. Louise Fitch,
Dean of Women.

APPENDIX XV

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS

To the President of the University:

Sir: I respectfully submit my first reoort for the Office of Admissions, covering
entrances to the seven undergraduate colleges of the University in September 1929
and February 1930.

The following table shows the number of applications and the number admitted
in September 1929 to each of the colleges. Only those have been counted as appli
cants who actually filed formal applications for admission as regular students;

persons indicating intent to enter, whether by letter or by interview, have not
been included, nor have so-called "special

students."

Under
"admitted"

are

included those who met all university requirements and the particular require

ments of the college concerned and who were notified that they were entitled to

matriculation as regular students whether they afterwards registered or not.

A. Applications for entrance direct from secondary institutions:

College

Arts and Sciences

A.B.
....

B.Chem . .... .

Agriculture . .

Home Economics .

Hotel Administration ... ...

Veterinary....
Architecture ....

...

Engineering .

bplied Admitted

144 490

54 29

349 209

246 117

in 40

32 22

IOI 34

437 222

Total , 2474 1 163

B. Applications for entrance by transfer with credit towards advanced standing:

College Applied Admitted

Arts and Sciences

A.B.

B.Chem . . .

Agriculture
.... . ...

Home Economics . .

Hotel Administration

Veterinary ...
Architecture

Engineering .
...

441

25
80

68

93
12

60

174

4

33
20

19

6

8

54

Total . . 953 242

Total Total

Applications Admitted

3427 1405
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Of the total 1405 admitted only 52 failed to register. To these 52 a letter was

addressed in November inquiring why they had not registered, what they were

now doing, and whether they expected to reapply at Cornell. Forty-six replied.

Of these, 16 gave financial reasons for not registering, and 6 gave reasons of

health. Twelve had gone to work; 25 had entered elsewhere, and were scattered

among 21 institutions. Twenty expressed intention to reapply at Cornell.

The 1163 students admitted without credit towards advanced standing (see I,
A) divide as follows according to themethod by which each one offered the greater
part of his entrance credit :

By N. Y. State Regents Examinations .... 743
By certificates from approved schools (mainly outside of New York State) . .

381

By College Board Examinations ... 34
By Cornell Entrance Examinations

. . 5

1 163

Many of the 1 163 students offered credit by more than one of the four methods.
The following shows the number offering credit by any one of the four:

By Regents. ..
. .... 819

By Certificate . 476

By Board Examinations . . . 72

By Cornell Examinations . .
.... 70

Two hundred and seventy-six schools made use of the certificate privilege.

TABLE III

The following table shows the admissions at the beginning of the second term in

February, 1930:

By transfer (not included in
Feb. 1930 preceding columns)

College Applied Admitted Applied Admitted

Agriculture 40 25 9 1

Architecture .... .0 o o 0

Arts and Sciences . . 77 13(a) 21 2

Engineering 18 8 8 5
Home Economics 10 3 3 1

Hotel 11 3 3 2

Veterinary..... 7 2 o o

Total 163 54 44 11

(a) Of the 50 men "not
admitted"

to Arts only 23 were refused by the Commit

tee; of the 14 women "not
admitted"

only 12 were refused. The remaining 27 men

and 2 women failed to complete some particular requirement.

No major innovations in requirements have been made during the year. By
vote of the University Faculty, the credit to be allowed for IntermediateAlgebra
was increased from }4 unit to 1 unit, in accordance with the practice of the Col

lege Entrance Examination Board (Mathematics A 2). Also by vote of the

Faculty the maximum credit in elective subjects to be counted under "No.
19"

was increased from 1 unit to 2, permitting a larger flexibility in subjects offered,
particularly from schools in states where secondary education is less cognizant

of a fixed
"pattern"

of college entrance requirements than in the East generally.

Worth mention likewise is the action of the Faculty which will introduce in

September 1930 entrance examinations made by the College Board in place of

those heretofore made by the various departments of the University. The same

action discontinued the giving of entrance examinations at the opening of the

second term, except for applicants to the College of Engineering.
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This report has dealt only with results susceptible of tabular presentation, and
has said nothing of processes and methods, nor of contacts with applicants, their

schools, and their friends, which, after all, constitute the main work of this office,
and on which, in the long run, must rest its chief justification for being. In
I should like to take this opportunity, as a newcomer to Cornell, to express to you
my appreciation of the help which has been so cordially given by the other

officers of the University who are older in the service, and by the committees of
the several faculties, and by the Alumni Committee on Relations with Secondary
Schools under their able and devoted Chairman, Mr. Boak.

Eugene F. Bradford,
Director of Admissions.

APPENDIX XVI

REPORT OF THE REGISTRAR

To the President of the University:

Sir: I have the honor to submit herewith my thirty-fourth annual report as

Registrar of the University. The report covers the academic year 1929-30 includ

ing the Summer Session of 1929 and for convenience work between the end of

the second term 1928-29 and July 1, 1929, but excluding work between the end of

second term of 1929-30 and July 1, 1930.

THE YEAR

Days in Sun- Holi- Vaca-

Session days days tion Total

Summer Vacation, June 17-July 6 18 18

Summer Session, July 5-Aug. 16 35 5 41

Summer vacation, Aug. 1 6-Sept. 22. . . 37 37
First term, Sept. 24-Feb. 6 . .. 101 15 116

Thanksgiving vacation . . 4 4

Christmas vacation, Dec. 21-Jan. 6 16 16

First term vacation, Feb. 6 . . 1 1

Spring vacation 8 8

Second term, Feb. 7-June 16 106 17 123

*ATTENDANCE AT SUMMER WORK AND WINTER AGRICULTURE

Men Women Total

Graduate Personal Direction after 2nd term 1928-1929.- 152 29 181

Graduate 1929 SS, SS Agriculture 254 180 434

Summer School of Law ist term 1929 70 6 76

Summer School of Law 2nd term 1929 59 11 70

Summer Session 1929. 864 825 1689

State Summer School 1929 420 476 896

Short Winter Agriculture 1929-1930 104 3 107

Totals 1923 1530 3453

*DUPLICATES
Men Women Total

Graduate School -Arts 5 1 6

Graduate School Veterinary - 1 1

Graduate School Agriculture 2 2 4

Graduate School Home Economics 1 1 2

Graduate School Medicine 4
- 4

Graduate School Engineering 1
- I

Arts Medicine 8 1 9

*To accompany the inserted table showing attendance for the year 1929-30.
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36

202

102

Arts Agriculture

Arts Engineering
Agriculture Veterinary
Arts Veterinary
Graduate (Personal Direction) Graduate in SS

Graduate (Personal Direction) Graduate 95
Graduate Graduate

Graduate Summer Session

Graduate State Summer Session
. ...

Summer Session State Summer Session
Summer Session -Arts

Summer Session Law

Summer Session Agriculture

Summer Session Home Economics
Summer Session Veterinary
Summer Session- Engineering
Summer Session Architecture

State Summer SessionArts

State Summer Session Agriculture. ...

State Summer Session Home Economics

State Summer Session Veterinary
State Summer Session -Architecture ....

Summer School of Law 1929 Arts ist

Summer School of Law 1929 Law 1st . ...

ist Summer School of Law 1929 SS

2nd Summer School of Law 1929 SS

SS Law ist SS Law 2nd . ...

Summer School of Law2ndArts

Summer School of Law 2nd Law ... .

2Year Agriculture Summer Session

Graduate School Architecture

Men Women Total

112

I-I

2-2

I I

9
in

5i

359
161

196

150

I

28

19
1

158

28

9

37
41

1

3

5

14

1

2

53
1

24

1

1

1

25

4

158

25
6

29

1

2

4

14
1

1

47

1

22

1

1

I

16

15

U57

59
112

52

3

15

5

3
8

41

Totals . 969 496 1465

STUDENTS

The accompanying tables show the attendance for 1929-30, give the number of

students who have received instruction this year, including those in the 1929 Sum

mer Session, in the 1929 State Summer Schools, in the 1929-30Winter Courses in

Agriculture, and the Summer Sessions in Law, but excluding duplicates, as 7881.

MATRICULATES

The following table shows that 2769 students have registered during the present
year for the first time. The table also shows the method of admission. Students

entering for the first time in the Summer Session and in the State Summer Schools

are not considered as matriculates, but for convenience are listed in this table.

Men

Graduates 177
Advanced Standing 198
Regents'

Credentials 53 1

School Certificates 316

By examination 3
As special students 12

College Entrance Board Examinations 31

Medical (N. Y. C.) 32

Summer Session (1929) 109
State Summer School 127
Summer Grad. (Per. Dir.) 80

Summer Law School 23

)tnen

72

i otal

249

86 284

235 766

71 37
1 4

10 22

2 33

9 41

388 497

174 301

77 157

5 28

Total 1639 1 130 2769
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The small number entering by some of the methods above is due to the fact that
two or more methods have been combined in a single case, the student, however,
being listed in the group to which the major portion of his entrance belongs.

FIRST DEGREES

September, 1929; February, 1930; and June, 1930

Men Women Total

A.B 279 145 424
B.Chem 17 3 20

B.S.
(a)*

in 26 137
B.S. (6) 84 84
B.S. (c) 24 2 26

LL.B 44 44
D.V.M -

24 24
B.Arch 23

-

23

B.L.A 3 3

B.F.A 1 1 2

C.E 70 70

M.E 67 67
E.E 51 1 52

M.D 47 9 56

W.A. (d) 31 31

Total 792 271 1063

ADVANCED DEGREES

Men Women Total

A.M 38 59 97

Ph.D 113 16 129

M.S 37 13 50

M.S. Agr 4 4

M.S. Forestry 5 5

M.S. Fine Arts 1 1

M.Chem 1 1

M.C.E 9 9

M.M.E 4 4

M-E.E ; 3 3

Total 275 88 303

ADMISSION ON SCHOOL CERTIFICATE,
REGENTS'

CREDENTIALS, AND EXAMINATIONS

The Director of Admissions has charge of the credentials of those entering by
school certificate, by

Regents'

credentials, and by examinations, including the

examinations conducted by the College Entrance Examination Board.

During the past sixteen years the number of applicants admitted by school

certificate, by
Regents'

credentials, and by examinations, has been as follows:

Cert.... 587 647 683 605 524 648 636 646 600 527 595 483 470 438 40s 380 387

Regents. 476 494 520 544 476 649 575 543 527 596 60s 570 603 631 570 578 7&

Examin. 6 9 28 9 7 412 7 8 4 2 911 6 6l4

C.E.E.B. 14 27 7 13 20 22 31 23 23 33 34 21 29 28 J9

Total. 1083 1177 1238 1171 1027 1323 1254 1219 1158 1160 1236 1083 1113 U03 1009
988.1190

The inserted table gives the number admitted to graduation. Care has been

taken to discriminate between closely allied degrees, but such have been
grouped

so as to show at a glance the number in each department.

David F. Hoy,
Registrar

'a, means Agriculture; b, Home Economics; c. Hotel; d. War Alumnus.



TABLE SHOWING BY YEARS THE NUMBER AND KINDS OF DEGREES GRANTED BY CORNELL UNIVERSITY

FIRST DEGREES

'69 70 '71 '72 73

17

'74

4

'75

8

'76

8

'77

5

'78

9

'79

7

'80

12

'81

18

'82

13

83

10

84

S

'SS

6

'86

7

'87

8

'88

14

'89

11

'90

20

'91

23

'92

35

'93

39

'94

26

'95

30

'96

30

'97

39

'98

42

'99

50

'00

53

'01

129

'02

189

'03

181

'04

212

'05

181

'06

147

'07

154

'08

173

09

188

'10

170

'11

173

19

'12

204

24

'13

198

18

'14

179

25

'IS

241

30

'16

248

33

'17

217

38

'18

180

23

'19

187

22

'20

313

46

*2I

250

53

'22

308

48

'23

317

3S

'24

314

34

'25

339

24

'26

366

18

'27

4OI

30

'28

407

28

'29

425

13

'30

424
20

Total

8 8 7 4 7994
581

52

484

264
3712

9

4

357

123

3

6
4

3 S

1

3

2

8

3

2

7 5

4

S

4

8

S

8

7 9

5

7

1

137 9 9 17

17

8

I

IS

27

8

2

I

7
11

18

19

13

I

"6
6

13

39

17

2

I

7

19

17
31

14

3

2

II

8

26

32

23

26

30

26

24

13

21

25

20

23

43

12

23

49

16

34

44

3

57

26

5

59

40

8 17 38 45 30 19 25 2S 24 33 40 35 29 21 31 26 36 62 I 74 149 186 268 300 328 199 153 287 238 199 248 212

1

6 4

8

6
3

8
4

13

4
18

S

19

25 39 42 47 79 40 6 22 I

1

9

3

23

I

28I

2

6

2

4

I

6

1

7

2

2

1

4 3

3

'

'8
I

4

2

2

I

2

2

2

8 9 8 10 6 8 6 4 14 7 15 8 12 19 22 30 26 14 32 26 31 13 II 20 9 10 II 20 IS 21 23

30

8 9 12 8 14 8 8 14 19 27

I z I I 4
72O3 4 6 7 9 10 13 16

|
2S 27 32 18 25 22 30 29 22 47 32 28 33 54 15 25 IS 13 27 15 13 20 25 15 27 24

1

2

7 16 18 IS 8 12 15 14 10 7 9 4 10 7 9 161

ro 18 21 15 38 24 30 25 25 30 23 24 15 30 35 48 31 38 37 57 52 90 69 104 117 92 117 ill 116 IOI 80 105 42 44 72 61 71 63 62 69 78 71 80 75 70 2586

57

567S

1962

1573

17

13

507

39

855
398

3 I S 6 7 12 s 4 3 S 3 3
8 19 22

9

32

36

54
32

52

44

8S
37

93

62

81

6S

87
76

no

61
I2S

81

87

IOS

89
2S

66

IOO

52

59

1

no

44

26

5

no

32

S3
2

157

45

60

2

140

49

55

5

187
52

74

225

6l

59

I

235

46

72

I

244
40

58

206

48

54

219

45

68

233

44

56

233
62

13

223

68

19

194
48

20

192

58

20

178

48

30

170

38

27

66

13
32

74
1

29

I3S
61

51

133

45

46

146

44

43

134
20

63

1S6

22

58

113

27

S7

104

S3

63

83
42

59

79

38

64

88

39

63

67

44
56

I

16

I

42 44
11

I

47

7

3

58

3

146

43

8

3

I

63
3

146

59
18

2

4
72

3

131

83

13

4

2

52

3

137

84
26

31

SO

4

139

67
23
6

63
5

156

62

14

4149 81 12 9 4 305

8 23 41 68 95 65 SO 62 71 67 67 78 82 64 65
2

61

6

61

3

82

4

92 137

3

158

2

244

I

229

4

282

S

313
I

272

3

313

I

326

3

387

2

375 376

2

427 392 443 SIO 532 609 606 670 649 679 707 748 826 840 851 975 971 987 622 535 1 165 968 938 991 941 916 1005 1041 1015 1055 1063 29290

4 I I

4
1 3

I

3

2

18

I

I

31

J

3

4
31

I

I

2

29

3
1

4
22

I

I

I

I

1

18

I

r

27

2

1

3

18

I 2 2 4

28

1

I

4 2

3 7 8 19 28 28 44 46 43 51 69 69 46 33 43 29 36 51

19

10...1...

ADVANCED DEGREES

'69 '70 '71 72 '73 '74 '75 '76

z

2

'77 '78 '79 "80 '81 '82 '83 '84 '85 '86 '87 '88 '89 '90 '91 '92 '93 '94 '9S 96 '97 98 '99 '00 'oz '02 '03 '04 05 o6 '07 08 09 '10 'II '12 '13 '14
'

15 '16 '17 'z8 '19 '20 *2I '22 '23 '24 '25 '26 '27 '28 '29 '30 Total

, ,
.

I I 4 2 2 2 1 2

1

1

2 I

I 4 2 Z 2 2 2 3 z 3 1 8

z

6 6

2

Z

5
2

4

3

4
2

8

3

2

9

I

8

16

2

I

3

5

z

z

4
8

I

3

10 10 16 14 20 19 22 12 23 13 10 2. 26 16 14 23 25 28 29 26 33 20 23 19 34 36 42 44 SO 56 57 83 91 97

9

569
332

19

178

244

25

60

I 3 3 2 3 z 2 Z z 2 I 5 3 3 3 6 7 S

I

z

2

3

8

3

I

15

5
1

6

I

5

z

16

2

Z3

4
z

5

4

13
II

21

9

32

14

36

12

38

13

S4

13

59

6
54

5

69
8

51

4

50

43 8 7 3
Z

3

7

2

z

"0

to

i
11

z

z

4

9

z

z

4

I.

3
2

5

Z2

Z

2

7

U 10 z6 13 Z7

z

4

7

19 IS

1

1

z

2 z

z

6 "0
2

14

3
2

2

7

z

4

3

10 4

2

2

3 7

8

2

4

5

6
4

6
4

4

5
2

12

3

7

4

14
I

5

16

2

4

5

5
1

9

7

4

5

7

4

4

4

12

7

2

7

0

2

9

4

3

7 5 3 II 10 8 4 7 5
2

Z

Z

3

I "6
2

3

7

4

2

4

2

z

3

I

2

I

2

3

2

6

1

3
6

3

I

I 2

z

3

2

I

Z

3

I

6

4
1

2

2

6

I

5 64

5

2

1 I

II ^
I

2

1

2

13

OS

2

4

3

16

6

13

3

14

3

II

I

20

20
X I 1 I r 1 3 3 I 2 3 8 23 7 19 23 20 13 21 19 19 22 34 35 34 36 35 47 31 34 43 36 28 45 44 47 SO 81 60 71 91 95 102 129

2

z

24 41

2

70

3

08

8

73

3

S3

10

72

8

79

3

70

4

71

4

82

3

85

3

67

6

71

4

65

10

71

4

96

12

140

9

167

32

276

26

255

33 46 52 52

378

44

431

49

424

38 62 53

40<:

67 49

655

44
~6

715

82

761

66

814

92 108 108 161

1099

193

1134

20Z 213

1218

280 275

1330

76 35 5 34 09 83

923

98 99 zoc 81

703

70 128

1096

164 226 303

1366

4232

8 315 358 348 36s 411 46s 451 s6e 566 676 714 776 918 959 1073 1070 lI09 605 1273 1155 III7 1267 1295 3332S

**The Certificate of War Alumnus is conferred

The degrees conferred in September and Febru
by the Trustees, on the recommendation of the Faculty in recognition of

iry are counted with those conferred in the following June
patriotic service; it conveys all the rights and privileges of an Alumnus of the University.

i



TABLE SHOWING THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN EACH COURSE SINCE THE OPENING OF THE UNIVERSITY IN 1868

Graduate School

Optional

Arts and Sciences ....

Arts

Letters

Literature

Philosophy
History and Political Science . .

Mathematics

Science and Letters ....

Science

Natural History
Chemistry
Medical Preparatory . .

Agriculture

Mechanical Engineering
Mechanic Arts

Electrical Engineering .

Industrial Art

Civil Engineering
Architecture

Law

Veterinary
Forestry
Medical

Pharmacy
Engineering Civil. Elec, Mech.

Home Economics

Total excluding Duplicates

Summer Session

Summer Entomology
Summer Sch. in Med. (N. Y. C.)
Summer Paleontology
Summer School in Law

Winter Agriculture

Winter Veterinary
Summer School in Agriculture

Graduate Work in Summer. . . .

Third Term Agriculture

Third Term Graduate

Third Term Mech. Eng
Third Term Architecture. .....

Fourth Term Agriculture

Fourth Term Graduate

Fourth Term Medicine

Fourth Term Architecture ....

Fourth Term Civil Engineering
Fourth Term Mech. Engineering

69

70- 71-

71 72

206

563

206 56

7
5-

70

145

76- 77- 78- 79-180-

77 78 79 80 81

13
145*

Includes those registered merely
"Optional;1

JSummer Session of 1892.

S61

46

46

463

38

2- 83- 84-

82 83 84 85

22 36 21

23 18 59

384

64

85- 86- 87-

87 88

649

58

829

67

89

90-

91

19

13

49
176

32

174

135
62

105

91-

92

92-

93

104

1538

U*s
17

14
48

303

131

7

176

93-

94

240

47

6

45
250

120

97

197

169

14

94-

95

277

19

95-

96

152

65

137

45

221

1689

77

96-

97

122

67
20'

237

18

83

200

27

68

245

152

SI

2.39

102

18

60

166

624

467

179

53
246

16

I83S

203

The classification of

99

190

6.31

85
501

1S5

48

164

23

7
278

424

29

174

680

203

43

17

30

44 5

26

19

IS

'83

205

7SS

99
661

183

53
182

42

33

347

2521

424
30

18

29

94

831

92

792

214

50

19s

Si

44

433

2845

548

35

9
12

"96

03

201

795

252

S3

224

64
70

396

470

33

03-

04

04-

05

197

734

142

064

326

65
240

86

37i

71

26

211

684

189

1060

:. 5

68

228

no

406

3318

619

05-

06

232

705

06-

07

230

1096

425

81

222

3461

642

248

239

748

27 i

1081

466

82

21 1

86

348

3523

755

249

810

08-

09

348

1 127

5H

100

206

82

841

270

41s
1162

3985

. '4

309

970

539
1 186

559

140

264
100

201

987

372

1017

76l

1073

558

133

279

103

4412

1030

383

1031

967

I02C

539
138

32

IG6

4596

IOS3

12-

13

382

III2

1263
956

503

144

297

120

4803

1098

338

jo:

383

1 194

1462

902

487

149

269

131

141

5015

1126

388

75

41

14-

15

394

1294

1670

927

480

163

245

123

445

42

108

86

15-

16

482

1424

1704

942

450

166

24

159

216

5656

1142

425

445

141

117

16-

17

468

I483

IS65

955

409

1 OS

255

15

205

2S2

382

17-

18

278

1262

1068

690

260

91

193

108

4082

919

190

406

54

39

86

286

1470

901

1077

35 7

93

228

85

4597

913

83

333

35

19-

20

407

1812

1283

1210

403

130

178

103

349

5765

1773

396

490

9

39

63

98

168

6
41

13S

364

440

1845

1204

1309

377

117

119

81

279

5668

1591

326

532

47

72

162

614

183c

239

1634

5681

1407

326

853
4

36

86

23-

24

540

1805

188

90

91

27f

1445

5502

1396

37

252

991

73

344

1919

181

H3

274

1355

1547

105
240

590

110

583

1977

196

167

77

277

1260

5698

1671

169

180

615
139

25-

26

662

2029

835

281

1193
47*

5818

1492

182

139

26-

27

28-

29

685

2059

77'

1974

775

1990

29-

30

876

2019

182

US

101

1 160

514

5776

1582

187

109
1 1 1

274

H35

471

5671

1535

196

I 40

143

263

1066

497

5651

1528

184

149

134

248

1009

562

5926

1689

156

79

685
141

161

'31

736

180

161

157

744

34 5

146

107

896

434

Optionals"

was always vague, and this accounts for the sudden fluctuations in that course which appear in the Catalogue
e. g. "Optional

Agr.,"

"Sp.
Agr.,"

etc.. are counted in the course to which they belong.

^ ^-"in"c*lnd^Vhr7,
l6,s1II^e7SessTorkndl9T6_Summe.^

School u Agriculture. Thereafter the year is from July I to June 30.

Dept. & Coll .

Degrees

Classification .

Graduates. . . .

Class of 1934
Class of 1933
Class of 1932.

Class of 1931 .

Class of 1930 .

Specials

2-Yr. Agr

Totals

Duplicates. . .

Net totals

Graduates

A.M., Ph.D., Etc.
Men

668

Women

208

Total

876

876

Arts and Sciences

A.B., B.Chem.
Men Women Total

13
392

302

303

356

5

1371

172

163

149

648

14

S64

465

452

504

20

Men

ATTENDANCE FOR THE YEAR 1928-29

4
33

48

57

Law

LL.B.

Women Total Men

Medicine
M.D.

Women Total

61

56

67

55

9

248

Agriculture

B.S.

Men Women Total

25

207
130

123

'33

651

26

233

150

'42

155

27

Home Economics

B.S.

Men Women Total

3

45

43

38

31

160

3
128

84
79

97

402

6

173

127

117

128

562

Veterinary
D.V.M.

Men Women 1. tal

Architecture

B.Arch., Etc.
Men Women Total

166

38

32

34
22

55

3

Engineering
C.E., M.E., E.E.

Men Women Total

12

260

244

253

235

12

260

244

253

237

Totals

Men Women

668 208

92 7

1016 342

867 282

878 266

936 281

36 35

II I

4504 1422

26 7

4478 1415

Total

876

99

1358

1149
1 144

1217

71

12

5926

3!

5893
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APPENDIX XVII

REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN

1929-30

To the President of the University:

Sir : This report from the University Library for the year 1929-30 is made under
exceptional circumstances. In June, 1929, Mr. Willard Austen, who had entered
the]service of the library as a student assistant, was retired by age from the

librarianship. In April, 1930, Dr. Otto Kinkeldey, of the New York Public

Library, formerly a professor in the University, was named to the position thus

vacated. At the same time, Air. E. R. B. Willis, assistant librarian, was advanced
to the associate librarianship. Both these appointments are to take effect, August
1,*

1930. During the intervening year the library has been in charge of a com

mittee comprising Messrs. Willis and Halldor Hermannsson of its staff, and Pro

fessor Charles H. Hull. In addition to their obvious duty of continuing routine

administration through the period of transition, the Committee have concerned

themselves with the general condition and prospects of the Library, its housing,
its financial support, its internal organization, and its character and relations as

a collection of books maintained primarily for the immediate purpose of Cornell

University. Some aspects of these questions accordingly claim a larger place in

this year's report than has been customary.

THE BUILDING

As planned in 1889 the Library Building would accommodate over four hundred
thousand volumes, or some five times what the University then possessed. This,

it was calculated, should care for twenty-five years of normal growth with oppor

tunity for "indefinite
extension"

of the book stacks held in reserve. The growth

forecast was more than realized and much space originally intended for other

purposes was converted to stack uses, notably the large lecture room in 1907 and

the attics of the south and west wings in 1921-22. In 1924, Messrs. York and Saw

yer were commissioned to draw plans for an ambitious extension which by con

verting practically the entire present building into book stacks and providing

in the new part enlarged reading rooms and many other conveniences overlooked

when our pioneer among library stack buildings was designed, should enable us to

carry on for perhaps fifty years more. Meanwhile the library has been struggling
against a congestion which grows more serious with each passing month. In

many places books are now wedged so tightly into their shelves that they cannot

be removed or replaced without physical damage. The effort to spare them slows

up the service to readers and the staff is working otherwise at costly disadvantage

in quarters planned for half its present insufficient number.

To this situation the new Library Committee gave its first attention, rendering
extended report of its findings to the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds,
with a copy to the President, in November, 1929. It appeared that the time-

honored practice of tucking in an additional book press here and there throughout

the stacks was approaching its ultimate limit. Save for a few useful deep shelves

on the top floor of the south stack, where large books on the fine arts are kept,

neither wing can take care of any further shelving worth mentioning unless the

bays are to be filled up where alone professors having access to the stacks can

now consult a book without standing in a gangway. In several seminary rooms it

is deemed possible to install additional shelving without gravely impeding current

uses, but only by means of expensive gallery construction which would not

advance their eventual utilization on the York and Sawyer plans. In the disused

stair hall that leads down from the tower entrance to the former lecture room

some four hundred shelves can be installed. While the additional shelving thus

provided will be inconsiderable, this installation will afford, as an incident to its

erection, direct access to the tower, where in the present emergency, many of
the
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library's books are stored. A thorough survey of the entire building showed,

therefore, that there remains but one spot within the present walls where there is
still opportunity for appreciable relief. We concluded, and the departments

con

cerned readily agreed, that the part of the old lecture-room left unshelved in 1907
and long used by the Political Science Seminary is overlarge and unnecessarily

lofty for that purpose. All the lower half and two-thirds of the upper might be

filled with stack shelves and the seminary still be more agreeably
accommodated

than in its existing cavern. The Committee therefore obtained estimates for

shelving this room and the room adjacent to the tower and connecting them

with the existing stacks as practically the last places in the building where space

can be found for books without displacing readers. When the larger measure of

relief which the Committee proposes as its major recommendation was found

impossible of attainment this year, the shelving of these two rooms was advised

as the least that could be done toward caring for the accessions of the ensuing
year. Appropriation has now beenmade for the immediate execution of these plans.
No means whatever was discoverable within the walls for the enlargement of

the reading-rooms or the staff work room. The reading-room problem is clearly
insoluble short of the York and Sawyer extension, or of a wholly new library
building. But additional shelf room and workroom can be secured, as shown in

our November report, by a temporary extension of moderate cost, adequate to

carry about four
years'

accessions at the current rate before the congestion will

again reach its present pitch. Repeated conference and reflection upon this plan

convinces us that it is the best, and perhaps the only way of keeping the building
reasonably convenient for use until radical relief for a longer future can be effected

upon some well considered plan. We therefore summarize the proposal here,
omitting detailed explanations. Briefly, an annex to both stack wings, inter

communicating with them on all floors by utilizing existing window openings as

interior doorways, can be erected and occupied in the south and west re-entrant

angle outside the present building without any disturbance to current operations
within it. Only two walls and a roof are required to complete this temporary
stack. By planning it slightly shorter than the existing wings, space can be left to
build without obstruction the permanent walls of the York and Sawyer extension,
when once financed. The books in the temporary structure will remain fully
usable. Eventually they and the shelves that carry them, being interchangeable
standard units, can be readily transferred into the new permanent extension,

whereupon two temporary walls and the roof must be removed, as the space

becomes a light court. Meanwhile the temporary structure will stand in a rela

tively secluded situation, hardly altering the familiar mass of the present building.
And besides furnishing the needed book space, it can indirectly provide staff space
also. By installing on the top floor, the furniture now in the Philosophical semi

nary room, that space, adjacent to the cataloguing room can be released to make

library offices and the present librarian's office easily added to the work space by
removing the screen that separates them. All in all this plan promises such

variety of needed relief at so small a cost, that the Committee hopes that it may

receive early approval and prompt execution.

On the York and Sawyer plan the Committee refrains from passing judgment.

It strongly recommends that it be made the starting point of a thorough-going

survey to determine whether that plan or a new building will best serve the ends

of the whole university. All the other plans mentioned are mere makeshifts and

palliatives. The Committee has at every point been brought face to face with the

fact that it is not in such fashion that the library can fulfill its duty to the univer
sity. We think- that the time for patching up the library building has gone by
and that the Trustees and the Faculty ought at once to recognize the library's

problem as one demanding heroic treatment.

The insufficiency of the customary appropriations granted the library, especially
of the book funds, was detailed in a report which wemade in January, as a response
to the usual call for budgetary estimates. It showed that while prices of books

and the cost of binding them had risen, since 1912, by at least seventy-five per
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cent, the library's means of paying for them had increased but fourteen per cent,
leaving its book funds effectively but two-thirds what they were before theWorld
War. In consequence we were able to buy in 1929-30, but 5627 volumes against

7514 bought in 1912-13, a falling off of over twenty-five per cent. Thus we are

losing in relative importance. For years we held fourth place among our academic

rivals, outnumbered only by much older libraries in the east. Last year, how

ever, a recent university library in the west outstripped ours. And if present
rates of growth continue, we shall be surpassed by three more in the next three
years, falling from fourth place to eighth. This prospect is readily understandable

since, among American college libraries, we now stand but nineteenth in the

amount expended for books. Size, to be sure, is less significant than quality in

measuring libraries. But neither our size nor our quality can be maintained upon
insufficient funds. If we look within, our handicap is no less evident. Since
191 2 the total budget of the endowed University at Ithaca has expanded more

than threefold. The library's share has grown less than one-third as fast; its
book funds but fourteen per cent. This discrepancy is greater than we had

imagined and it was in hope of learning the reason for it that we examined at some

length, in our budget report of last January, the story of the principal library
funds, particularly of the largest among them.

In 1906 the library had received from the estate of the first librarian, Willard

Fiske, a residuary bequest exceeding half a million dollars. By his will the income
from sixty-one thousand dollars was assigned for the support of the well known

collections of books which he also gave us. Upon the remaining "free
income"

normally in excess of twenty thousand dollars a year, he imposed no such re

strictions as attached to the Sage book purchase fund, but directed only that it be
"expended for the use of the

library."

Throughout the ensuant five years only
the smaller income explicitly allotted was expended even in part for the purchase

of books. The entire "free
income"

was applied to other library expenses, which

had previously constituted a charge upon the general resources of the University.

Thus, a corresponding sum was annually released for purposes alien to the library.

Under the liberal language of the will this course was unquestionably lawful.

That it gave due regard to the full intent of Professor Fiske is less clear. His

executor, Mr. Ira A. Place considered it "perfectly obvious that it was his intent
and desire to confer a special benefit on the library, as distinguished from other

departments of the
University,"

and, having become an alumni trustee, he

promptly suggested "that the full income from the residuary estate should be

devoted to the purchase of books, periodicals, and bindings to the extent that

may be necessary or required to provide for the reasonable growth of the Library
in a degree that will correspond to the needs and growth of the

University."

Thus was formulated in 19 12 a controlling principle for library support which our
Committee suggests that the University at length adopt. It seems to us in

conceivable that President White or Mr. Henry W. Sage, or Professor Fiske,
in assuring to the library a minimum of support, for a moment imagined that he

was contributing to impose a maximum. Such, however, was the practical result.
A Committee of the trustees after considering Mr. Place's suggestion, reported

"their belief that, for the present, the addition of one-third of the free income will

meet the reasonable needs of the
Library,"

and it was ordered accordingly that

"until further action one-third of the income from the residuary estate of Willard

Fiske be available for the purchase of books and periodicals and for
binding."

If read attentively, this may seem to contemplate that more than one-third of this

shall be so used whenever the reasonable needs of the library may require it.

That intention, however, was somehow lost sight of and the library's growth

continued to depend upon the fortuitous yields of stationary funds.

In view of this experience the Committee now urgently recommends that, as

with other parts of the University, appropriations for books be proportioned

directly to the need for them. The initial step, it seems to us, toward showing

thus a "due regard to the full intent of Professor
Fiske,"

might be to charge all

administrative expenses of the library, except those for his collections, once more

upon the general resources of the University, as was the known practice when he
wrote his will. Such a restoration of his free bequest to the part of the University
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which he obviously desired to benefit will not be too much to restore its prestige.

It may prove to be not enough. But in any event our plea is that the University
abandon the habit, no less real if unconscious, of considering the library as some

thing extrinsic, dropped by lucky chance upon the campus, but expected to be

self-supporting at all times. Rather that it be recognized for what it is; the most

costly andmost distinguished item of our educational equipment, interpenetrating
our entire organization and therefore entitled to be treated with the same freedom

and generosity that are shown when other vital parts of the university are under

consideration.

ORGANIZATION

The problem of an adequate library staff the Committee finds to be radically
involved in the problems of housing and support. In the absence of sufficient

working space no deep-seated re-organization of the force is feasible. Allotment

to the library of increased funds for the purchase of books will make imperative an
enlargement of the staff. The whole question will be found to form an essential

part of the survey urged by the Committee in its chapter on housing.
For the present, even at the risk of crowding, two members should be added to

the staff a cataloguer and an assistant reference librarian who, in addition to

other duties shall be charged with the supervision of the library at night.

ADEQUACY AS A COLLECTION OF BOOKS

By an enquiry addressed to professors the Committee sought in May, 1930, to

learn how fully the library is serving its purpose as a tool of the university. Eighty-

eight replies were received. We wish here to express our thanks to those who

showed themselves willing to suffer the annoyance of yet another
"questionnaire."

Their replies form a body of distinguished criticism of the library as a collection of

books. They cover practically all disciplines and will long continue, we feel sure,
to be of help to library administrations in their efforts to make the library serve

the varied interests of the university community.

No group of replies is more thought-provoking for our library than those

concerning multiple copies of books for use by undergraduate classes. There was

nothing in our enquiry referring explicitly to
"duplicates."

Nevertheless a

demand for them is numerously voiced and from quarters superficially most

diverse; from professors of language and literature (especially English and public

speaking), of philosophy and education, of history and political science, of archi

tecture, of home economics, and of forestry. These teachers, however, share a

common predicament: theirs are not "laboratory
subjects."

For physics and

chemistry as for biology and engineering in their multifarious branches, the

University provides ample laboratories on the Campus. For an equivalent

the protesting group turns to us, the Library. That is their laboratory; their

Baker Hall and their Rockefeller, their Stimson and Roberts and McGraw,
their Lincoln and their Rand, all rolled into one. This aggregated laboratory

they find deficient not only in housing (as the whole university agrees) but also in

equipment necessary for their work. A professor puts their common case with

clearness: "One of the chief defects of the library concerns undergraduates. The

defect is not in the number of books. Undergraduates do not need a great number

or variety of books. The difficulty arises from the fact that a great number of

students need much the same books at the same time. In the sciences it is taken

for granted that each student must be supplied with a desk and sufficient equip

ment to do the laboratory work assigned . . . No student can study history to much

purpose unless he has easily accessible a certain number of books for whatever

topic he may be studying. . .It should at least be possible. . .to have. . .sufficient

duplicates of the books that are most widely used . . . This situation applies not

only to history, but to every field of the humanities in which the students are

expected (conventionally) to use many books in the Library. The fact is that

most undergraduates rely very largely on the one text prescribed. Of course

many of them would not use the Library in any case. But many would use it to
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good effect if the facilities for obtaining the books they needed were adequate.

At present the obstacles are so great that only the very exceptional student is

sufficiently persistent to overcome
them."

Obviously a large issue is here involved. It is in part a question of educational

method and policy. It is also a question of Library policy, in fact a question of co
ordination between such policies The policy of the library like all our edu

cational policies has always been determined by the limitation of funds. It has

also been determined by the character of its collections and of its ensuant obli

gations. These and the dispositions of our first librarians made it a "learned
library"

and confirmed here the policy which is traditional and defensible with

university libraries, that they be learned and scholarly. That meant many books

and few duplicates. It meant also the foreign language of original issue and

prompt purchase for many famous books whose position was only gradually so

established as to justify publishers in bringing out English translations which in

many cases we eschewed, having the original which was assumed sufficient for

scholars. This policy was appropriate when the library was the faculty's. But

the practices have developed other library-laboratories, used by many under

graduates, most of whom must confine their reading to the vernacular and many of

whom are not scholars and never will be. The duty of the library in the premises
would seem to be clear. It would be intolerable if in carrying it out the present

inadequate funds for the purchase of scholarly books should be curtailed in order

to provide these needed duplicates. In some universities express provision is

made b}' the administration for the purpose without touching the stated funds of

the library. The Committee recommends that that course be followed here.

As an instrument of research it may fairly be said that the replies as a whole

find the library more satisfactory in its present condition to the demands of pro

fessors dealing with long established subjects or with historical aspects of newer

disciplines, though most feel the need of more periodicals in their fields. It is

significant that professors find the subjects collateral to their own adequately

provided for. In their own fieldsmany feel the need for more material for research

both for themselves and for their graduate students. The feeling, also, is general

that the currently appearing literature is no longer adequately supplied and that

the funds allotted to departments and which in most cases have remained un

changed for many years, are now insufficient.

It is abundantly evident, therefore, that the growing university demands

growth of its library and that no stationary policy will long continue to satisfy it.

Charles H. Hull

Halldor Hermannsson

E. R. B. Willis

Record of Work for the Year 1929-30

ACCESSIONS

The following table shows the books added during the year to the several groups
that constitute the university libraries and their present extent.

Libraries and Special Collections

General Library
Anthon Collection, purchased 1868

Bopp Collection, purchased 1868. . . .

Sparks Collection, purchased 1872

White Historical Library, gift 1891
Zarncke Collection, gift 1883
British Patents, gift 1868
Fiske Dante Collection, gift 1893
Fiske Petrarch Collection, gift 1905

Volumes Present

Added Extent

14,862 550,800

6,770

2,014

5,717

23,177
13,000

3,108

119 9,986

46 4,293
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Fiske Icelandic Collection, gift 1905
Wason Collection, gift 1918
St. John Wordsworth Collection, gift 1925
Volumes of C. U. Theses Deposited
Philological Seminary Collection

Philosophical Seminary Collection

German Seminary Collection
French Seminary Collection
Latin Seminary Collection

American History Collection

Manuscripts

Maps in Cornell University Library
C. U. Plans deposited

U. S. Coast Survey charts
U. S. Geological Survey Topographical sheets
U. S. Geological Survey Atlases
British Geological Survey Maps

General Law Library
Moak Law Library, gift 1893. . . .

Flower Veterinary Library, gift
Barnes Hall Library, gift
Goldwin Smith Hall Library
*Hart Memorial Library. .

Van Cleef Memorial Library
Comstock Memorial Library
Kuichling Collection, gift 1919. .

Architectural College Library
Economics Laboratory Collection . . .

Entomological Laboratory Collection . .

Prudence Risley Hall Collection . ...

Gray Memorial Library
Chemistry Library, Special

N. Y. S. College of Agriculture Library .

N. Y. S. Forest College Library
N. Y. S. Plant Pathology Collection. .

Physics Library

507 18,536

129 12,308

297 2,000

116 8,551

5 1,097
8 974

769

24
I 326

2 622

17 854
8 1,102

200

950

3,505

215
600

656 54,193
12,500

179 8,363
175 3,202

54 3,283

9 4,53i

176 2,930

29 1,214

2,139
no 1,891

340

2,403

814
12 640

52 179

064 61,231

1,181

424

84 1,250

Miss Ingersoll reports that of the total additions to the General Library of

14,862 volumes, 9235 were gifts and 5267, purchases.

Among the important purchases by the Library were the Gaimard Voyages en
Scandinavie and the Voyages en Islande et au Groenland. Also extensive addi

tions to our collection of FineArts, for the use of the College ofArchitecture, were
made possible by $3,500 from a fund given by the Carnegie Corporation.

The following periodicals were added:

Annales de l'Est. 1887-1909.

Annales de micrographie. 1888-1 898.

Archiv der Pharmazie. 1847-1930.

Bonplandia. 1 853-1 862.

British Bee Journal. 1873-1926.

Condor. 1 899-1928.

Electrical Review (London) 1906-
1928.

Hamburger Garten-u. Blumenzeitung 1858-87.

Manchester Historical Association. Collections. Volumes 1-12.
Revue botanique du Nord de la France. 1888-95.

St. Petersburg Academy. Commentarii. 1728-1751.

Soci6t6 d'6tudes scientifiques d'Angers. Bulletin. 1871-1895.

?This library has not heretofore been reported among the department libraries. Its contents
are now added for the first time to the total holdings of the University Library.
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No matter how well provided with funds the library may be, a widespread

interest among alumni and friends shown in the donation of books and money
will always be to it a source of strength. In its present straitened state these gifts
have been especially welcome. How numerous they have been the list of donors
appended to this report will show.

The tradition of great gifts of specially selected collections to which the library
has owed so much of its strength, begun by Ezra Cornell, Andrew D. White, and
Willard Fiske, has in recent years been carried on by the great gift of C. W.Wason,
'76, of his Chinese Collection, with funds for its support, by the bequest of Benno

Loewy of his library of more than fifty thousand volumes, and by Victor Emanuel,
'19, who in 1925 provided funds for the purchase of the distinguished collection on

Wordsworth gathered by Cynthia Morgan St. John. Mr. Emanuel has this year

made generous provision for the systematic increase of this collection for the next

two years.

To the late Mrs. Robert Staples Collyer the library is indebted for the gift of

the manuscript of Lowell's Essay onWealth. Rev. Minot Simons in transmitting

this unique item writes :

"Mrs. Collyer has desired to give [this manuscript] to your library as a

memorial for her husband's father, the Rev. Dr. Robert
Collyer."

Two gifts from Miss Mary Emily Cornell, her Autobiography and some books

from the library of Ezra Cornell, come to enrich the growing collections of early

history of the university and of mementos of the Founder.

From Professor Melville Best Anderson, '74, have come the four volumes of his
translation of the Divine Comedy. The books in binding and printing are monu

ments to the art of Mr. John Henry Nash, printer. Mr. Nash has presented as his

own gift his beautiful edition of the Psalms.

To those old and unfailing friends of the library, Mr. William F. E. Gurley, '77,
and Mrs. Gurley, the annual acknowledgment has to be made. In spite of itc

considerable holdings of Shakespeareana so much increased by the riches of the

Loewy Collection, Mrs. Gurley has been able to add 54 Shakespeare items this

year that are new to the library, including five editions illustrated by Kenny
Meadows. From Mr. Gurley have come seven miscellaneous volumes and many
booksellers'

catalogues.

Mr. Henry J. Patten, '84, as so often before, has come to our aid again this year

with the purchase of a number of sumptuous volumes which, though published

for the bibliophile and amateur, are indispensable to scholars who are working

here. The books provided by Mr. Patten's gift are:

Ebersolt. Le miniature byzantine.

Martin. La miniature francaise.

D'Ancora. La miniature italienne.

Millar. English illuminated manuscripts.

Illuminated Manuscript in the British Museum, ed. G. F. Warner.

Herbert. Schools of illumination in the British Museum.

Beatty. Catalogue of Manuscripts.

Rand. Manuscripts of Tours.

Mr. Patten has also provided for the firing of the unbaked clay tablets in the

collection that he gave to the library several years ago. This work was done by
Dr. Edward Chiera of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, who at

the same time made and furnished to the library valuable translations of the

contents of the tablets.

To Mrs. Harriet A. Mead the library is indebted for nine volumes, welcome

additions to the Wordsworth Collection.

Most gratifying is the interest displayed in the library by retiring professors

who have this year given to us generously from their libraries. From Professor

McDermott we have received many books and journals dealing with marine

engineering. From Professor Nichols, 16 lava medallions and a considerable

number of books on physics with some learned periodicals. From Dean Hammond

many books on philosophy and literature, an autographed set of the works of

Charles G. D. Roberts, and other autographed works. An autographed copy of
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Major Putnam's A Prisoner of War in Virginia, 1864-5, also included in Dean

Hammond's gift, is especially interesting here because of a letter inserted giving
Major Putnam's account of the writing by the late Professor Hart of his book on
German Universities.
We have to thank the public spirit of Mr. Henry Saperstein of the Ithaca

Theatres, Inc., for ten manuscript volumes of the annals of the Lyceum Theatre

in Ithaca.

A gift of widespread interest to Cornell Alumni comes from Mr. L. C. Bement

whose manuscript volume recording the names and sentiments of old students

re-visiting Cornell now finds its final resting place in the library.

From Mr. C. H. Belden, '99, have been received 17 valuable volumes of the

publications of the Egypt Exploration Fund which though duplicates of books

already in the General Library are most welcome to the Architectural Library.

From Dr. H. P. DeForest, '84, 30 volumes on medical subjects.
From Mr. John P. Young, '94, two rare works on Botany.
From the Estate of Claude P. Bender, '92, valuable books, chiefly in mathe

matics and astronomy.

From Mr. Alex Dow, 70 volumes of the Electrical Review.

From Mr. Stevens L. Werner, '28, two hundred volumes of recent literature.
From Mr. H. S. L. Wiener, '30, 30 volumes of recent literature.
As in previous years the library has richly benefited by the generosity of profes

sors who have supplied it regularly with learned periodicals and publications of

learned societies. For this great service we have to thank Professors A. A. Allen,
L. H. Bailey, F. A. Barnes, S. L. Boothroyd, G. L. Burr, C. R. Crosby, R. C.

Cushman, S. H. Gage, G. D. Harris, C. H. Hull, J. F. Mason, F. K. Richtmyer,
S. N. Spring, G. F. Warren, P. J. Weaver, W. F. Willcox, A. H. Wright, and
Messrs. Willard Austen, S. H. Burnham, D. F. Hoy, and Dr. A. C. White.

CLASSIFICATION AND SHELF DIVISION

Number of volumes classified 1 1,745
Number of volumes reclassified 33
Number of presses added 27
Number of presses shifted 381

By a small grant from special funds and by the diversion to this use of part of
its own meagre expense fund to the detriment of other services, the library has
managed to add 27 steel wall presses in the little unused space remaining. Mr.
de Grassi reports that with the help of these new presses, and by removing as

many books as possible from their proper places and shelving them in the Reading
Room, space has been found for the year's accessions.

CATALOGUE DIVISION

Number of volumes and pamphlets catalogued 17,912

Number of maps catalogued 84
Number of manuscripts catalogued 61

Number of titles added to catalogue 10,459
Number of written cards added 16,300

Number of printed cards added 12,534
Number of Library of Congress cards received and filed 43,184
Number of Harvard cards received and filed 1 ,920

The library has been enabled by the President and Trustees to employ funds,
budgeted for another purpose but unexpended, to obtain for the year additional

help in the work of cataloguing and accessioning books, chiefly from the great

collection received under the bequest of the late Benno Loewy. From this col

lection 3306 volumes have been catalogued during the year, as well as 297 from
the Wordsworth Collection. In consequence Miss Speed is enabled to report for

this division a greater number of volumes catalogued than in any previous year.

Thousands of volumes, however, still remain uncatalogued. Without enlarge-
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ment of the present staff it will be years before they can be added to the records
of the library and made available for the use of readers.
In the same way the library has been provided with means for cataloguing its

manuscripts and for correcting cards previously made. Fortunately this work

could be done bjr Mr. R. W. Tucker, Instructor in Classics, under the supervision
of Professor Burr. It resulted in the examination of 88 mediaeval manuscripts of
which 34 are now catalogued for the first time, and 24 re-catalogued.

PERIODICAL DIVISION

Periodicals currently received:

By subscription . 1,282

By gift and exchange. .. 1,115

2,397

Volumes of periodicals bound . 3,253

Number of volumes kept on open shelves 3,620

Current periodicals on open shelves

'

759
Issued for temporary home use 559

A considerable addition to the normal work of the division has been involved in

the preparation of the first supplement to the Union List of Serials, which re

quires a report on all periodicals acquired by the Library since January, 1925.
The report of Miss Leland for this division records her observation that it has

been impossible for the staff now provided to ensure the regular receipt of gifts

and exchanges, by claiming promptly numbers not received. This work must be

done first for the Library's paid subscriptions. To do it as thoroughly for gifts

and exchanges will require additional help. With such help provided and with a

more liberal allotment to the library of the scholarly publications of the univer

sity faculty, a great increase in valuable accessions may be expected. The Library
has to acknowledge in this connection the important and welcome action of the

Director of the Department of Chemistry, Professor Dennis, in putting at its

disposal for purposes of exchange the valuable series of lectures proceeding from

the George Fisher Baker Non-Resident Lectureship in Chemistry.

READERS DIVISION

The Library has been open during the year for 308 days. In term time it is

open from 7:50 a.m. to 10:30 p.m., except on Sundays.

The borrowers registered number 2,131 of whom 1,085 are students.

RECORDED USE

Reading room. . . . 107,928

Seminary rooms .... . . 3,738

Laboratories and Departments 4,495

Home use . . . 41,681

Lent to other libraries 775

Borrowed from other libraries ... 202

The above tables record the use of books from the regular library collections.

In addition to the circulation there shown should be mentioned the use made by
borrowers of a special collection of current books, chiefly fiction, which was es

tablished for the first time this year. Started with a small shelf of 20 or 30 titles

it has increased during the year to 84 volumes which have been withdrawn 2,089

times. These books are required to be returned at the end of a week and only one

is issued to a borrower at a time. Books were chiefly purchased from the money

obtained from fines or from the income of the Howland bequest. The collection,

however, has attracted gifts from faculty, students, and townspeople.
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SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

Professor Hamilton, the Curator, reports the addition of 165 volumes to the

Fiske Dante and Petrarch Collections.
The most important acquisition made during the current year is the reproduc

tion of the Codex Ambrosianus of Virgil, issued on the occasion of the second

millennium of the poet's birth. It is a manuscript written at Florence in the last

years of the thirteenth century, containing extensive notes by Petrarch upon the
text and commentary of Virgil's poems, his autobiographical notes, and the

reproduction in colors of the painting of Simone Martini.

Professor Hermannsson, Curator of the Fiske Icelandic Collection, reports the
addition of 507 titles to the collection.

No report can be made of the additions to theWason Collection for the year in

the absence of the Curator. It is to be hoped that important titles are to be added

shortly, however, as a result of Miss Gaskill's purchases in China.

APPENDIX XVIII

PUBLICATIONS 1929-30

The University Library keeps alphabetically arranged the publications of

University Officers, so far as received at the Library, and for this purpose copies

are solicited. Omissions in the following list are due to incomplete information.

Cornell University. Official publication, v. 21, 1929-30.

Cornell University. Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin. 481-504,508-

509. 1929-30. Ithaca, N. Y.

Memoir. No. 125-128. 1929-30. . Ithaca, N. Y.

Cornell University. College of Architecture. Report of the Dean. 1928-29.

Cornell University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix XI. 1929.

CornellUniversity. College of Arts and Sciences. Report of the Dean. 1928-29.

Cornell University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix III. 1929.

Cornell University. College of Engineering. Report of the Dean. 1928-29.

Cornell University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix XII. 1929.

Cornell University. Law School. Report of the Dean. 1928-29. Cornell

University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix IV. 1929.

Cornell University. Dean of Women. Report. 1928-29. Cornell University.

Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix XIV. 1929.

Cornell University. Graduate School. Report of the Dean. 1928-29. Cornell

University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix II. 1929.

Cornell University. Library. Report of the Librarian. 1928-29. Cornell

University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix XVI. 1929.

Publications (by Cornell University and its officers). 1928-29. Cornell

University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix XVIII. 1929.

Cornell University. Medical College. Report of the Dean. 1928-29. Cornell

University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix V. 1929.

Cornell University. Medical College, Ithaca Division. Report of the Secretary.

1928-29. Cornell University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix VI.

1929.

Cornell University. President. Annual report. 1928-29. Cornell University.

Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. 1929.

Cornell University. Registrar. Report. 1928-29. Cornell University. Official

publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix XV. 1929.

Cornell University. Summer Session. Report of the Administrative Board.

1929. Cornell University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix XIII.

1929.

CornellUniversity. University Faculty. Report of the Dean. 1928-29. Cornell

University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix I. 1929.

NewYork State College ofAgriculture. Report of the Dean for the year 1928-29.

Cornell University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix VIII. 1929.
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New York State College of Home Economics. Report of the Dean. 1928-29.

Cornell University. Official Publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix X. 1929.

New York State Veterinary College. Report of the Dean. 1928-29. Cornell
University. Official Publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix VII. 1929.

NewYork StateAgricultural Experiment Station. Report of the Dean. 1928-29.

Cornell University. Official Publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix IX. 1929.

New York State Agricultural Experiment Station. Geneva, N. Y. Bulletin,
570-583. 1929-30.

Circular. 114. 1930.

Technical bulletin. 150-161. 1929-30.

Columns, v. 5. Oct., 1929-June, 1930. Ithaca, N. Y.
Cornell alumni news. v. 32. Ithaca, N. Y. 1929-30.

Cornell civil engineer; monthly publication of the Association of Civil Engineers
at Cornell University, v. 38. October, 1929-June, 1930. Ithaca, N. Y.

Cornell contemporary, v. 1, Nos. 1-6, March-May, 1930. Ithaca, N. Y.
Cornell countryman, v. 27. October, 1929-June, 1930. Ithaca, N. Y.
Cornell daily sun. v. 50. Ithaca, N. Y. 1929-30.

Cornell extension bulletin. No. 159-191. Ithaca, N. Y. 1929-30.

Cornell junior extension bulletin. No. 35-40. 1929-30. Ithaca, N. Y.
Cornell law quarterly; published by the faculty and students of the Cornell Law
School, v. 15. December, 1929-June, 1930. Ithaca, N. Y.

Cornell rural school leaflet, v. 23. September, 1929-March, 1930. Ithaca, N. Y.
CornellUniversity medical bulletin, v. 19. New York City. 1929-30.

Cornell veterinarian, v. 20. Ithaca, N. Y. 1930.

Cornellian. v. 62. Ithaca, N. Y. 1930.

Cornellian Council bulletin, v. 15. Ithaca, N. Y. 1929-30.

Farm economics. Nos. 62-66. 1929-30. Ithaca, N. Y.
Hotel administration. Nos. 1-2, 1929-30. Ithaca, N. Y.
Journal of physical chemistry, v. 34. 1930. Ithaca, N. Y.
Philosophical review, v. 39. 1930. New York, Longmans, Green and Co.

Sibley journal of engineering, v. 44. 1929-30. Ithaca, N. Y.
Widow, v. 38. Ithaca, N. Y. 1929-30.

Adams, J. Q. Editor. Shakespeare, William. Hamlet, Prince of Denmark,
edited with introduction, notes, commentary. Boston, Houghton Mifflin

Company, 1929. vii, 356p.

Associate editor. Cornell studies in English.

Associate editor. Shakespeare Association. Bulletin.

Co-operating editor. Materialien zur Kunde des alteren Englischen Dramas.

Reviews: The Tragedie of Coriolanus, a new variorum edition, edited by
Furness. Yale review, v. 18:396, 1929; Lawrence. The physical conditions of

the Elizabethan public playhouse. Journal of English and Germanic philology,

v. 28:433, IQ29-

Adelmann, H. B. Morgan on Entwicklungsmechanik. H. B. Adelmann and S. R.

Detwiler. Quarterly review of biology, v. 3: 419-426, September, 1928.
The formation of lenses from the margin of the optic cup in eyes implanted

in the belly wall of Triton and the possibility of the formation of lenses from

belly ectoderm. Wilhelm, Roux. Archiv fiir Entwicklungsmechanik der Organ-

ismen, v. 113: 704-723, September, 1928.
Experimental studies on the development of the eyes. I. The effect of the

removal of median and lateral areas of the anterior end of the urodelan neural

plate on the development of the eyes (Triton teniatus and Amblystoma punc

tatum). Journal of experimental zoology, v. 34: 249-290, October, 1929.

Experimental studies on the development of the eye. II. The eye-forming

potencies of the median portions of the urodelan neural plate (Triton teniatus

and Amblystoma punctatum). Journal of experimental zoology, v. 54: 291-317,

October, 1929.
The effect of the removal of median and lateral areas of the anterior end

of the neural plate on the development of the eye. Anatomical record, v. 41:

74, December, 1928.
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The differentiation of median and lateral areas of the anterior end of the

neural plate when implanted into belly wall. Anatomical record, v. 41: 74-75,

December, 1928.
Allen, A. A. Green heron's story. Bird-lore, v. 31: 289-298, 1929.

Mother marsh hawk tells her story. Bird-lore, v. 31: 356-368, 1929.
Nuthatch. Bird-lore, v. 31: 423-432, 1929.
The sea gull's story. Bird-lore, v. 32: 71-83, 1930.
Gentle bluebird's story. Bird-lore, v. 32: 151-159, 1930.
Rubythroat. Bird-lore, v. 32: 223-27,1, 1930.
Ten years experiments in the rearing of the ruffed grouse in captivity, Amer

ican Game Conference. Transactions of the 16th meeting, December, 1929: 3-21.
The book of bird life; a study of birds in their native haunts. New York, D.

Van Nostrand Co., 1930. 426 p.

Editor. Bird-lore, School Department.

Anderson, L. C. Five years results with fertilizers in three Hudson River Valley
apple orchards. New York State Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin,
574, October, 1929.

Some soil problems in the Hudson Valley in relation to fruit growing. New

York State Horticultural Society. Proceedings of the 75th annual meeting, 1930:

175-182.

Anderson, O. D. An experimental study of observational attitudes. American

journal of psychology, v. 42: 345-369, July, 1930.

Andrae, W. C. Experimental mechanical engineering. Herman Diederichs and

W. C. Andrae. New York, John Wiley and Sons, 1930. 1082 p.

Andrews, A. L. The case of Lilium Alexandrae. Horticulture, n. s., v. 7: 396,
1929.

Reviews. Wettstein. Morphologie und Physiologie des Formwechsels der

Moose auf genetischer Grundlage, II. Bryologist. v. 32: 14, 1929; Brotherus.

Musci (in H. Handel-Mazzetti. Symbolae sinicae, IV). Bryologist, v. 32:

114, 1929; Vogt. Stilgeschichte der eddischen Wissensdichtung, I. Modern

philology, v. 27: 219, 1929.

Archer, B. H. Sugar tolerance in arthritis. 1. Chronic infectious arthritis.

Archives of internal medicine, v. 44: 37, July, 1929.
Sugar tolerance in arthritis. 2. Arthritis of the menopause. Archives of

internal medicine, v. 44: 238, August, 1929.

Austen,Willard. The story of the Library. Cornell Daily Sun. A half century at

Cornell, 1880-1930. Ithaca, N. Y., Cayuga Press, 1930: 41-42, 75-76.

Fifty years at Cornell. Beta Theta Pi, v. 57: 641-652, 1930.
Report of the librarian, 1928-29. Cornell University. Official publication, v.

21, No. 4. Appendix XVI. 1929.

Baker, D. W. Undulant fever. V. A. Moore and D. W. Baker. Cornell veteri

narian, v. 20: 211-222, April, 1930.

Precautions in shipping material for diagnosis. D. W. Baker and R. C.

Klussendorf. Cornell veterinarian, v. 20: 177-183, April, 1930.

Bancroft, W. D. The classification of induced reactions. Journal of physical

chemistry, v. 33: 1184, 1929.

Back to Aristotle. Rice Institute. Pamphlet, v. 15: 167, 1930.

The misleading experiment. Rice Institute. Pamphlet, v. 15: 224, 1930.

How to think. Rice Institute. Pamphlet, v. 15: 286, 1930.

Note on the chemistry of anaesthesia. Industrial and engineering chemistry,

news edition, v. 8: 11, March 20, 1930.

Electrolysis with Fluorine. W. D. Bancroft and N. C. Jones, American

Electrochemical Society Transactions, v. 55: 185, 1929.

Iron oxide in borate beads, W. D. Bancroft and G. E. Cunningham. Journal

of physical chemistry, v. 34:1,
1930.

- Compound formation with a volatile base or acid. W. D. Bancroft and

others. Colloid symposium annual, v. 7: 151, 193-

Solid protein hydrochlorides. W. D. Bancroft and C. E. Barnett. National

Academy of Sciences. Proceedings, v. 16: 118, 1930.

Adsorption of ammonia by proteins. W. D. Bancroft and C. E. Barnett.

National Academy of Sciences. Proceedings, v. 16: 135, 1930.
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Phase rule studies on the proteins. IIII. W. D. Bancroft and C. E. Barnett.
Journal of physical chemistry, v. 34: 449, 753, 1217, 1930.

- Pentavalent nitrogen in organic compounds. W. D. Bancroft and C. E.

Barnett. National Academy of Sciences. Proceedings, v. 16: 288, 1930.
The optical rotation of malic acid. W. D. Bancroft and H. L. Davis. Journal

of physical chemistry, v. 34: 897, 1930.

The tautomeric form of malic acid. W. D. Bancroft and H. L. Davis. Nation

al Academy of Sciences. Proceedings, v. 16: 293,1930.

Papers from the laboratory of W. D. Bancroft: Cataphoresis of lead sulphate,

E. L. Jewett. Journal of Physical Chemistry, v. 33: 1024, 1929; The adsorption
of certain acids by wool. W. W. Paddon. Journal of Physical Chemistry, v. 33:

1107, 1929; Photochemical oxidation with potassium dichromate. D. S.

Morton. Journal of Physical Chemistry, v. 33: 1135, 1929; Partial pressures of

binary solutions. R. W. Dornte. Journal of Physical Chemistry, v. 33: 1309,

1929; Activation of the halogens and of carbon monoxide. N. C. Jones.

Journal of Physical Chemistry, v. 33: 1415, 1929; The oiling of leather. T. G.

Rochow. Journal of Physical Chemistry, v. 33: 1528, 1929; Induced reactions.

W. G. Vannoy. Journal of Physical Chemistry, v. 33: 1593, 1929; Induced

reactions and the higher oxides of iron. D. R. Hale. Journal ofPhysical Chemis

try, v. 33- 1633, 1929; The plasticity of clay. L. E. Jenks. Journal of Physical

Chemistry, v. 33: 1733, 1929; The formation of pectin jellies by sugar. Gene

Spencer. Journal of Physical Chemistry, v. 33: J987, 1929; The Effect of salts

on sugar-pectin jelly formation. Gene Spencer. Journal of Physical Chemistry,
v. 33: 2012, J929; The reduction of alkali nitrates by hydrous ferrous oxide.

S. H. Carsley. Journal of Physical Chemistry, v. 34: 178, 1930; The relation

between acids and pectin in jelly formation. Gene Spencer. Journal of Physi

cal Chemistry, v. 34: 410, 1930; The purification and estimation of pectin. Gene

Spencer. Journal of Physical Chemistry, v. 34: 429, 1930; The manipulation

of jelly strength-testing apparatus. Gene Spencer. Journal of Physical

Chemistry, v. 34: 654, 1930.
About 30 signed book reviews, mostly in the Journal of Physical Chemistry.

Bangs, J. R., Jr. Industrial accounting for executives. New York, McGraw-Hill

Book Co., 1930. xiv, 449 p.

Factory management. New York, Alexander Hamilton Institute, 1930.

xxv, 382 p.

- Placement of engineering graduates before and after graduation. Sibley
journal of engineering, v. 44: 2-6, 38, January, 1930.

Barnett, C. E. Compound formation with a volatile acid or base. W. D.

Bancroft and others. Colloid symposium annual, v. 8: 151-60, 1929.

Phase rule studies on the proteins 1. W. D. Bancroft and C. E. Barnett.

Journal of physical chemistry, v. 34: 449, 1930.

Phase rule studies on the proteins 2. W. D. Bancroft and C. E. Barnett.

Journal of physical chemistry, v. 34: 753, 1930.

Phase rule studies on the proteins 3. W. D. Bancroft and C. E. Barnett.

Journal of physical chemistry, v. 34: 1217, 1930.

Melamine. Journal of physical chemistry, v. 34: 1497, 1930.

Solid protein hydrochlorides. W. D. Bancroft and C. E. Barnett. National

Academy of Sciences. Proceedings, v. 16: 118, 1930.
' Adsorption of ammonia by proteins. W. D. Bancroft and C. E. Barnett.

National Academy of Sciences. Proceedings, v. 16: 135, 1930.

Barrus, M. F. Informe del especialista en trabajos de extension. El cultivo de

papas en Puerto Rico. Informe del Comisionado de Agricultura y Trabajo al

Honorable Gobernador de Puerto Rico, 1927-1928: 109-122.

Spraying potatoes. Nassau County Farm and Home Bureau and 4-H Club

news, v. 15, No. 5: 1-3, 1929.

Barton, H. A. Comparison of protons and electrons in the excitation of X-rays by

impact. Franklin Institute. Journal, v. 209: 1, 1930.

A new regularity in the list of existing nuclei. Physical review, v. 35: 48<

z930.

Bates, E. A. A theory in clan nomenclature in primitive society in four propo

sitions in ethnology.
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Annals in science, v. 2, No. 8, 1929.
Becker, Carl. Samuel Adams. Dictionary of American biography, v. 1: 95-101,

1928.

Samuel Adams. Encyclopaedia of the social sciences, v. 1: 431-32, 1930.

Henry Adams. Encyclopaedia of the social sciences, v. 1: 435, 1930.

Reviews: Lettres d'Axel Fersen a son pere pendant la guerre de l'lnde-

pendance d'Amerique. American historical review, v. 35: 400-01, Jan., 1930;
Cournos. Amodern Plutarch. Journal ofmodern history, v. 1: 131, 1929.

Bedell, Frederick. A laboratory B-voltage supply. Frederick Bedell and J. G.

Kuhn. Review of scientific instruments, v. 1: 237, 1930.
Stabilized oscilloscope with amplified stabilization. Frederick Bedell and

J. G. Kuhn. Review of scientific instruments, v. 1: 227, 1930.

Belden, B. C. Compound formation with a volatile base or acid. W. D. Bancroft

and others. Colloid symposium annual, v. 8: 151-160, 1929.

Benedict, S. R. A note on the purification of picric acid for creatinine determina

tion. Journal of biological chemistry, v. 82: 1, 1929.

The use of molybdic acid as a precipitant for blood proteins. S. R. Benedict

and El B. Newton. Journal of biological chemistry, v. 82: 5, 1929.

The occurrence and determination of thioneine (ergothioneine) in human

blood. J. A. Behre and S. R. Benedict. Journal of biological chemistry, v. 82:

11, 1929.
- On the question of the origin of urinary ammonia. S. R. Benedict and T. P.

Nash, Jr. Journal of biological chemistry, v. 82: 673, 1929.
Determination of sugar in blood. Journal of biological chemistry, v. 83: 165,

1929.

The use of tungstomolybdic acid as a precipitant for blood proteins. S. R.

Benedict and E. B. Newton. Journal of biological chemistry, v. 83: 357, 1929.

The influence of ingestion of various animal tissues on the growth of carci

noma and sarcoma in rats. Kanematsu Sugiura and S. R. Benedict. Journal

of cancer research, v. 13: 180, 1929.

Studies on the non-sugar reducing substances of the blood and urine. I.

Glutathione and thioneine in blood. S. R. Benedict and E. B. Newton. Journal

of biological chemistry, v. 83:361, 1929.
The action of certain dyestuffs on the growth of transplantable tumors.

Kanematsu Sugiura and S. R. Benedict. Journal of cancer research, v. 13: 340,

1929.

Benner, J. W.. Experiments on immunizing young pigs against hog cholera.

Cornell veterinarian, v. 20: 159-168, April, 1930.

Bentley, Madison. A psychology for psychologists. Psychologies of 1930.

Worcester, Clark University Press, 1930: 95-114.
- Configuration and brightness contrast. W. H. Mikesell and Madison

Bentley. Journal of experimental psychology, v. 13:1-23, 1930.

The psychologist's interest in hearing. Archives of otolaryngology, v. 10:
282-

295, 1929.
'Observer'

and
'subject.'

American journal of psychology ,
v. 41: 682-683,

1929.

Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Psychologic American journal of psychology, v.

41: 689, 1929.
Records of mutilated speech and music. American journal of psychology,

v. 42:115, 1930.

Lacquers and celluloid for colored surfaces. American journal of psychology,

v. 42: 116, 1930.

Another note on the observer in psychology. American journal of psychology,

v. 42: 320, 1930.

A correction: Allport's "social
facilitation,"

American journal of psychology,

v. 42:320, 1930.

Review: Titchener. Systematic psychology: Prolegomena. American

journal of psychology, v.
42: 148-153, 1930.

Betten, Cornelius. New curricula of less than four years. Cornell countryman, v.

27: 5-6, 20, 1929.

Beyleveld, A. J. Determination of precise indications of changes in acreage.

American Statistical Association. Journal, v. 24: 405-411, December, 1929.
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Bishop, Morris. Editor. Voltaire, Candide and other philosophical tales. New
York, Charles Scribner Sons, 1929. 219 p.

Reviews. Memoirs of Lorenzo da Ponte. Saturday review of literature, v. 6:

756, 1930; Moncrif. The Adventures of Zeloide and other tales. French

review, v. 3: 284, 1930.

Blodgett, F. M. Potato seed treatment in New York State. American potato

Journal, v. 7 (5): 130-136, 1930.

Abstracts: Effect of pressure in spraying potatoes with Bordeaux for control
of leaf hoppers and aphis. C. F. Taylor and F. M. Blodgett. Phytopathology
v. 20: 136, 1930; Amethod of recording the distribution of copper dusts or sprays

on leaves. F. M. Blodgett and E. 0. Mader. Phytopathology v. 20: 137, 1930.

Bond, M. C. Sources of milk-fat used in ice cream. Farm economics, no. 58:

1094, April, 1929.
Prices received by producers for milk used in the manufacture of ice cream.

Farm economics no. 60: 1144, August, 1929.
Cost of milk products per gallon of ice cream. Farm economics, no. 63: 1221,

January, 1930.

Bouquet, A. G. B. Cauliflower and broccoli culture. New York, Orange-Judd

Publishing Co., 1929. 125 p.

The relation of green-sprouting to growth and yield of potatoes. A. G. B.

Bouquet and E. V. Hardenburg. Potato Association of America. Proceedings,
v. 16: 73-82, Dec, 1929.

Boyle, J. E. Why commodity exchanges? Commerce and finance, v. 18: 1546-47,

July 17, 1929.

The road to farm prosperity. Commerce and finance, v. 18: 1747-48, Aug.

14- 1929-

The Farm Board and farm marketing. Commerce and finance, v. 18: 1800-01,
August 21, 1929.

Production or protection. Successful farming, v. 27: 11, 86-89, Oct., 1929.

New views of the Old South. Commerce and finance, v. 18: 1993-94, Sept. 18,
1929.

New Orleans and Memphis exchanges for cottonseed products. Commerce

and finance, v. 18: 2065-66, Sept. 25, 1929.
The front end of marketing. Successful farming, v. 28:100-103, October, 1929.
Insects and men. Atlantic monthly, v. 144: 52930, Oct., 1929.
The Farm Board in action. Review of reviews, v. 81: 67-71, January, 1930.
Is Canada's wheat pool a success? Barron's weekly, v. 10:25, 27, January 27,

1930.

Chain stores and agriculture. Farm journal, v. 53: 7-8, Feb., 1930.

Futures and the farmer. LaSalle Street herald, v. 1:9, Feb. 5, 1930.

The Farm Board's fatal blunder. Forbes, v. 25:21-22, 24, April, 1930.

Bradley, J. C. A new thynnid wasp from Brazil. Deutsche Entomologische

Zeitschrift, 1911: 131-132.
A new Pelecinus-like genus and species of Platygasteridae. J. C. Crawford

and J. C. Bradley. Entomological Society of Washington. Proceedings, v. 13:

124-125, 1911.

Concerning nomena conservanda. Entomological news, v. 23: 226. May,

1912.

Descriptions, notes and records of North American Nyssonidae. American

Entomological Society. Transactions, v. 46: 113-132, 1920.
A new Tachytes from Georgia. Entomological news, v. 30: 298, 1919.

The Cornell University Entomological Expedition to South America of
1919

20. Entomological news, v. 30: 139-140, May, 1920.
The taxonomy of the masarid wasps, including a monograph on the North

American species. University of California. Publications. Technical bulletions.

College of Agriculture. Agricultural Experiment Station: Entomology, v. 1, no. 9:

369-464, Nov. 21, 1922.

A new Dasymutilla from Arizona. J. C. Bradley and J. Bequaert. American

Museum novitaLs, 82: 1-4, July 6, 1923.
Studies in African Mutillidae. j. C. Bradley and J. Bequaert. Musee du

Congo Beige. Annales: zoologie, 1923.
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- Two new species of Chelogynus (Hymenoptera: Dryinidae) from New York

State. Biological Society of Washington. Proceedings, v. 39: 7-8, Feb., 1923.

Descriptions of North American sp. of Pristaulacus Kieffer (Hymenoptera:

Aulacidae) Brooklyn Entomological Society. Bulletin, v. 21: 173-176, Dec, 1926.
Nomina conservanda. Science n. s., v. 66: 100-103, July 29, 1927.

Fly killing. Science classroom, v. 6. no. 6: 1 and 6, 1927.
E. T. Cresson and the family Mutillidae. American Entomological Society.

Transactions, v. 53, 1927 (supplement, p. lv-lvii).
Fora to be held as part of the program of the Fourth International Congress of

Entomology. Science, n. s., v. 68: 81-82, July 27, 1928.

The Scoliidae described by Pallas (Hym). J. C. Bradley and H. Bischoff.

Deutsche entomologische Zeitschrift, 1929: 301-302.
Hymenoptera. Lloyd Library. Bulletin: entomological series, 1926.

Order hymenoptera. Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station.

Memoir 101: 870, August, 1928.
Reviews: Blatchley and Leng. Rhynchophora or weevils of Northeastern

America. New York Entomological Society. Journal, v. 25: 81-84, March, 1917;
Bequaert. A revision of the Vespidae of the Belgian Congo, based on the

collection of the American Museum Congo Expedition, with a list of Ethiopian
Diplopterous wasps. American Museum of NaturalHistory. Bulletin, v. 39: 1

384, 1918.

Brahdy, M. B. An intratracheal method for prolonged artificial respiration.

Leopold Brahdy and M. B. Brahdy. American journal of the medical sciences, v.

178: 405, 1929.

The treatment of acute epidemic poliomyelitis by the intrathecal adminis

tration of ephedrine. M. B. Brahdy and I. H. Scheffer. Archives of internal

medicine, v. 45: 102, 1930.

Breed, R. S. Manual of determinative bacteriology. D. H. Bergey and others.
3rd. ed. Baltimore, Williams and Wilkins Co., 1930. xviii, 589 p.

Translator. Lehmann, K. B. and R. 0. Neumann. Laboratory manual of

bacteriological methods, translated from the 7th German edition. New York,
G. E. Stechert & Co., 1930; viii, 103 p.; Lehmann, K. B., and R. 0. Neumann.
Determinative bacteriology, translated from 7th German edition, vol. 1.

New York, G. E. Stechert and Co., 1930.

Briggs, T. R. Freezing-point solubility data in three component systems con

taining a non-metallic elementary substance. T. R. Briggs and others. Nation

al Research Council. International critical tables of numerical data, v. 4: 266-270,
1928.

Germanium XXXI. Alloys of germanium silver-germanium. T. R.

Briggs and others. Journal of physical chemistry, v. 33: 1080-1096, 1929.

Germanium XXXII. Alloys of germanium a preliminary survey of the

system lead-germanium. T. R. Briggs andW. S. Benedict. Journal of physical

chemistry, v. 34: 173-177, 1930.

Broughton, L. N. American editor. Annual bibliography of English language and

literature, vol. 9, 1928. Edited for the Modern Humanities Research Associ

ation, by Seaton and Serjeantson. Cambridge, Bowes and Bowes, 1929. vi,

[2I, 228 p.

Brunett, E. L. Paratyphoid infection of pigeons. Cornell veterinarian, v. 20: 169,

1930.

Transmission of Bacterium Pullorum infection among chickens. American

Veterinary Medical Association. Journal, v. 76: 667, 1930.

Confinement rearing in the control of intestinal parasites of chickens. Cornell

veterinarian, v. 19: 165, 1929.

Buckman, H. O. Nature and properties of soils. T. L. Lyon and H. 0. Buckman.

New York, Macmillan Co., 1929. 405 p.

Bucknam, R. F. An economic study of farm electrification in New York. Cornell

University Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin 496, October 30, 1929.

Increase in the use of electricity in New York. Farm economics, No. 66: 1305,

June, 1930.
Types of rates used in payment for electricity. Farm economics, No. 63:

1203, Jan., 1930.
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Power lines in the town of Sennett, Cayuga County, New York. Farm eco

nomics, No. 64: 1256, Feb., 1930.
Results of milk cooling. Farm economics, No. 66: 1307, June, 1930.

Buckstein, Jacob. Clinical value of the celluloid capsule. Medical journal and
record, v. 125: 610, May 4, 1927.
- Chest pathology in abdominal disorders. Medical journal and record, v.

126-

154-155, Aug. 3, 1927.
- Malignant tumor of the ascending colon with metastatic localization in the
skull. Medical journal and record, v. 126: 506, Sept., 1927.
The duodenogram applied to the diagnosis of a duodeno-jejunal diverticulum.

American journal of surgery, n. s., v. 3: 340-41, Oct., 1927.
Marked elevation of the diaphragm. Medical journal and record, v. 127: ?d6

March, 1928.
Cardiospasm in infancy and childhood. C. R. Messeloff and others. Ameri

can journal diseases of children, v. 35: 427-37, March, 1928.
Huge idiopathic dilatation of the colon in an adult. Medical journal and

record, v. 129:214, February 20, 1929.

Historical development in the diagnosis of peptic ulcer. American journal of
roentgenology, v. 20: 374-76, October, 1928.
Peptic ulcer. New York, P B. Hoeber, 1930. 361 p.

Burdick, C. K. Report of the Dean of the Law School, 1928-29. Cornell Univer
sity. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix IV. 1929.

Burkholder, W. H. The Genus Phytomonas. Phytopathology, v. 20: 1-23, 1930.
The bacterial diseases of the bean: a comparative study. Cornell University

Agricultural Experiment Station. Memoir 127, April, 1930.

Burnham, S. H. Supplementary list of the Bryophytes of the Lake George

region. Bryologist, v. 32: 94-98, Sept., 1929.

Burrell, A. B. A twig canker of apple caused by Nectria cinnabarina. H. E.

Thomas and A. B. Burrell. Phytopathology, v. 19: 1125-1128, 1929.

Bushey, D. J. The planting and care of shrubs and trees. Cornell extension

bulletin 185, Sept., 1929.

Butterfield, P. M. New children's cysto-urethroscope. Journal of urology, v. 22:

347, Sept., 1929.

Experiences with a new baby cysto-urethroscope. American journal of

surgery, v. 8: 102, Jan., 1930.

Butterworth, J. E. The village principal and the county superintendent. Ohio

State Educational Conference. Proceedings, v. 34: 160166, 1929.
School organization and administration in the counties of New Jersey.

Commission to Survey Public Education in the State ofNew Jersey. Report, 1929:

J36-146.

Some tentative principles of program making for parent-teacher associations.

Ohio State Educational Conference. Proceedings v. 34: 442-446, 1929.

Differentiating the training needs of rural and urban teachers. Nation's

Schools, v. 4, No. 6: 58-62, 1929.

Finding needs as the basis of program making for parent-teacher associations.

National Congress of Parents and Teachers. Proceedings v. 33: 198-201, 1929.

Transportation costs and conditions in New York. New York State edu

cation, v. 17: 629-631, 1930.

Camino, L. F. Federico Garcia Lorca, romancero Gitano. Revista de estudios

Hispanicos, v. 2: 193-197, Abril-Junio, 1929.
Versos y oraciones de Caminante, Libro II, por Leon Felipe. New York,

Instituto de las Espanas en los Estados Unidos, 1930. 98 p.

Caplan, Harry. The four senses of scriptural interpretation and the mediaeval

theory of preaching. Speculum, v. 4: 282-290, July, 1929.
The influence of classical rhetoric on mediaeval Artes Praedicandi; summa

rized in Classical Association of England and Wales. Proceedings, v. 26: 8-9,
1929.

Editor and translator. Mirandola, Gianfrancesco P. della. On the imagi

nation, with an introduction, an English translation and notes. New Haven,
Yale University Press, 1930. I02p. (Cornell studies in English XVI.)
Review: Robinson. Autobiography of Joseph Scaliger. Philosophical review,

v. 39: 87-89, January, 1930.
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Carpenter, D. C. The molecular weight of casein I. T. Svedberg and others.

American Chemical Society. Journal, v. 52: 241-252, 1930.
The molecular weight of casein II. T. Svedberg and others. American

Chemical Society. Journal, 52: 701-711, 1930.
Carrick, D. B. The respiration of apples at low non-freezing temperatures and

while frozen. American Society for Horticultural Science. Proceedings, 1926:
277-285.

The effect of freezing on the respiration of the apple. Cornell University
Agricultural Experiment Station. Memoir no, 1928.

The effect of freezing on the catalase activity of apple fruits. Cornell Univer

sity Agricultural Experiment Station. Memoir 122, 1929.

The storage of apples. Cornell extension bulletin 189, 1929.

Carty, J. R. A source of danger in the use of vertical roentgenoscopes and tube

stands. Radiology, v. 12: 496, June, 1929.

A benign sclerosing central giant cell tumor. American journal of roentgenol

ogy and radium therapy, v. 21: 363, April, 1929.

The position of roentgenology in the undergraduate medical curriculum as

seen by recent graduates. American journal of roentgenology and radium

therapy, v. 23: 521, March, 1930.

Catherwood, M. P. The demand for milk and cream. Farm economics, No. 61:

1155-1162, 1929.

Early development of the New York milk shed. Farm economics, No. 61:

1162-1164, 1929.

Season of freshening in the New York milk shed. Farm economics, No. 62:

1196-1199, 1929.

Changes in deliveries of milk per dairy in the New York milk shed. Farm

economics, No. 64: 1244, 1930.

Changes in milk and cream receipts at the New York market. Farm eco

nomics, No. 64: 1245, 1930.
- The proportion of different breeds of cows on New York and Pennsylvania

farms. Farm economics, No. 64: 1265, 1930.

Milk production in the New York milk shed as related to milk market.

Farm economics, No. 64: 1265-1269, 1930.

The New York milk shed. New York Central Lines magazine, v. 10, No. 10:

77-7^, 1930.

Catlin, G. E. G. Study of the principles of politics. New York, Macmillan

Company, 1930. 469 p.

Mr. Kellogg proposes. Realist, v. 1:96-108, April, 1929.

The next step for democracy. Realist, -v. 1:3-17, May, 1929.

The Anglo-Saxon comity: a choice. Realist, v. 2:197-210, Nov., 1929.

Cattell, McKeen. The action of compression on the contraction of heart muscle.

D. J. Edwards and M. Cattell. American journal of physiology, v. 93: 90, 1930.

The influence of hydrostatic pressure on the contraction of cardiac muscle in

relation to temperature. McKeen Cattell and D. J. Edwards. American

journal of physiology, v. 93: 97, 1930.

On the mechanism of the action of hydrostatic pressure on striated muscle.

McKeen Cattell and D. J. Edwards. American journal of physiology, v. 93:

639, 1930.
.

Reversal of the stimulating action of hydrostatic pressure on striated muscle.

McKeen Cattell and D. J. Edwards. Science, n. s., v. 71: 17, 1930.

Abstracts: The influence of pressure on the refractory period and rhythmicity

of the heart. McKeen Cattell and D. J. Edwards. American journal of physi

ology, v. 90: 308, 1929; Effects of pressure on the tension curve of the heart

muscle. D. J. Edwards and McKeen Cattell. American journal of physiology,
v. 90: 337, 1929.

Chambers,W. H. Animal calorimetry. 39th Paper. Specific dynamic action in

the normal and phlorhizinized dog. W. H. Chambers and Graham Lusk.

Journal of biological chemistry,
v. 85: 611, 1930.

The metabolism of glucose administered to the fasting dog. Margaret Dann

and W. H. Chambers. American journal of physiology, v. 93: 643, 1930.
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Abstracts: Effect of muscular exercise induced by epinephrin upon the meta

bolism of depancreatized dogs. W. H. Chambers and Graham Lusk. Ameri
can journal of physiology, v. 90: 309, 1929; Specific dynamic action in the normal
and phlorhizinized dog. Graham Lusk and W. H. Chambers. American
journal of physiology, v. 90: 438, 1929.

Chamot, E. M. Handbook of chemical microscopy, Vol. 1. E. M. Chamot and
C. W. Mason. New York, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1930. xiii, 474 p.

Behavior of crystals with polarized light. Educational focus, v. 1, No. 2:

10-n, Sept., 1929.

Chupp, Charles. Newer economic developments in vegetable disease control.

Ohio Vegetable Growers Association. Proceedings, v. 15: 63-72, 1930.
Cucumber and tomato diseases. Ohio Vegetable Growers Association. Pro

ceedings, v. 15: 47-53, 1930.
- The effects of potash and phosphorus on tip burn and mildew of cabbage.

Phytopathology, v. 20: 307-318, 1930.

Claassen, P. W. Additions and corrections to themonograph on the Plecoptera of

North America. Entomological Society of America. Annals, v. 21: 667-668,
1928.

Recent publications on stone flies. Entomological news, v. 41: 172175, 1930.

Laboratory directions in general biology. Ithaca, N. Y., Slingerland-Com-

stock Company, 1928. 124 p.

Clayton, E. E. Studies in black-rot or blight disease of cauliflower. New York

State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, N. Y. Bulletin No. 576, Nov., 1929.
A study of the mosaic disease of crucifers. Journal of agricultural research,

v. 40: 263-270, 1930.

Cleary, S. F. Questions on introductory mechanical drawing. C. E. Townsend

and S. F. Cleary. New York, John Wiley and Sons, 1929. 55 p.

Machine layouts for working drawing problems. C. E. Townsend and S. F.

Cleary. New York, John Wiley and Sons, 1929. 6 layouts.

Introductory mechanical drawing. New York, John Wiley and Sons, 1930.
302 p.

Coca, A. F. The grounds for an etiologic classification of the phenomena of

specific sensitiveness. Journal of allergy, v. 1: 74-77, Nov., 1929.

Collins, J. R. Physics. Americana annual, 1929: 592.

Conn, H. J. Progress in the standardization of stains. Safranin. Stain technol

ogy, v. 4: 65-68, 1929.
- Progress in the standardization of stains. Influence of impurities upon dyes.

Stain technology, v. 4: 68-69, x929-

Progress in the standardization of stains. Hematein and acid fuchsin.

Stain technology, v. 4: 97, 1929.

Progress in the standardization of stains. Dyes for bacteriostatic work.

Stain technology, v. 5: 1-2, 1930.

The history of staining. Anilin dyes in histology. Stain technology, v. 5:
3-

12, 1930.

Progress in standardization of stains. Research on the chemistry of dyes.

Stain technology, v. 5: 37-38, 1930.

The history of staining. Development of bacteriological staining methods.

Stain technology, v. 5: 39-48, 1930.

Conner, L. A. Atypical clinical forms of trichiniasis. Annals of internal medicine,

*' 3= 353-359, Oct., 1929.
.

- The psychic factor in cardiac disorders. American Medical Association.

Journal, v. 94: 447, 1930.

Cooper, H. P. Correlation between electromotive series and oxidation potentials

and plant and animal nutrition. H. P. Cooper and J. K. Wilson. Science, n. s.,

v. 66: 629-631, 1927.
Ecological factors determining the pasture flora in the northeastern United

States. H. P. Cooper and J. K. Wilson. American Society of
Agronomy.

Journal, v. 21: 607-627, 1929.
Ash constituents of pasture grasses, their standard electrode potentials and

ecological significance. Plant physiology, v. 5: 193-214, 1930.
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Cope, J. A. Log scaling and timber estimating. J. A. Cope and J. E. Davis.

Cornell extension bulletin No. 39, Dec, 1929.

Concerning black locust in New York. Journal of Forestry, v. 27: 825, Nov.,

Seeing is believing. American agriculturist, v. 124: 288, Oct. 19, 1929.

International log rule adopted. Bureau Farmer, New York edition, v. 5, No.

9, May, 1930.

Copeland, M. A. Recent changes in our wholesale price level. American Statisti

cal Association. Journal, v. 25: 164, March, 1930.
Recent changes in the wholesale price level in the United States.

"

Federal

reserve bulletin, v. 15: 772, December, 1929.

Cornell, N. D. A report of eighty-seven primary operable cases of carcinoma of

the breast. B. J. Lee and N. W. Cornell. American Surgical Association.

Transactions, v. 42: 275, 1924.

An analysis of four hundred and eighty-two gall-bladder cases. J. M. Hitz

rot and N. W. Cornell. Annals of surgery, v. 84: 829-32, December, 1926.
A method of treating fractures of the femur in adults. American journal of

surgery, new series, v. 2: 415-421, May, 1927.

The treatment of difficult fractures of both bones of the leg. Annals of

surgery, v. 81: 591, Jan., 1925.
Treatment of granulating wounds with delayed healing. American journal of

surgery, new series, v. 8: 338-340, February, 1930.

Gonococcal bacteremia in a woman, with apparent cure by surgical inter

vention. G. W. Wheeler and N. W. Cornell. American Medical Association.

Journal, v. 94: 1568-1570, May 17, 1930.

Coryllos, P. N. The size of the consolidated lung in lobar pneumonia. P. N.

Coryllos and G. L. Birnbaum. American journal of the medical sciences, v.

178: 15, July, 1929.
Bronchoscopic findings in lobar pneumonia (preliminary note). American

journal of the medical sciences, v. 178: 8, July, 1929.
The circulation in the compressed, atelectatic and pneumonic lung (pneumo-

thorax-apnematosis-pneumonia) . P.N. Coryllos andG. L. Birnbaum. Archives

of surgery, v. 19: 1346-1423, Dec, 1929.
Post-operative apneumatosis (atelectasis) and post-operative pneumonia

(experimental evidence). American Medical Association. Journal, v. 93:

98-99, July 13, 1929.

Lobar pneumonia. (Considered as pneumococcic lobar atelectasis of the

lung, bronchoscopic investigation.) P. N. Coryllos and G. L. Birnbaum.

Archives of surgery, v. 18: 190-241, January, 1929.
The treatment of pneumonia by inhalation of carbon dioxide. 1 . The relief of

atelectasis. Yandell Henderson and others. Archives of internal medicine,

v. 45: 72-91, January, 1930.
Treatment of bronchiectasis multiple stage lobectomy; report of two

cases. Archives of surgery, v. 20: 767, May, 1930.

Post-operative pulmonary complications and bronchial obstruction; post

operative bronchitis, atelectasis (apneumatosis), and pneumonitis, considered

as phases of the same syndrome. Surgery, gynecology and obstetrics v. 1: 795,

May, 1930.

Craig,W. T. A note on yellow fatuoids. H. H. Love and W. T. Craig. Journal

of heredity, v. 20: 172, April, 1929.

Crosby, C. R. Protecting orchard crops from diseases and insects. C. R. Crosby
and others. Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin 498,

Dec, 1929.
A European beetle found in New York (Coleop.: Curculionidae) . C. R.

Crosby andW. E. Blauvelt. Entomological news, v. 41: 164, 1930.

An unexpected food plant of the striped cucumber beetle (Coleop. : Chrysome-

lidae). Entomological news v. 40: 328, 1929.

Studies in American spiders: Genera Ceratinopsis, Ceratinopsidis and Tu-

taibo. S. C. Bishop and C. R. Crosby. New York Entomological Society.

Journal, v. 38: 15-33, I93-

Cunningham, G. W. A search for system. Contemporary American philosophy,
v. 1: 249-274, I93-
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Emergence and intelligibility. International journal of ethics, v. 39: 148, 1929
Reviews: McDowell, (ed.) The mind. Philosophical review, v. 38: 182-184

1929; Driesch. Mind and body. Philosophical review, v. 38: 182-184, 1929
Hegel. Erste Druckschriften and Die Naturreligion. Philosophical review, v. 38

504, 1929; Haldar. Neo-Hegelianism. Philosophical review, v. 39: 90-91, 1930

Boas. The major traditions of European philosophy. Philosophical review, v.

39: 91-92, 1930; Coates. A sceptical examination of contemporary British
philosophy. Philosophical review, v. 39: 317-320, 1930.

Cushman, E. M. A study of time spent in dishwashing. Journal of home eco

nomics, v. 22: 295, 1930.

Cushman, R. E. Leading constitutional decisions. Revised Edition. New York,
F. S. Crofts and Co., 1929. 343 p.

Constitutional law in 1928-29. American political science review, v. 24: 67,
1930.

Dahlberg, A. C. New developments in methods used in making ices and sherbets.

Icecream trade journal, v. 26, No. 4, 1930.

The year's research record. Ice cream trade journal, v. 25, No. 9, 1929.

Dairy scientists discuss new discoveries. Ice cream trade journal, v. 25, No. 7,
1929.

The creaming of raw and pasteurized milk. A. C. Dahlberg and J. C. Mar

quardt. New York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, N. Y.,
Technical Bulletin, 157, 1929.

Better milk cooling equipment on the farm. A. C. Dahlberg and J. C.

Marquardt. International Association of Ice Cream Manufacturers. Proceed

ings, 1929; and Dairymen's League news, v. 13, No. 42, 1929.

The electric cooling of milk on the farm. J. C. Marquardt and A. C. Dahl

berg. New York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, jV. Y. Bulletin

581, 1929.

Dalldorf, Gilbert. The lesions in the skeletal muscles in experimental scorbutus,

Journal of experimental medicine, v. 50: 293-98, Sept. 1, 1929.

Pseudotuberculous salpingitis. James Denton and Gilbert Dalldorf. Sur-

gery, gynecology and obstetrics, v. 51: 663-67, April, 1930.

Dallenbach, K. M. Revue de psychologie concrete. American journal of psy

chology, v. 41: 516, 1929.

The influence of repetition of a series upon the omission of its intermediate

terms. K. M. Dallenbach and others. American journal of psychology, v. 41:

637-639, 1929-
The rate of the hiccough reflex. American journal of psychology, v. 41:

687-

688, 1929.
The analysis and synthesis of burning heat. K. M. Dallenbach and S. C.

Ferrall. American journal of psychology, v. 42: 72-82, 1930.

An aid for steady visual fixation. American journal of psychology, v. 42:

116, 1930.

The term
'Bradyrscope.'

American journal of psychology, v. 42: 306-307,

1930.

Journal of social psychology. American journal of psychology, v. 42: 321,

1930.

The critical temperatures for heat and for burning heat. K. M. Dallenbach

and Eleanor Lowenstein. American journal of psychology, v. 42: 423-429, 193-
- A reply to Dr. Hollingworth. American journal of psychology, v. 42:

458-

459, 1930.

Ithaca meeting of experimental psychologists. American journal of psy

chology, v. 42: 469, 1930.

Editor. The American journal of psychology, 1929-30.

Review: Psychological register. American journal of psychology, v. 42:
153-

156, 1930.

Daniel, D. M. Technique employed in transferring parasites of the oriental

peach moth (Laspeyresia molesta Busck). Journal of economic entomology, v.

22: 801-805, October, 1929.
How parasites control the peach moth. American agriculturist, v. 124:

361 and 369, November 9, 1929.
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; Oriental peach moth parasite work in New York. Journal of economic

entomology v. 23: 215-217, Feb., 1930.
Davenport, H. J. Velocities, turnovers and prices. American economic review,

v. 20: 9-19, March, 1930.

Davis, E. G. History of Oxmoor, an old plantation home, nine miles east of

Louisville, Ky. American landscape architect, v. 1, No. 6: 28-33, December,
1929.

Davis, H. L. The optical rotation of malic acid. W. D. Bancroft and H. L.

Davis. Journal of physical chemistry, v. 34: 897, 1930.

Davis, J. S., Jr. Alkalosis occurring in anemia (probably pernicious). L. F.

Frissell and J. S. Davis. Archives of internal medicine, v. 43: 504-515, April,
1929.

Davis, T. K. Diseases of the nervous system. Nelson loose-leaf living medicine

survey of literature, May, 1930: 701-715.

Dennis, L. M. Germanium. XXVII. Germanium dichloride. L. M. Dennis

and H. L. Hunter. American Chemical Society. Journal, v. 51: 1151, 1929.

Germanium. XXX. Halogen substitution products of monogermane.

L. M. Dennis and P. R. Judy. American Chemical Society, Journal, v. 51: 2321,
1929.

Gas analysis, L. M. Dennis and M. L. Nichols. New York, The Macmillan

Company, 1929. 499 p.

Dreyfuss, Morris. Cardiac anomalies of the cyanotic group. (1). Complete

transposition of arterial trunks. (2). Cor biventriculare triloculare with origin

of left coronary from pulmonary artery. (3). Coarctation of aorta (infantile

type). Journal of technical methods and Bulletin of the International Association

ofMedical Museums, v. 12: 187-194, 1929.

Iniencephalus. (Two cases). Journal of technical methods and Bulletin of the

International Association of Medical Museums, v. 12: 154-162, 1929.

Du Bois, E. F. A case of osteitis fibrosa cystica (osteomalacia?) with evidences of

hyperactivity of the parathyroid bodies. Metabolic study I. R. R. Harmon

and others. Journal of clinical investigation, v. 8: 215-217, 1930.

Dye, J. A. Further studies of the thyroid gland. V. The thyroid gland as a

growth-promoting and form-determining factor in the development of the

animal body. J. A. Dye and G. H. Maughan. American journal of anatomy, v.

44: 331-379, 1929-

Amount of ultra-violet radiation necessary to cure rickets. G. H. Maughan

and J. A. Dye. Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine, v. 27: 158-159,
1929; Optical Society of America. Journal, v. 20: 279-292, 1929 and British-

journal of actinotherapy and physiotherapy, v. 4: 260-265, 1930.

Dye, L. A. Involutorial transformations in S3 of order n with an (n-i) -fold line.
American Mathematical Society. Transactions v. 32: 251-261, 1930.

Eaton, T. H. Mastery, breadth, and balance in education. Harvard
graduates'

magazine, v. 38: 157-168, Dec, 1929.

Meaning of method in education. Journal of agricultural education, v. 1,

April, 1930.
Review: Shepardson. Agricultural education in the United States. Journal

of educational research, v. 21: 55-56, Jan., 1930.

Edwards, D. J. The influence of hydrostatic pressure on the contraction of

cardiac muscle in relation to temperature. McKeen Cattell and D. J. Edwards.

American journal of physiology, v. 93: 97, 1930.

The action of compression on the contraction of heart muscle. D. J. Edwards

and McKeen Cattell. American journal of physiology, v. 93: 90, 1930.

On the mechanism of the action of hydrostatic pressure on striated muscle.

McKeen Cattell and D. J. Edwards. American journal of physiology, v. 93:

639, 1930.
Reversal of the stimulating action of hydrostatic pressure on striated muscle.

McKeen Cattell and D. J. Edwards. Science, n. s., v. 71: 17, 1930.

Abstracts: Effects of pressure on the tension curve of heart muscle. D. J.

Edwards and McKeen Cattell. American journal of physiology, v. 90: 337,

1929; Influence of pressure on the refractory period and rhythmicity of the

heart. McKeen Cattell and D. J. Edwards. American journal of physiology,
V. 90: 308, IQ2Q.
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Einset, Olav. Pollination of fruit trees. Richard Wellington and others. New
York State Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin 577. 1929.
- Cross-unfruitfulness in the apple. New York State Agricultural Experiment
Station. Technical bulletin 159. 1930.

Ellenwood, F. O . Gas cycles. Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education
Journal, v. 20: 379, 1929.
Vapor cycles. Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education. Journal

v. 20: 393, 1920.

The economical use of steam. Power plant engineering, v. 34: 45, 1930
- Rendement des moteurs Otto et Diesel; [abstract in French by A. de Smaele 1
Revue universelle des mines, 8e serie, v. 1: 341, 1929.

Embody, G. C. Principles of pond fertilization; report of the division of aquatic

biology and physics. American Fisheries Society. Transactions v
<<?

10-22
1928.

y

Emerson, R. A. Genetic notes on hybrids of perennial teosinte and maize.
American naturalist, v. 63: 289-300, 1929.

- The frequency of somatic mutation in variegated pericarp of maize. Genetics
v. 14: 488-511, 1929.

A fertile triploid hybrid between Euchlaena perennis and Zea mays. R. A.
Emerson and G. W. Beadle. American naturalist, v. 64: 190-192, 1930.
- Report of the Dean of the Graduate School, 1928-29. Cornell University.
Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix II. 1929.

Ewing, James. Lymphoepithelioma. American journal of pathology v
5-

99
1929.

Relation of cancer to old age. American journal of the medical sciences,
v. 177: 461-476, April, 1929.
Radiosensitive epidermoid carcinomas. American journal of roentgenology

and radium therapy, v. 21: 313-321, 1929.

The causes and diagnosis of intra-oral carcinoma. Chicago Dental Society.
Official bulletin, June 21, 1929.

Cancer as a public health problem. Public health reports, v. 44: 2093-2101,
1929.

- Radiosensitivity. Radiology, v. 13: 313-318, 1929.

Farr, C. E. Pulmonary infarction and embolism. C. E. Farr and Rose Spiegel.

Annals of Surgery, v. 89: 481-511, April, 1929.
Salpingitis. C. E. Farr and R. T. Findley. Surgery, gynecology and obstetrics,

v. 49: 647-662, November, 1929.

Appendicitis in Children. Archives of pediatrics, v. 46: 335-345, June, 1929.
- Removal of calculi from the common duct. Surgical clinics of North America,
v. 9: 655-657, June, 1929.

Farrar, L. K. P. The "Warren
apron"

in repair of high laceration of the rectum

associated with third degree laceration of the pelvic floor. Surgery, gynecology
and obstetrics, v. 50: 741-744, April, 1930.
Auto blood transfusion in gynecology. Surgery, gynecology and obstetrics, v.

49: 454-461, October, 1929.

Faust, A. B. Inspector General Frederick William von Steuben; A sketch of his

career and personality. New York, Steuben Society of America, 1927. 30 p.

- The German element in the United States. New edition. The two volumes

of the original edition (Boston 1909), with an added appendix containing a

review of historical investigations in this subject from 1909-27. New York,
Steuben Society of America, 1927.
Udo Brachvogel. Dictionary of American biography, v. 2:541-42, 1929.

Lorenz Brentano. Dictionary of American biography, v. 3: 19-20, 1929.

Gustav Briihl. Dictionary of American biography, v. 3: 182-183, 1929.
Eduard Dorsch. Dictionary of American biography, v. 5: 383-4, 1930.
Paul von Hindenburg. -Current history, v. 32: 41-46, April, 1930.

- German cultural influences in American life. Concord Society of America.

Year book, 1928. 6-16.

Zum hundertstenGeburtstage von Carl Schurz, Festrede beiGelegenheit der
Feier im Reichstage zu Berlin am 3ten Marz, 1929. Paul Lobe and others.

Herausgegeben von der VerermVur"r Carl Schurz. Berlin, 1929. 4.0 p.
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Das deutschtum in den Vereinigten Staaten, Festrede gehalten bei der

Jahresversammlung des Deutschen Ausland-Instituts Stuttgart, am io. Mai,
1929 in Stuttgart. Deutsches Ausland-Institut, Stuttgart, Bericht uber die

jahresversammlungen vom 9-12. Mai, 1929: 21-25, 30, 32; also, Der Ausland-

deutsche, v. 12: 388-392, 397, 399, June, 1929.
Festrede beim Empfang des amerikanischen Botschafters in Berlin, Dr. Jacob

Gould Schurman, gehalten in Carnegie Hall, New York, am i7ten Marz, 1930.
New Yorker Staats-zeitung, Dienstag den i8ten Marz, 1930, 8
Editor. Heine's prose. A selection from Heine's prose works for use in

American colleges; with introduction, notes and vocabulary. Rev.'ed. New

York, F. S. Crofts and Co., 1928. Ii, 426 p.
General editor: Crofts series of German texts for American colleges,

1928-

1930. 10 vols.

Fay, E. G. Prix Brentano. French review, v. 3: 169-173, January, 1930.

Ferriss, E. N. State supervision and improvement of instruction in the small

high school. High school quarterly, v. 17: 202-211, July, 1929.
Review: Roberts. The administrative effects of reorganization in small high

schools of West Virginia. Journal of educational research, v. 20: 141-142,

September, 1929.

Fish, P. A. Recent progress in our knowledge of milk fever. American Veterinary
Medical Association. Journal, v. 75: 695-701, December, 1929.
A brief veterinary survey. Cornell veterinarian, v. 20: 101-105, April, 1930.
A tribute to Veranus Alva Moore. North American veterinarian, v. 12:

10-

12, March, 1930.
Utica selects a veterinarian as most useful citizen. Ithaca journal-news, Feb.

19, 1930: 7.

Fitch, R. L. Report of the Dean ofWomen, 1928-29. Cornell University. Official

publication, v. 21: No. 4. Appendix XIV. 1929.

Fitzpatrick, H. M. A new trichoglossum. J. W. Sinden and H. M. Fitzpatrick.

Mycologia, v. 22: 55-61, 1930.

Forbes,W. T. M. Light and sight. Nature, v. 121: 457, 1928.
Variation in Junonia lavinia (Lepidoptera, Nymphalidae) . New York

Entomological Society. Journal, v. 36: 305-320, 1928.

The genus Ecpantheria (Lepidoptera, Arctiidae). Entomological Society of
America. Annals, v. 22: 310-330, 1929.

Obituary Harrison Gray Dyar. Entomological news, v. 40: 165-167, 1929.

Present trends in systematic entomology. Scientific names. Psyche, v. 36:
21-27, x929.

A quantitative consideration of the Purkinje phenomenon. American

Journal psychology, v. 41, 517-542, 1929.

Dragonflies in folk-lore. Nature, v. 124: 55, 1929.

The silk-worm of Aristotle. Classical philology, v. 25: 22-26, 1930.

The Phaistos disc. Indogermanische forschungen, v. 48: 51-52, 1930.

Key to the Lepidoptera. Comstock, J. H. and others. Manual for the study of

insects, 1930: 188-190.
Abstract. The Purkinje phenomenon: quantitatively considered. Optical

Society of America. Journal, and Review of scientific instruments, v. 19:

69-70, August, 1929.

Fraser, A. C. The genetics of platypoecilus. II. The linkage of two sex-linked

characters. A. C. Fraser and Myron Gordon. Genetics, v. 14: 160-179, March,
1929.

Variations of the rest metabolism of the rat in relation to the sex cycle.

A. C. Fraser and B. P- Wiesner. Royal Society of Edinburgh. Proceedings,
v. 50: 1-7, 1929-30.

Fraser, J. F. Paget 's disease of the nipple. New York State journal of medicine,
v. 1: 1, June 6, 1929.

Freeman, F. S. Elusive factors tending to reduce correlations between intelli

gence test ranks and college grades. School and society, v. 29: 784, 1929.

Intelligence tests and the nature-nurture controversy. School and society,

v. 30: 830, 1929.
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Inadequacies of the correlational method in predicting academic survival.
Ninth International Congress of Psychology. Proceedings, and transactions,
1929: 169.

Fritz, Emanuel. The use of wire rope in the logging industry. Timberman,
v.31: 156-158, December, 1929.

Titanium tetrachloride for kiln smoke tests. Timberman, v. 31: 146, April
1930.

Recruiting lumbermen. Four L lumber news, v. 12: 6, 58, May 1, 1930.

Whither away foresters. Journal of forestry, v. 28: 132-138, Feb., 1930.
The status of industrial forestry in California. Journal of forestry, v. 28,

No. 3, March, 1930.

Froman, L. A. Graduate students in economics, 1904-1928. American economic

review, v. 20: 235, June, 1930.

Gage, S. H. A literature for science. Cornell daily sun. A half century at Cornell,
1880-1930. Ithaca, N. Y., Cayuga Press, 1930: 27, 66, 68-69.

Elastic tissue; its phylogeny and ontogeny in vertebrates. Demonstration
of same, Anatomical record, v. 45: 217, 286, 1930.

Gartlein, C. W. Use of series inductance in vacuum spark spectra. R. C. Gibbs
and others. Physical review, v. 34: 406-408, 1930.

Gibbs, R. C. An extension of the Cd I-like isoelectronic sequence to Sb IV and Te
V. R. C. Gibbs and A. M. Vieweg. Physical review, v. 34: 400, 1929.

Use of series inductance in vacuum spark spectra. R. C. Gibbs and others.

Physical review, v. 34: 406, 1929.

Hyper-fine structure in spectral lines especially those of singly ionized

praseodymium. R. C. Gibbs and others. National Academy of Sciences.

Proceedings, v. 15: 642, 1929.
The absorption spectra of some phthaleins and sulfonephthaleins of phenol

and ortho-cresol. R. C. Gibbs and C. V Shapiro. American Chemical Society.

Journal, v. 50: 2798, 1928.

The absorption spectra of some phthaleins of the trihydroxyphenols. R. C.

Gibbs and C. V. Shapiro. American Chemical Society. Journal, v. 51: 1755,

1929.

The absorption spectra of some halozenated fluoresceins. R. C. Gibbs and

C. V. Shapiro. American Chemical Society. Journal, v. 51: 1769, 1929.
Abstracts: Electronic transitions in the spectra of benzene. C. V. Shapiro and

others. Physical review, v. 35: 1422, 1930; Absorption spectra and the problem

of the pyrones. R. C. Gibbs and others. Science, n. s., v. 71: 568, 1930.

Gibson, C. L. The Fowler position and its relation to dilatation of the stomach.

Annals of surgery, v. 90: 643-644, October, 1929.

Diagnosis of chronic appendicitis. Surgical clinics of North America, v. 10:

467-70, June, 1930.

Gillespie, D. C. Associate editor. Annals of mathematics.

Gladwin, F. E. Storing grapes for fall and winter. Country gentleman, v. 94,

No. 9: 72, Sept., 1929.
How much pruning? Country gentleman, v. 94, No. 12: 106, Dec, 1929.

Grapes for every purpose. Country gentleman, v. 95, No. 4: 112, April, 1930.
Some results from experiments with grapes, Parts I-IV. Rural New Yorker,

v. 89: 346, 388-9, 419, 450, March, 1930.

Glasgow, Hugh. The rosy aphid in relation to spray practices. P J. Parrott and

Hugh Glasgow. Journal of economic entomology, v. 23: 182-184, Feb., 1930.

Gordon, E. L. The flowers of woody plants. E. L. Gordon and Paul Kellogg.

Cornell rural school leaflet, v. 23, No. 4, March, 1930.

Gould, A. G. Community hygiene. D. F. Smiley and A. G. Gould. New York,
The Macmillan Company, 1929. 342 p.

Grams, W. T. Sheep raising practices that pay. Furrow, v. 34: 5, 1929.

Lambing time in the shepherd's harvest. Furrow, v. 35: 5, 1930.

Grantham, G. E. Physics and the engineering student. Sibley journal of engi

neering, v. 44: 132, 146-148, April, 1930.
General physics. Wm. S. Franklin and G. E. Grantham. Lancaster, Pa.,

Franklin and Charles, 1930.
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Greeley, J. R. Fishes of the Lake Champlain watershed. New York State
Conservation Department. A biological survey of the Champlain watershed;
supplemental to the 19th annual report, 1929: 44-87.

Griswold, G. H. The development of Coccophagus gossypariae Gahan, a parasite
of the European elm scale. Entomological Society of America. Annals, v. 20:
553-555, 1927.

On the bionomics of a primary parasite and of two hyperparasites of the

geranium aphid. Entomological Society of America. Annals, v. 22: 438-457,
1929.

Grove, E. F. On the anticomplementary action of pancreatic extracts.. Journal

of immunology, v. 18: 27, 1930.

Studien ueber spezifische ueberempfindlichkeit. XXXV. Ueber die technik

der intrakutanreaktion bei asthma mit riicksicht auf die frage nach dem wesen

des epidemischen asthmas. Zeitschrift fur im-nunitdtsforschung und experi-

mentelle therapie, v. 62: 28-34, 1929.

Gustafson, A. F. Meadow improvement through seeding, fertilization and

management. Cornell extension bulletin, 181, June, 1929.

Drainage, plowing, seedbed preparation, and cultivation in New York.

Cornell extension bulletin, 183, 1929.

Guthrie, E. S. Butter. Encyclopaedia Brittanica, 14th edition, v. 4: 469, 1929.

Hagan, W. A. Nomenclature of pathogenic bacteria. American Veterinary
Medical Association. Journal, v. 72: 355, 1927.

Subcutaneous lesions which sometimes induce tuberculin hypersensitiveness

in cattle. Cornell veterinarian, v. 19: 173, 1929.

Johnin versus avian tuberculin as a diagnostic agent for paratuberculosis

(Johne's disease) of cattle. W. A. Hagan and A. Zeissig. American Veteri

nary Medical Association. Journal, v. 74: 985, 1929, and New York State Veter

inary College. Report, 1927-28: 173-191.

Johne's disease or paratuberculosis of cattle. W. A. Hagan and A. Zeissig.

New York State Veterinary College. Report, 1927-1928: 150.
The lesions produced in the peritoneal cavity of the guinea pig by the bacillus

of Johne's disease. W. A. Hagan and Harriet Mansfield. American Veterinary
Medical Association. Journal, v. 56: 182-188, 1929.

Hall, G. O. It pays to pedigree breed. Cornell countryman, v. 27: 167-168, 1930.

Hamilton, W. J., jr. Winter food of the eastern skunk. American fur breeder.

v. 2, No. 1: 4, July, 1929.

Breeding habits of the short-tailed shrew, Blarina brevicauda. Journal of

mammalogy, v. 10: 125-134, May, 1929.
The food of the Soricidae. Journal of mammalogy, v. n: 26-39, Feb., 1930.

Hammond, W. A. Report of the Dean of the University Faculty, 1928-29.

Cornell University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix I. 1929.

Hansen, P. A. The udder as a possible source of thermophilic bacteria. New

York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, N. Y. Technical bulletin,
No. 158, Oct., 1929.
An investigation of thermophiles in freshly drawn milk, Journal of bacteri

ology, v. 19: 46, 1930.

Ein neues ammoniakreagens und seine anwendung in der bakteriologie.
Zentralblatt fiir bakteriologie, parasitenkunde und infektionskrankheiten, 1.

Abteilung: Originate, v. 115: 388, 1930.

The detection of ammonia production by bacteria in agar slants. Journal of

bacteriology, v. 19: 223, 1930.

Hardenburg, E. V. Per capita consumption of potatoes and some related factors.

American potato journal, v. 6: 354-360, Dec, 1929.

Experimental studies of muck soil as affecting seed and table quality in

potatoes. American Society for Horticultural Science. Proceedings, 1929: 214-

220.

The relation of greensprouting to growth and yield of potatoes. E. V.

Hardenburg and A. G. B. Bouquet. Potato Association of America. Pro

ceedings, 1929: 73-82.

Some facts concerning potato storage in New York. E. V. Hardenburg and
A. L. Wilson. Potato Association of America. Proceedings, 1929: 168-177.
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Fundamentals for success in potato growing. Ohio Vegetable
Growers'

Associ

ation. Proceedings, 1930: 96-100.
- Maine and the Maritimes, Their picturesque potato program. Market
growers'

journal, v. 44: 392-395, June 1, 1929.

Trends in New York's dry bean industry. Bean-bag, v. 12, No. 6: 6-7,
Nov., 1929.
The Empire State Potato Club -A going concern. Bureau farmer, v. 5,

No. 9: 14, May, 1930.
- How to lower potato growing costs. American agriculturist, v. 123: 589,

592, May 25, 1929.

New York's dry bean industry. American agriculturist, v. 124: 316, 320,
Oct. 26, 1929.

World's record potato yields. American agriculturist, v. 125, No. 2: 34, Jan.

n, 1930.

Pumpkins and squashes. Cornell University mimeograph bulletin, v. 21: 1-4,
May, 1930.

Harman, S. W. The bud moth in western New York. Journal of economic

entomology, v. 22: 660-662, 1929.

The efficiency of various insecticides in controlling the bud moth. Journal of
economic entomology, v. 23: 184-187, 1930.

The fruit tree leaf roller. Fruits and gardens, v. 28, No. 2: 6-7, Feb., 1930.

Spray residues, S. W. Harman and L. R. Streeter. New York State Agri

cultural Experiment Station, Geneva, N. Y. Bulletin No. 579, Dec, 1929.

Hart, V. B. The farm credit situation. Kiwanis magazine, Dec, 14, 1929.
Economics of farm structures and equipment. Agricultural engineering, v.

10: 387-89, December, 1929.
1930 New York State Agricultural Outlook. Ithaca, N. Y., Cayuga Press,

Feb., 1930. 16 p.

Where have New York State sheep gone? American agriculturist, v. 124,

No. 20:3, Nov. 16, 1929.

The horse situation. Cornell countryman, v. 27: 192-193, 200, 201, April,
1930.

Hartzell, F. Z. Toxicity of sprays and spray ingredients on pear psylla nymphs.

Journal of economic entomology, v. 23: 190-197, 1930.

Hatcher, R. A. A preparation of digitalis suitable for injection or oral adminis

tration. R. A. Hatcher and H. B. Haag. American Pharmaceutical Associ

ation. Journal, v. 18: 551, 670, 1929.
- The stability of digitalis and its preparations. H. B. Haag and R. A. Hatcher.
American Medical Association. Journal, v. 93: 26, 1929.
Observations of the keeping properties of digitalis and some of its prepa

rations. H. B. Haag and R. A. Hatcher. American journal of pharmacy,
v. 101: 474, 1929.

Hausman, Louis. Diabetic exophthalmic dysostosis. Louis Hausman and

Walter Bromberg. Archives of neurology and psychiatry, v. 21: 1402-1420,

June, 1929.

Hayden, C. E. A study of the influence of Bact. pullorum infection upon some

organic and inorganic constituents of the blood of S. C. White Leghorns.

C. E. Hayden and E. L. Brunett. New York State Veterinary College. Report,
1928-29: 135-142.

The constituents of the blood of animals as evidence of intestinal contri

bution to the cause of diseases of obscure origin. Cornell veterinarian, v. 20:

223, 1930.

Cornell conference for veterinarians. C. E. Hayden and Jesse Sampson.

American Veterinary Medical Association. Journal, v. 76: 590, 1930.

Haynes, I. S. Some practical aspects of gall-bladder disease. Medical and

j& surgical year book, v. 1: 201, 1929.
Agranulocytic angina. Medical and surgical year book, v. 1: 297, 1929.

Hazzard, A. S. Stocking policy for the streams, lakes and ponds of the Champlain

watershed. New York State Conservation Department. A biological survey of the

Champlain watershed; supplemental to the 19th annual report, 1929: 22-43.
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Hebel, J. W. Poetry of the English renaissance. J. W. Hebel andH. H. Hudson.
New York, F. S. Crofts and Co., 1929. viii, 1068 p. English edition: Oxford,
Basil Blackwell, 1930, viii, 1068 p.
English literature of the seventeenth century : A brief working bibliography.

J. W. Hebel and F. A. Patterson. New York, Columbia University Press,
1929, 10 p.

Editor. John Donne's Biathanatos, with a bibliographical note. NewYork,
Facsimile Text Society, 1930. viii, 220 p.

Heinicke, A. J. The use of fertilizers in orchards. New York State Horticultural

Society. Proceedings, v. 75: 182-194, I93-
A method for studying the relative rates of transpiration of apple leaves and

fruits. American Society for Horticultural Science. Proceedings, v. 26:
312-

314, 1929.

Factors affecting the set of fruit. Fruits and gardens, v. 28, No. 4: 6; No. 5:

6 and No. 6:4, March-May, 1930.
Pollination and other factors affecting the set of fruit, with special reference

to the apple. L. H. MacDaniels and A. J. Heinicke. Cornell University Agri
cultural Experiment Station. Bulletin 497, December, 1929.

Hening, J. C. New angles of aging the mix. International Association of Ice

Cream Manufacturers. Proceedings of the 29th annual convention, v. 2: 7679,

1929; Ice crea,m trade journal, v. 25: 75-76, 1929, and Creamery and milk plant

monthly, v. 19: 117-120, 1930.

A comparison of aging periods for ice cream mixes. New York State Agri

cultural Experiment Station, Geneva, N. Y. Technical Bulletin 161, 1930.

Cream whipping. New York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva,
N. Y. Circular 115, 1930.

Henry, G. W. Focal infection in teeth, G. W. Henry and M. C. H. Doyle.

American journal of psychiatry, v. 8: 915-927, 1929.

Practical applications of psychiatry in general hospitals. Medical journal

and record, v. 130: 383-385, October 2, 1929.

Psychiatric problems in the medical and surgical wards. Society of the New

York Hospital. General bulletin, v. 2, No. 3: 3-8, October, 1929.
Some modern aspects of psychiatry in general hospital practise. American

journal of psychiatry, v. 9: 481-499, Nov., 1929.
The care and treatment of mental disease yesterday and to-day. Modern

Hospital, v. 33: 49-54, November, 1929.
Basal metabolism and emotional states. Journal of nervous and mental

disease, v. 70: 598-605, Dec, 1929.

Hermannsson, Halldor. Handritamalith. Skirnir, v. 103: 1-35, 1929.
Prentsmithja jdns mattiassonar. 0. S. Thorgeirsson's Almanak, v. 36: 1-37,

1930.

Editor and translator. Thorgilsson. The book of the Icelanders (Islending-

abdk), edited and translated with an introductory essay and notes. Ithaca,
N. Y., Cornell University Library, 1930. vii, 89 p. (Islandica, v. 20.)

Herrick, G. W. The procession of foreign insect pests. Scientific monthly,

v. 29: 269, Sept., 1929.
A manual for the study of insects, completely revised. J. H. Comstock and

others. Ithaca, N. Y., Comstock Pub. Co., 1930. xiii, 401 p.

Hints on the control of three persistent apple pests. Rural New Yorker,
v. 89: 301-303, Mar. 1, 1930.

Our friends, the flower-flies, or syrphus-flies. Rural New Yorker, v. 89: 340,
Mar. 8, 1930.
"Worms"

in apple seeds. Rural New Yorker, v. 89: 517, April 12, 1930.

Cankerworms and their curious habits. Rural New Yorker, v. 89: 635, May
10, 1930.

Herrington, B. L. The calculation of absolute viscosity from data secured by
means of the torsion pendulum viscosimeter. Randall Whitaker and B. L.

Herrington. Journal of dairy science, v. 12: 456-63, 1929.

A simple method of growing anaerobes in Petri dish cultures. B. L.Herring
ton and Georges Knaysi. Journal of bacteriology, v. 19: 101-3, 1930.
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Hervey, G. E. R. The European corn borer with respect to sweet corn in New
York. Journal of economic entomology, v. 23: 154-157, 1930.

Hewitt, B. W. A review of the Cornell Dramatic Club. Cornell Daily Sun. A

half century at Cornell, 1880-1930. Ithaca, N. Y., Cayuga Press, 1930: 85.

Hinman, E. H. Further studies on Chara Spp. and other aquatic plants in
relation to mosquito breeding. Robert Matheson and E. H. Hinman. Amer
ican journal of tropical medicine, v. 9: 240-266, 1929.

A seasonal study of the plancton of a spring fed Chara pool versus that of a

temporary to semi-permanent woodland pool in relation to mosquito breeding.
Robert Matheson and E. H. Hinman. American journal of hygiene, v. n: 174-

188, 1930.

Hitzrot, J. M. Fracture about the ankle joint Late operation with result.

Annals of surgery, v. 91: 446, March, 1930.
Elbow joint fracture with unusual late changes. Annals of surgery, v. 91:

447, March, 1930.

Sclerosing osteomyelitis carpal scaphoid. Annals of surgery, v. 91: 448,
March, 1930.

Homan, P. T. Why systematic economic theory? Social forces, v. 8: 29, 1929.
Industrial combination as surveyed in recent literature. Quarterly journal of

economics, v. 44: 345, 1930.

Review: Teilhac. Histoire de la pensee economique aux Etats-Unis, au dix-

neuvieme siecle. American economic review, v. 19: 92, 1929.

Hopkins, E. F. Iron-ion concentration in relation to growth and other biological

processes. Botanical gazette, v. 89: 209-240, 1930.

Hopper, H. A. Keeping up with the demand for milk. Furrow, v. 35: 3,
Jan-

Feb., 1930.
How to prevent milk shortages during the summer and fall. Furrow, v. 35:

3, May-June, 1930.

Horsfall, J. G. Species of cercospora on trifolium medicago and melilotus.

Mycologia, v. 21: 304-312, 1929.
Some tomato troubles in the Hudson Valley. New York State Horticultural

Society. Proceedings, v. 75: 172-174, 1930.

Hosmer, R. S. Why so many forest fires? New York conservationist, v. 8, No. 4:

6, Oct., 1929.
What the federal government is doing to help New York State in forestry.

New York conservationist, v. 8, No. 9: 5-6, March, 1930.
Forest fire prevention. New York conservationist, 8, No. n: 5, May, 1930.
Review: Hawaii territorial forester. Progress of forestry in Hawaii; report

for the biennial period ending December 31, 1928. Journal of forestry, v. 27:

983-984, December, 1929.

Howe, G. H. New or noteworthy fruits, X. New York State Agricultural Ex

periment Station, Geneva, N. Y. Bulletin 578, December, 1929.

Hoy, D. F. Report of the registrar, 1928-29. Cornell University. Official publi

cation, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix XV. 1929.

Hucker, G. J. The types of organisms found in commercially prepared infant

foods. G. J. Hucker and A. M. Hucker. New York State Agricultural Ex

periment Station, Geneva, N. Y. Technical bulletin 153, 1929.

The sanitary control of commercially prepared infant foods. G. J. Hucker

and A. M. Hucker. New York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva,
N. Y. Technical bulletin 154, 1929.

The organisms associated with commercially prepared infant foods. G. J.

Hucker and A. M. Hucker. American Journal of diseases of children, v.
38:

310-313, 1929.

The relation of starters used in cheese making to the subsequent breaking
down of the casein during the curing process. Molkerei Posten, v. 14: 58, 1929.

Methods of determining the sanitary quality of milk. Molkerei Posten,

v. 14: 65, 1929.
The Grindrod impact sterilizer. G. J. Hucker and A. M. Hucker. New

York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, N. Y. Technical bulletin,

155, 1929.
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Huckett, H. C. A contribution to the study of control measures for cucumber

beetles,_ Diabrotica duodecimpunctata Oliv. and vittata Fabr. Journal of
economic entomology, v. 22: 405411, 1929.
Cucumber beetles. New York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva,

N. Y. Circular 113, 1920.
Control measures for cucumber beetles. New York State Agricultural Ex

periment Station, Geneva, N. Y. Technical bulletin 148, 1929.

New Canadian Anthomyids belonging to the genus Hylemyia Rob.-Desv.

(Muscidae, Diptera). Canadian entomologist v. 61: 93-96, 110-119, 136-144,

161-168, 180-190, 1929.

A note on the habits of Hylemyia trivitta Stein. Entomological Society of
Brooklyn. Bulletin, v. 24: 294, 1929.
The relationship between date of planting Green Mountain potatoes and

yield of tubers in spraying experiments on Long Island. American potato

journal, v. 7, No. 2: 27-30, 1930.
Results from the use of nicotine in the control of sucking insects on potatoes

on Long Island. Journal of economic entomology, v. 23: 169-174, 1930.

Hutchinson, J. I. Properties of functions represented by the Dirichlet series

2 (av +b)-s, or by linear combinations of such series. American Mathematical

Society. Transactions v. 31: 322-344, 1929.

Jacoby, H. S. How may we best encourage the publication of genealogical

works? National Genealogical Society Quarterly, v. 16: 53, 1928.
Timber design and construction. H. S. Jacoby and R. P. Davis. 2d ed.,

partly rewritten. New York, JohnWiley and Sons, Inc., 1930. 334 p.

The Jacoby family genealogy, Lancaster, Pa. Printed and bound for the

committee on publication by the Lancaster Press, 1930. 680 p.

The Pennsylvania Germans. Jacoby family genealogy, chapter 3: 25-51,
1930.

How to reduce the cost of printed genealogies. Magazine of American

genealogy, No. 9: 35, 1930.

Discussion on general specifications for steel railway bridges. American

Society of Civil Engineers. Proceedings, v. 56: 1134, 1930.

Jeck, H. S. Present-day treatment of gonorrhoea in the male. AmericanMedical

Association. Journal, v. 93: 249-254, July, 1929.
Multiple enchondromata with malignant degeneration and invasion of the

bladder. American Association of
Genito-Urinary Surgeons. Transactions,

1929: 329-338.

Effect of radium on papillary ephithelioma of bladder as shown by autopsy
specimen. American Association of

Genito-Urinary Surgeons. Transactions,
1929:339-343-

Jenkins, W. A. The cherry leaf-spot fungus, Mycosphaerella cerasella Aderh., its

morphology and life history. Phytopathology, v. 20: 320-337, 1930.

Johannsen, O. A. A new species of Blepharocera from Massachusetts. Psyche,
v. 36: 123, 1929.

A new species of Sciara from Canada. Canadian entomologist, v. 61: 223, 1929.

Some phases in the embryonic development of Diacrisia virginica Fabr.

Journal, of morphology and physiology, v. 48: 493, 1929.

Johnson, J. R. Etude thermochimique dans la serie furanique. Philippe Landrieu

and others. Societe Chimique de France. Bulletin, 4e serie, v. 35: 36, 1929.

Jordan, R. H. Report of the Administrative Board of the summer session, 1928.

CorneU University. Official Publication, v. 21: No. 4, Appendix XIII, 1929.
Report of Permanent Committee on Scholarship ; Report of Ekklesia Com

mittee on Charters. Phi Gamma Delta magazine, v. 52, no. 1, Oct., 1929.

Study of mortality of fraternity pledges. Phi Gamma Delta magazine, v. 52,
no. 2, Nov., 1929.

- Annual survey of scholarship. Phi Gamma Delta magazine, v. 52, No. 4, Mar.,
1930.

Kappa Phi Kappa accepts the challenge. Open book magazine of Kappa Phi

Kappa, v. 8, No. 4, April, 1930.
Biographical sketch, Arthur Davis Wright. Open book magazine of Kappa Phi

Kappa, v. 8, No. 4, April, 1930.
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Review: Weber. Picture values in education. Social science, v. 4, No. 4,
October, 1929.

Kahn, M. C. A developmental cycle of the tubercle bacillus as revealed by single-
cell studies. American review of tuberculosis, v. 20: 150, August, 1929.
Electrophoretic mobility velocities of rough and smooth avian and bovine

tubercle bacilli. M. C. Kahn and Helen Schwarzkopf. Society for Experimental
Biology and Medicine. Proceedings, v. 27: 381-383, 1930.
A growth cycle of the human tubercle bacillus as determined by single cell

studies. Tubercle, v. n: 202-217, February, 1930.
- Cycle de d6veloppement du bacille tuberculeux.

L'

Institut Pasteur. Annales,
v. 44: 259, Mar., 1930.
Some bio-physical properties of the tubercle bacillus. National Tuberculosis

Association. Proceedings, May, 1930.

Kellogg, Paul. The flowers of woody plants. E. L. Gordon and Paul Kellogg.
Cornell rural school leaflet, v. 23, no. 4, March, 1930.

Karapetoff, Vladimir. All change (a storiette). Ithaca journal news, November 6,
1929.

Annual report of the electrophysics committee. American Institute of Electri

cal Engineers. Transactions, v. 48: 1363, 1929; extracts: Brooklyn daily eagle of
June 28, 1929.

- Corona ellipses. American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Transactions,
v. 48: 317, 1929.

Discusses 13 business principles. Cornell daily sun, April 21, 1930: 5.
The electron and beyond. Electronics, v. 1: 37, 1930.

Excerpts and scraps from a proposed valedictory address before a
girls'

very

finishing school (a satire). Sibley journal of engineering, v. 43: 255, 1929.
A graphical theory of traveling electric waves between parallel conductors.

American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Transactions, v. 48: 508, 1929.
I tell lies. Unicorn of Theta Xi (St. Louis, Mo.), v. 26, No. 3: 17, 1929.
I will come back to you (a poem). Ithaca journal news, May 27, 1929: 4.
A network of human ties. Brooklyn Central (Y. M. C. A.), v. 29, No. 6: 8,

1929.

New language needed for electricity. Science news letter, v. 17: 114, 1930.
Our jazz and mechanistic age ; I do not defend it, but . Cornell contemporary.

v. 1: 21, May 9, 1930.
The permanent influence of socialism. Citizen (Schenectady), December 13,

1929.

Picture theories inadequate. Electrical world, v. 94: 1180, 1929.

A plea for scientific research in biological sociology. Laidler, H. W., editor.

The socialism of our times. New York, Vanguard Press, 1929: 169.

Relativity transformation of an oscillation into a traveling wave, andde

Broglie's postulate in terms of velocity angle. Optical Society of America.

Journal, v. 19: 253, 1929.

Same, Abstract. Physical review, v. 35: 127, 1930.

The scope and problems of modern physics. General electric review, v. 33: 306,

1930.

Some properties of correlative vertex lines in a plane triangle. American

mathematical monthly, v. 36: 476, 1929.

Some recent changes in our attitude towards the nature of the physical world.

Sibley journal of engineering, v. 44: 44, 1930; Scientificmonthly, v. 30: 216, March,

1930; and Franklin Institute, Journal, v. 209: 361, 1930.

Unity of humanity in time. New leader, October 12, 1929.
Where will the jazz age end? Bridge ofEta Kappa Nu, v. 26: 10. March, 1930.

- Who shall govern Antarctica? Nation, v. 130: 125, January 29, 1930.

Discussion. Whither the south? Light on southern industrial revolution.

Wataugan, v. 5: 86, February, 1930.

Kendrick, M. S. A comparison of the cost of maintenance of large and of small

County Boards in the United States. Cornell University Agricultural Experi

ment Station. Bulletin 484, June, 1929.
The tax on capital net gains. American economic review, v. 19: 648-651,

December, 1929.
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- A comparison between urban and rural taxation on real estate values.

American Academy of Political and Social Science. Annals, v. 148: 225-232,

March, 1930.
Public expenditure a neglected consideration in tax incidence theory.

American economic review, v. 20: 226-230, June, 1930.
Kennedy, Foster. Neurology and the teaching of medicine. Science, n. s., v. 67:
178-180, Feb. 17, 1928.

Diagnosis of brain abscess. Laryngoscope, v. 39: 277-281, May, 1929.
The role of the medical expert in criminal trials. New York Academy of

Medicine. Bulletin, 2nd series, v. 5: 608-613, July, 1929.
The relationship between mind and brain in the light of epidemic encephalis.

Southern medical journal, May, 1930, p. 406-409.
Neuroses following accident. Academy ofMedicine. Bulletin, 2nd series, v. 6:

1-17, Jan., 1930.

Kerr, A. T. Report of the Secretary of the Ithaca Division of theMedical College,
1928-29. Cornell University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix VI.

1929.

Keyes, E. L. Operation on the single kidney, especially for stone. American

Medical Association. Journal, v. 94: 152-155, Jan. 18, 1930.
Cases illustrating the use of bladder decompression. American Association of

Genito-Urinary Surgeons. Transactions, v. 22: 365-370, 1929.

Traitement du carcinome de la vessie par l'implantation de tubes metalliques

d 'emanation de radium. Archives franco-beiges de chirurgie, v. 3: 702-733, Aug.,
1928.

Kimball, D. S. Report of the Dean of the College of Engineering, 1928-29.

Cornell University. Official publication^. 21, No. 4. Appendix XII. 1929.

Klots, A. B. The generic status of Catopsilia Hiibner and Phoebis Hiibner with a

discussion of the relationships of the species and the homologies of the male

genitalia (Lepidoptera, Pieridae). Brooklyn Entomological Society. Bulletin,
v. 24: 203-214, Oct., 1929.
A new subspecies of Ascia monuste (L.) from lower California (Lepidoptera,

Pieridae). Pan-Pacific entomologist, v. 6: 145-147, April, 1930.
The genus Anteos Hiibner (Lepidoptera, Pieridae). Brooklyn Entomological

Society. Bulletin, v. 24: 134-142, June, 1929.
A revision of the genus Eurema Hiibner (Lepidoptera, Pieridae), Part II,

new world species, taxonomy and synpnomy. Entomologica Americana, n. s.,
v. 9: 99-171, May 28, 1929.

Notes on Amphibia and Lacertilia collected at Weymouth, N. J. Copeia,
No. 173: 107-111, January, 1930.

Klotz, W. C. Neoplasm, pulmonary and tuberculosis, pulmonary concomitant.

American Climatological and Clinical Association. Transactions, v. 45: 206-209,
1929.

Cornell Pay Clinic. American Hospital Association. Bulletin, v. 4: 60-67,
January, 1930.
"Cornell

Clinic."

New York Hospital Training School for Nurses. Alumni

news, v. 3, No. 30: 1-7, April, 1930.

Knaysi, Georges. The cytology and microchemistry of Mycobacterium tubercu

losis. Journal of infectious diseases, v. 45: 13-33, 1929.
- A simple method of growing anaerobes in Petri dish cultures. B. L. Herring
ton and Georges Knaysi. Journal of bacteriology, v. 19: 101-103, 1930.
- The cell structure and cell division of Bacillus subtilis. Journal of bac

teriology, v. 19: 113-115, 1930.

Knott, J. E. Vegetable growing. Philadelphia, Lea and Febiger, 1930. 352 p.

Knudson, Lewis. Seed germination and growth of Calluna vulgaris. New

phytologist, v. 28: 369-376, 1929.
Flower production by orchid grown non-symbiotically. Botanical gazette,

v. 89: 192-199, 1930.

Physiological investigations on orchid seed germination. International

Congress of Plant Sciences. Proceedings, v. 2: 1183-1189, 1929.

Koppanyi, Theodore. Studies on pupillary reactions in tetrapods VI. The mode
of action of ergotamine. Journal of pharmacology and experimental therapeutics,
v. 38: 101-112, 1930.
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Studies on pupillary reactions in tetrapods VII. Sympathetic actions of

cocain, procain, and pilocarpin. Journal of pharmacology and experimental

therapeutics, v. 38: 113-119, 1930.

Studies on the duration of action of drugs I. Analgesics and hypnotics.
Journal of pharmacology and experimental therapeutics, v. 39: 177-86, 1930.

Studies on the duration of action of drugs II. Mydriatic actions of epine

phrine and atropine. Journal of pharmacology and experimental therapeutics, v.
39: 187-199, 1930.

Kraetzer, A. F. Procedure in examination of the lungs. New York, Oxford

University Press, 1930, xiv, I25p.
Raynaud's disease associated with chronic arsenical retention, report of

case cured by sodium thiosulphate. American Medical Association. Journal,
v. 94: 1035-1037, 1930.

Kraus, W. M. The measurement of cerebral and cerebellar surfaces : VII. The

measurement of visible and total cerebral surfaces of some vertebrates and of

man. C. Davison andW. M. Kraus. Archives of neurology and psychiatry, v. 22:

105-122, July, 1929.
The measurement of the human cerebellar surface. Association for research

in Nervous and Mental Diseases. The cerebellum. Baltimore. Williams &

Wilkins Co., 1929. 238-243.

Post-meningitic blindness, deafness, hypogenitalism and hypopituitarism.

W. M. Kraus and S. B. Wortis. Journal of neurology and psychopathy, v.
10:33-

35, 1929-

Thyroneural dystrophy The association of congenital myxodema with

mental and neuromuscular disorders. W. M. Kraus and others. American

journal of the medical sciences, v. 178: 548, 1929.

Measurements of cerebral and cerebellar surfaces: IX. Measurement of

cortical areas in cat, dog and monkey. Archives of neurology and psychiatry,
v. 24: 94-101, 1930.

Kuhn, J. G. Stabilized oscilloscope with amplified stabilization. Frederick

Bedell and J. G. Kuhn. Review of scientific instruments, v. 1: 227, April. 1930.
A laboratory B-voltage supply. Frederick Bedell and J. G. Kuhn. Review of

scientific instruments, v. 1: 237, April, 1930.

Laistner, M. L. W. The influence of
Isocrates'

political doctrines on some fourth

century men of affairs. Classical weekly, v. 23: 129-131, March, 1930.
The mediaeval >rgan and a Cassiodorus glossary among the spurious works of

Bede. Speculum, v. 5: 217-221, April, 1930.
Article on Alcuin. Encyclopaedia of the social sciences, v. 1: 628-629, 1930.
Reviews: Meritt, The Athenian calendar in the fifth century. Classical

journal, v. 25: 562-564, April, 1930; Mathieu et Bremond. Isocrate, v. I,
and Norlin. Isocrates, v. 2. Classical review, v.

44-

66-68, May, 1930.

LaMont, T. E. Apple varieties: prices, yields, and acreages. G. P. Scoville and

T. E. LaMont. Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin

495, December, 1929.
Labor income analysis of 109 Hilton farms, Monroe County and 28 Morton

farms, Monroe and Orleans County, 1928. Farm economics, No. 65: 1288,

March, 1930.

Leonard, W. R. Biographical notice of Samuel Warren Abbott. Encyclopedia

of the social sciences, v. 1: 356, 1930.

L'Esperance, E. S. Experimental inoculation of chickens with Hodgkin's nodes.

Journal of immunology, v. 14: 37, 1929.
The pathogenicity of the avian tubercle bacillus. Journal of immunology,

v. 14: 27, 1929.

Study of a case of Hodgkin's disease in a child. Journal of immunology, v.
Io:

127, 1930.

A case of Pel Ebstein's syndrome of tuberculous origin. Journal of
immunol

ogy, v. 18: 133, 1930.

Levine, S. Z. Insensible perspiration in infancy and in childhood; its constancy
in

infants under standard conditions and effect of various physiologic factors.

S. Z. Levine and others. American journal of diseases of children, v. 37:
791-800.

1929.
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The basal insensible perspiration of infants. S. Z. Levine and others. Ameri

can Pediatric Society. Transactions, v. 38: 436, 1929.
Lusk, Graham. The Thirteenth International Physiological Congress, Boston,
August 19-23, 1929. Scientific monthly, v. 28: 565, 1929.
Animal calorimetry. 39th paper. Specific dynamic action in the normal and

phlorhizinized dog. W. H. Chambers and Graham Lusk. Journal of biological

chemistry, v. 85: 611, 1930.
Science and Life. Science, n. s., v. 71: 271, 1930.
The Harvey Society. Science, n. s., v. 71: 627, 1930.
Science, work, and criticism. New England journal of medicine, v. 292: 1035,

1930.

Abstract. Specific dynamic action in the normal and phlorhizinized dog.

Graham Lusk andW. H. Chambers. American journal of physiology, v. 90: 438,
1929.

Lyon, T. L. Organic matter problems in humid soils. American Society ofAgron
omy. Journal, v. 22: 951-957, 1929.
Legumes as a source of available nitrogen in crop rotations. Cornell Univer

sity Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin 500, February, 1930.

The nature and properties of soils. T. J. Lyon and H. 0. Buckman. New

York, Macmillan Company, 1929. 428p.

MacArthur, E. H. Fat metabolism. I. A study of the rate of digestion of fats as

determined by the chylomicrons of the blood. Journal of biological chemistry,

v. 87: 299-306, June, 1930.
The behavior of Sudan III when fed with carbohydrate. Science, n. s., v. 72:

14, July 4, 1930.

McAuliffe, G. B. Changing aspects of aural problems. Medical journal and

record, v. 131: 501, 1930.

Determination of bleeding, point of epistaxis. International surgical digest,
v. 7: 179, 1929.

Faulty habits of nose and throat. Medicaljournal and record, v. 129: 443, 1929.

Hygiene of the tonsil. Medical review of reviews, v. 36: 297-299, 1930.

Influenzal deafness. Medical journal and record, v. 130: 185, 1929.

Otology number. Medical review of reviews, v. 35: 357, 1929.

Prevention of tonsillar bleeding. Medical journal and record, v. 131: 305, 1930.

Problems of otology. American medicine, v. 35: 430, 1929.

McAuliffe, G. W. Should we let chronic maxillary sinus disease pass us by?

Eye, ear, nose and throat monthly, v. 8: 123-127, April, 1929.

McCay, C. M. Influence of water temperature upon the growth and reproduction

of brook trout. C. M. McCay and others. Ecology, v. 11: 30, 1930.
Studies upon fish blood. New York State Conservation Department. Annual

report 18, 1928: Supplement.

The nutritional requirements and growth rates of brook trout. J. W. Titcomb

and others. American Fisheries Society. Transactions, v. 58: 205, 1928.
The effect of roughage upon growth. Society for Experimental Biology and

Medicine. Proceedings, v. 27: 209, 1929.
The Influence of a low-fat diet upon fat metabolism during lactation. L. A.

Maynard and C. M. McCay. Journal of Nutrition^ v. 2: 67, 1929.
Was Magendie the first student of vitamins? Science, v. 71: 315, 1930.

McClellan, W. S. A case of osteitis fibrosa cystica (osteomalacia?) with evidence
of hyperactivity of the parathyroid bodies. Metabolic study I. R. R. Hannon

and others. Journal of clinical investigation, v. 8: 215, 1930.

(Title same as above) Metabolic study III. W. S. McClellan and R. R.

Hannon. Journal of clinical investigation, v. 8: 249, 1930.

MacDaniels, L. H. Pollination studies with the Mcintosh apple in the Cham

plain Valley fruit district. L. H. MacDaniels and A. B. Burrell. American

Society for Horticultural Science. Proceedings, v. 26: 65-73, 1929.
Practical aspects of the pollination problem. New York State Horticultural

Society. Proceedings 75: 195-202, 1930.
- Pollination and other factors affecting the set of fruit, with special reference

to the apple. L. H. MacDaniels and A. J. Heinicke. Cornell University Agri

cultural Experiment Station. Bulletin 497, December, 1929.
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The Effect of dusting-sulfur upon the germination of the pollen and the set of
fruit of the apple. L. H. MacDaniels and J. R. Furr. Cornell University Agri
cultural Experiment Station. Bulletin 499. February, 1930.

Mann, A. R. Fourth annual report of the Dean of the New York State College of
Home Economics at Cornell University. Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell University,
1929. 56p.

Forty-Second annual report of the Dean of the New York State College of
Agriculture and the Agricultural Experiment Station at Cornell University;
2 pts. Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell University, 1929.
Report of the Dean of the New York State College of Agriculture, 1928-29.

Cornell University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix VIII. 1929.

Report of the New York State Agricultural Experiment Station, 1928-29.

Cornell University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix IX. 1929.

Report of the Dean of the New York State College of Home Economics,
1928-29. Cornell University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix X.

1929.

Mansfield, H. L. The lesions produced by the bacillus of Johne's disease in the
peritoneal cavity of the guinea pig. W. A. Hagan and H. L. Mansfield. Ameri

can Veterinary Medical Association. Journal, n. s., v. 29: 182, February, 1930.
A comparison of the agglutination and complement-fixation tests for the

detection of Brucella abortus infection. Alexander Zeissig and H. L. Mansfield.

American Veterinary Medical Association. Journal, n. s., v. 29: 211, February,
1930.

Contributions to the classification of bacteria. Otto Rahn and others.

Zentralblatt fiir Bakteriologie, Parasitenkunde und Infektionskrankheiten, II

Abteilung, Bd. 79: 338, 1929.

Marble, D. R. The non-linear relationship of egg weight and annual production.

Poultry science, v. 9: 257-265, 1930.

Marcham, F. G. The speaker's petition for free speech. 1604. English historical

review, v. 44: 453, 1929.

Reviews: Wingfield-Stratford. History of British civilization. Journal of

modern history, v. 1: 454, 1929; Terry. Judge Jenkins. St. Edmund Hall

magazine, p, 68, 1929; Kittredge. Witchcraft in old and NewEngland. Yale

review, v. 19: 190, 1929.

Marquardt, J. C. Improving the quality of cheddar cheese by pasteurizing the

milk. Food industries, v. 1, No. 7, April, 1929.
The effect of temperature upon the chemical, physical, and biological

properties of milk. Milk dealer, v. 18, No. 11, Aug., 1929.
Homogenization of cream for cream cheese making. Milk dealer, v. 19, No. 1,

Oct., 1929.
How milk is affected by filtration and clarification. Milk dealer, v. 19, No. 2,

Nov., 1929.
Better milk cooling equipment on the farm makes for better milk. A. C.

Dahlberg and J. C. Marquardt. Dairymen's League news, v. 13, No. 42, 1929.

Making cream cheese to a formula. Food industries, v. 2, No. 2, Feb., 1930.
- A new method of making cream cheese. Milk dealer, v. 19, No. 4, Jan., 1930.

Accuracy of milk and cream tests. Milk plant monthly, v. 19, No. 3, 1930.

The electric cooling of milk on the farm. J. C. Marquardt and A. C. Dahl

berg. New York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, N. Y. Bulletin

581, 1929.

Mason, C. W. Crystallography A new tool in the study ofmetals. Sibleyjournal

of engineering, v. 44: 12, 1930.

Handbook of chemical microscopy, vol. 1. E. M. Chamot and C. W. Mason.

New York, John Wiley and Sons, 1930. 474 p.

Monoarylguanidines, II. Benzoxazoleguanidine. G. B. L. Smith and others.

American Chemical Society . Journal, v. 51: 2522, 1929.
Azidodithiocarbonic acid, V. Alkyl and acyl derivatives. L. F. Audrieth

and others. American Chemical Society. Journal, v. 52: 1928, 1930.

Review: Belling. The use of the microscope. Journal of
physical chemistry,

v. 34: 1615-1616, July, 1930.

Abstractor. Chemical abstracts.
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Mason, J. F. Varia. French review, v. 3: 77-81, 139-148, 209-220, 292-296,
382-

386, 4p9-477, 1929-30.

Editor-in-chief. French review, 1927-30.

Review: Schaffer. Parnassus in France. Modern language notes, v. 45: 345-6,
May, 1930.

Massey, L. M. Fruit diseases of the past season. New York State Horticultural
Society. Proceedings, v. 75: 10-22, 1930.
Rose disease investigations, first progress report. L. M. Massey and L. J.

Meyer. American rose annual, v. 15: 75-79, 1930.

Matheson, Robert. Notes on a small collection of bat ecto-parasites. Parasitol

ogy, v. 20: 173-174, 1928.

The utilization of aquatic plants as aids in mosquito control. American

naturalist, v. 64: 56-86, 1930.

A handbook of the mosquitoes of North America. Springfield, 111. C. C.

Thomas, 1929. xvii, 274 p.

Further studies on Chara spp. and other aquatic plants in relation to mos

quito breeding. Robert Matheson and E. H. Hinman. American journal of
tropical medicine, v. 9: 249-266. 1929.

The vermilion spotted newt (Diemictylus viridescens Rafinesque) as an agent
in mosquito control. American journal of hygiene, v. 9,: 188-191, 1929.

A seasonal study of the plancton of a spring fed Chara pool versus that of a

temporary to semi-permanent woodland pool in relation to mosquito breeding.
American journal of hygiene, v. 9: 174-188, 1930.

Maynard, L. A. The influence of a low-fat diet upon fat metabolism during lacta
tion. L. A. Maynard and C. M. McCay. Journal of nutrition, v. 2: 67-81, 1929.
A diet for stock rats. Science, n. s., v. 71: 192-193, 1930.

- Influence of water temperature upon the growth and reproduction of brook

trout. C. M. McCay and others. Ecology, v. 11: 30-34, 1930.

Megathlin, G. R. Spodumene and autunite from Alstead, New Hampshire.

American mineralogist, v. 13: 578-579, Dec, 1928.
The Pegmatite dikes of the Gilsum Area, New Hampshire. Economic Geology,

v. 24: 163-181, Mar-Apr., 1929.

Melvin, B. L. Rural population, Tompkins and Schuyler Counties, New York,
1925. Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin 487, 1929.

Village service agencies, New York, 1925. Cornell University Agricultural

Experiment Station. Bulletin 493, 1929.
- Age and sex distribution in relation to rural behavior. American Sociological

Society. Publications, v. 23: 93-103, 1929.
Population types. . Sociology and social research, v. 44: 39-45, Sept.-Oct., 1929.
Sociological heterogeneity. Social forces, v. 8: 242-45, December, 1929.

Merritt, Ernest. Polarized fluorescence in liquids. Ernest Merritt and D. R.

Morey. Science, n. s., v. 70: 615-16, 1929.
- The suppression of fluorescence in concentrated solutions. Science, n. s., v. 71:

567-68, 1930.

Meserve, W. E. The measurement and recording of instantaneous light varia

tions by means of the photoelectric cell and stabilized oscilloscope. Illuminating
Engineering Society. Transactions, v. 24: 671-683, 1929.
The use of the photoelectric cell and stabilized oscilloscope in the measure

ment and recording of instantaneous light variations. Sibley journal of en

gineering, v. 44: 92-94, 1930.

Milks, H. J. Veterinary pharmacology, materia medica and therapeutics. 2d ed.

Chicago, Alexander Eger, 1930. 539P.

Small animal practise. H. J. Milks and twenty-five collaborators. Veterinary
medicine, v. 25, No. 4: 1-64, April, 1929.

7 Diseases of the perineum. CorneU veterinarian, v. 20: 138, April, 1930.

Misner, E. G. Income from crop and pasture land. American Society of Agron

omy. Journal, v. 21: 594-603, June, 1929.
A comparison of dairy and fruit farming in New York State, 1921-25.

E. G. Misner and J. C. Neethling. Farm economics, No. 64: 1225, February,
1930.
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Moore, C. B. Citizenship through education. New York, American Book Com

pany, 1929. 320p.

Rural social science. G. L. Lundquist and C. B. Moore. Boston, Ginn & Co.
1929. 483P.

Civic participation and the social process. Oregon educational journal, v. 4:
7, 1930.

The business and material side of classroom instruction. National Education
Association. Department of Superintendence. Official report 1930: 184.

Moore, V. A. Report of the Dean of the New York State Veterinary College,
1928-29. Cornell University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix VII.
1929.

Muenscher, W. C. Vegetation of the Niagara River and the eastern end of Lake
Erie. New York State Conservation Department. Eighteenth annual report, 1928:
Supplement: 189-197.

Butomus umbellatus in the Lake Champlain basin. Rhodora, v. 32: 19-20,
1930.

Poison ivy and poison sumac. Cornell extension bulletin 191: 111, 1930.

Poison ivy and sumac. Extension service news 12: 114, 1929.

Euphorbia Esula as a weed in New York State. Rhodora v. 32: 100-102, 1930.

Mundinger, F. G. Apple maggot and pear midge investigation. New York State
Horticultural Society. Proceedings of the seventy-fifth annual meeting, 1930:

168-171.

Murdock, C. C. Physics. American year book, 1929: 688-91.
Form of the x-ray diffraction bands for regular crystals of colloidal size.

Physical review, v. 35: 8-23, 1930.

Murray, Elsie. Color problems: The divergent outlook of physicist and psycholo

gist. American journal of psychology, v. 42: 117-127, Jan., 1930.
Psittacosis epidemics and pleomorphic protoplasm. Science, n. s., v. 71: 417-

18, April 18, 1930.

Review: Ladd-Franklin, Colour and colour theories. American journal oj

psychology, v. 41: 653-56, October, 1929.

Murray, M. J. Osmotic pressures of acetone solutions. Journal of physical chemis

try, v. 31, 896-920, 1929.

A laboratory manual of qualitative analysis. R. B. Corey and M. J. Murray.

Ithaca, N. Y., Cayuga Press, 1929, 71 p.

Nebel, B. R. Ueber einige obst kreuzungen aus dem jahre 1929 und zur cytologie

von Malus II. Der ziichter, v. 1: 209-217, 1929.

Needham, J. G. A key to the adults of Peping odonata. Peking Society of Natural
History. Bulletin, v. 3: 1-6, 1929.

The lake front at Stewart Park. Ithaca journal news, Sept. 5, 1929: 8.

Discussion of the evolution of the order odonata. Fourth International

Entomological Congress. Transactions, v. 2: 545, 1929.
Scientific names. Science, n. s., v. 71: 26-28, 1930.
The teaching of hydrobiology and aquiculture in American universities.

Science, n. s., v. 71: 265-266, 1930.

A guide to the study of fresh-water biology, illustrated revised edition.

J. G. and P. R. Needham. Springfield, 111., Chas. C. Thomas, 1930. 88p.

A dream of united China. West China missionary news, v. 31: 9-10, 1929.

Nichols, E. L. Ozone in luminescence. E. L. Nichols and F. G. Wick. National

Academy of Sciences. Proceedings, v. 16: 30-36, 1930.
Reversible oxidation in luminescence. Optical Society of America. Journal,

v. 20: 106-114, 1930.

Activators in cando-luminescence. E. L. Nichols and L. J. Boardman.

Optical Society ofAmerica. Journal, v. 20: 115130, 1930.

Niles, W. L. The relations of medical profession to the public. New York State

journal ofmedicine, v. 29: 1014-1019, Aug. 15, 1929.

Nonidez, J. F. Estudios sobre las g6nadas de la gallina VI. La homologia de los

tubos seminiferos y los cordones medula res del ovario. Real Sociedad Espanola

de Historia Natural. Memorias, v. 15: 131-142, 1929.
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Norris, L. C. .Effect of storage in finely divided feeds upon the stability of the

D vitamin of cod-liver oil. L. C. Norris and others. Cornell University Agri
cultural Experiment Station. Memoir 126, November, 1929.
Is the chief value of milk for feeding poultry due to the presence of a new

vitamin? L. C. Norris and others. Poultry science, v. 9: 133, January, 1930.

Northup, C. L. Better English habits. Alma Blount and C. L. Northup. 3 vols.

Chicago, Wheeler Publishing Co., 1927.
Teachers'

manual for Better English habits. 3 vols. Chicago, Wheeler

Publishing Co., 1927.

A report on the Middle English dictionary. Modern Language Assosiation of
America. Publications, v. 42: 30-42, March, 1927.
A bibliography of Phi Beta Kappa. New York, Elisha Parmele Press, 1928.

viii, [4], 328p.
In memoriam: Oliver Farrar Emerson. Modern Language Association of

America. Publications, v. 42: 831-2, December, 1927. This was reprinted with

his More Notes on Pearl and with a bibliography of his writings, 1928: pp. [ii],
32. The bibliography fills pp. 27-32. The bibliography in a revised and en

larged edition was reprinted in Emerson's Chaucer Essays and studies, Cleveland,
Western University Press, 1929, pp. 431-45.
The meaning of S.P. Harvard alumni bulletin, v. 30: 426, January 5, 1928.
A message from the president. Phi Beta Kappa key, v. 7: 3-7, October, 1928.
Stars and folkways. Athens, Ga., University of Georgia Press, 1928. I9p.

An early poem on Florida. C. S. Northup and E. L. Pennington. Florida

Historical Society quarterly, v. 7: 72-4, July, 1928.
Alumni education. Cornell daily sun, March 22, 1929: 6.

Some tendencies of American life. Sooner magazine, June, 1929: 289-91,

319-320.

The N M E D bulletin, No. 1, Feb. 9, 1929. 2p.

The Swarthmore honors plan. Phi Beta Kappa key, v. 7: 87-9, January, 1929.

King Arthur, the Christ and some others. Studies in English philology: a

miscellany in honor of Frederick Klaeber. Minneapolis, University of Minnesota.

1929: 300-19-

Common sense in education. Cornell contemporary, v. 1: 19, April 25, 1930.

Co-operating editor. Journal of English and Germanic philology, 1926-30;

Phi Beta Kappa key, 1926-30.
Joint editor. Cornell alumni news, 1926-30; Cornell studies in English,

1926-30.

Joint compiler. Annual bibliography of English language and literature, 1925.

Cambridge, Bowes & Bowes, 1926. iv, I56p.
- Editor. Representative Phi Beta Kappa orations. 2d series. New York,
Elisha Parmele Press, 1927. viii, 553p.

Reviews: Hetzler. Lines of thought. Phi Beta Kappa key, v. 6: 710, March,
1928; Studies in Shakespeare, Milton and Donne. Journal of English and

Germanic philology, v. 27: 93-96, January, 1928; A paradise of dainty devices,
edited by Rollins. Journal of English and Germanic philology, v. 27: 96-100,

January, 1928; Tatlock and Kennedy. A concordance to Chaucer. Journal of
English and Germanic philology, v. 27: 238-40, April, 1928;Aronstein. Englische
wortkunde. Journal of English and Germanic philology, v. 27: 393-96, July,
1928; St. Erkenwald, edited by Savage. Journal of English and Germanic

philology, v. 27: 402-07, July, 1928; Fehr. Englische prosa von 1880 bis zur

gegenwart. Journal ofEnglish and Germanic philology, v. 27: 407-08, July, 1928;
Die mittelenglische umdichtung von Boccaccios De claris mulieribus nebst

der lateinischen vorlage, herausgegeben von Schleich. Journal of English and

Germanic philology, v. 30: 134-5, January, 1930; Schanck. Die sozialpolitische

anschauungen Coleridges und sein einfluss auf Caflyle. Journal of English and

Germanic philology, v. 29: 137-8, January, 1930; Tolman. Falstaff and other

Shakespearean topics. Modern language notes, v. 43: 278-80, April, 1928;

MacKellar. The Latin poems of John Milton. Cornell alumni news, v. 32: 393,

May 15, 1930.

Also about 135 unsigned reviews in the CorneU alumni news, 1926-30.
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Ogden, R. M. Report of the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, 1928-29.
Cornell University. Official publication, v. 21, No. 4. Appendix III. 1929.

Reviews: Fletcher. Speech and hearing. American journal of psychology, v. 42:

323, 1930; Boring. A history of experimental psychology. Murchison. The
foundations of experimental psychology. Journal of general psychology, v. 3:

344, 1930.

O'Leary, P. M. The proposed fifth trunk line. Barron's weekly, v. 10, No. 1: 7,
1930.

An index of preferred stock prices. Barron's weekly, v. 10, No. 5: 5, 1930.

The course of preferred stock prices. Barron's weekly, v. 10, No. 11: 22, 1930.

O'Rourke, C. E. A review of the increases in bridge spans. Cornell civil engineer,
v. 38: 129, 1930.

"Cheops, he built a pyramid How?". Cornell civil engineer, v. 38: 196, 1930.

Design of steel structures. L. C. Urquhart and C. E. O'Rourke. New York,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1930. 500 p.

Palmer, Arthur. Chronic frontal sinusitis, with acute exacerbation. Laryngo

scope, v. 40: 112-114, February, 1930.

Palmer, E. L. Some major viewpoints in the teaching of elementary science.

Cornell rural school leaflet, v. 23, No. 1: 9-37, September, 1929.
Special methods in the teaching of elementary science and nature. Cornell

rural school leaflet, v. 23, No. 1: 38-91, September, 1929.
Throughout the year. Cornell rural school leaflet, v. 23, No. 2: 1-52, Novem

ber, 1929.
The sky at night. Cornell rural school leaflet, v. 23, No. 3: 1-48, January, 1930.
A test of science tests. Nature and science education review, v. 1: 182-184,

July, 1929.
Nature Magazine in the school. Nature and science education review, v. 1:

185-186, July, 1929.
Nature Magazine and six objectives of education. Nature and science educa

tion review, v. 2: 40-41, October, 1929.
Nature Magazine for October, November and December, [1929]. Nature

and science education review, v. 2: 89-90, January, 1930.
What current literature is telling us. Nature and science education review,

v. 2: 91-95, January, 1930.
Nature Magazine for January, February and March, [1930]. Nature and

science education review, v. 135-136, April, 1930.
Nature calendar, June, 1929. Nature magazine, v. 13: 361, 1929.

Nature calendar, July-November, 1929. Nature magazine, v. 14: 9, 73, 137,

201, 265, 1929.

Editor. Cornell rural school leaflet, vol. 23.
Editor. Nature and science education review, vol. 2.

also short reviews in Nature and science education review, v. 1, No. 4 and v. 2,

Nos. 1 and 3, 1929-30.

Papez, J. W. The brain of Helen H. Gardener (Alice Chenoweth Day). Ameri

can journal of physical anthropology, v. 11 : 29-88, 1927.

The effect of cutting the vestibular tracts in cats. Preliminary report.

Anatomical record, v. 38: 56, 1928.

Comparative neurology. New York. T. Y. Crowell Co., 1929. 540p.

The brain of Burt Green Wilder. Journal of comparative neurology, v. 47:

283-341. 1929.

Central acoustic tract in cat and man. Anatomical record, v. 42: 60, 1929.

Subthalamic terminus of brachium conjunctivum. (Abstract) Anatomical

record, v. 38: 56, 1928.
- Subdivisions of facial nucleus. Biological abstracts, v. 3: 298, No. 3234,

1929.

The brain of Helen H. Gardener. Biological abstracts, v. 3: 298, No. 3235,

1929.

- Formation of a central sulcus in the brain of the raccoon. J. W. Papez and

R. P. Hunter. Anatomical record, v. 42: 60, 1929.
- The effect of lesions of the superior colliculi on the light-discrimination habit

in the rat. Preliminary report. J. W. Papez and G. L. Freeman. Anatomical

record, v. 45: 276, 1930.
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Brains and the woman. New York Sunday World magazine, April 6, 1930: 14.
Science declares a woman's brain is as good as a man's. Guy Forshey and

J. W. Papez. St. Louis Post-Dispatch Sunday magazine supplementMay 4, 1930:

1 and 9.

The human brain. Part I: The brain is made of many parts. Eugenics, v. 3 .

210, June, 1930.
Superior olivary nucleus, its fiber connections. Archives of neurology and

psychiatry, v. 24: 1-20, July, 1930.
Abstract. Statistical study of the size of the striate (calcarine) areas of the

two sides of the human brain. J. W. Papez and H. Cohn. American Journal of
physical anthropology, v, 14: 87, 1930.

Papish, Jacob. Germanium. XXV. Arc spectrographic detection and estimation

of germanium. Occurrence of germanium in certain tin minerals. Enargite

as a possible source of germanium. Jacob Papish and others. American

Chemical Society. Journal, v. 49: 3028, 1927.
The detection of uranium by a photoluminescence test. Jacob Papish and

L. E. Hoag. National Academy of Sciences. Proceedings, v. 13: 726, 1927.
Composite yellow. Jacob Papish and F. E. Agel. Journal of physical

chemistry, v. 31: 1747, 1927.

New occurrences of germanium. I. Economic geology, v. 23: 660, 1928.
Gallium. I. Arc spectrographic detection and estimation of gallium. II.

Extraction of gallium from lepidolite. Jacob Papish and D. A. Holt. Journal

of physical chemistry, v. 32: 142, 1928.

Quantitative separation of iron from gallium by means of a-nitroso-/3-

naphthol. Jacob Papish and L. E. Hoag. American Chemical Society. Journal,
v. 50: 2118, 1928.

Occurrence of germanium in topaz. Science, n. s., v. 68: 350, 1928.
A note on the early history of papermaking. Paper trade journal, v. 86: 55,

1928.

- The inorganic constituents of milk. N. C. Wright and Jacob Papish. Science,
n. s., v. 69: 78, 1929.

New occurrences of germanium. II. The occurence of germanium in

silicate minerals. Economic geology, v. 24: 470, 1929.

Occurrence of germanium and arsenic in meteorites. Jacob Papish and

Zaida M. Hanford. Science n. s., v. 71: 269, 1930.

Pardee, H. E. B. Experiences in the management of pregnancy complicated by
heart disease. American journal of obstetrics and gynecology, v. 17: 225, 1929.

The occurrence of the coronary T-wave in rheumatic pericarditis. D. Porte
and H. E. B. Pardee. American heart journal, v. 4: 584, 1929.
Arteriosclerotic heart disease. Medical Society of New Jersey. Journal, v. 26:

527, July, 1929.
Treatment of arteriosclerotic heart disease. Medical Society of New Jersey.

Journal, v. 26: 630. August, 1929.
Abnormal electrocardiograms in patients with syphilitic aortitis. I. R. Juster

and H. E. B. Pardee. American heart journal, v. 5: 84, 1929.
- The importance of etiology in the diagnosis of heart disease. Medical clinics

of North America, v. 13: 649, 1929.
Distortion of the electrocardiogram by capacitance. American heart journal,

v. 5: 191, 1929.

Parrott, P. J. The rosy aphid in relation to spray practices in 1929. P. J. Parrott

and HughGlasgow. New York State Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin,

582, February, 1930.
The rosy aphid in relation to spray practices. P. J. Parrott and Hugh Glas

gow. Journal of economic entomology, v. 23: 182-184,
I93-

Present status of important spray practices. New York State Horticultural

Society. Proceedings of the 75th annual meeting, 1930:
23-26.

Patterson, R. H. The operative treatment for injured cartilages of the knee joint.

Annals of surgery, v. 91: 963-967, June, 1930.

Peabody, 6. E. More power to them. Country home, v. 54, No. 4: 10-11, 67-68,

April, 1930.
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Pederson, C. S. Control of spoilage in tomato products. C. S. Pederson and R. S.
Breed. Canning trade, v. 52, No. 9: 10-18, 1929.
The types of organisms found in spoiled tomato products. Zentralblatt filr

Bakteriologie, Parasitenkunde und Infektionskrankheiten. Abt. II, v. 80: 42-57
1930.

The fermentation of glucose, fructose, and arabinose by organisms from
spoiled tomato products. Zentralblatt fiir Bakteriologie, Parasitenkunde und

Infektionskrankheiten, Abt. II, v. 80: 218-224, I93-
The types of organisms found in tomato products. New York State Agricul

tural Experiment Station. Technical Bulletin No. 150, 1929.

The fermentation of glucose. New York State Agricultural Experiment
Station. Technical Bulletin No. 151, 1929.

Control of tomato spoilage. C. S. Pederson, and R. S. Breed. New York
State Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No. 57, 1929.

Phillips, E. F. Pchelovodstvo [Beekeeping], Moscow, 1930, 244 p. [Russian
translation of book published in 1928.]

Honeybees for the orchard. Cornell extension bulletin 190, 1930.

Bee culture in America. Encyclopedia Britannica, 14th edition, v. 3: 312-313,
1929.

The management of bees for pollination. New York State Horticultural
Society. Proceedings, 1930: 58, 202.
Bees for the orchard. Journal of economic entomology, v. 32: 218, 1930.

[Series of articles on honey], Gleanings in bee culture, v. 57: 362, 369, 438;

510; 570; 637; 700; 766, 1929; v.58 16, 82, 143, 1930; La France apicole, v. 37:

108, 127, 155, 172, 197, 218, 244, 1929. L'Abeille et Verable, v. 11: 71; 88, 104,
134, 1929; L'apicoltora italiana, v. 25: 203, 1929; Revue f'rancaise d'apiculture,
v. 31: 108; 127; 155; 172; 197; 218; 244, 1929; L'Apicoltore moderno, v. 20:

132, 1929; Revista de apicultura, v. 7: No. 73: 28; No. 74: 26, 1930.

The necessity of knowing about honey. Iowa State Apiarist. Annual report,
1928: 43.

Honey fermentation. Honey market news service, No. 276: 6, 1929.

Honey, nature's sweet. M. G. Phillips and W. H. Geisler, editors. Glimpses

into the world of science. New York, D. C. Heath and Co., 1929: p. 150.
- La fecondazione artificiale delle regine. L'Apicoltoremoderno, v. 20: 280, 1929.

Possibilities of breeding.
Beekeeper'

s gazette, v. 29: 62, 77, 1929.
Umele oplozov&ni maticek metodou Watsonovou, Vcela moravskd, v. 62: 149,

1929.

Quelques mots sur l'extracteur radial. La France apicole, v. 37: 132; Revue

francaise d'apiculture, v. 31: 132, 1929.

Definition of a commercial beekeeping region. Journal of economic entomology,
v. 22: 527, 1929.

International apiculture. Bee kingdom {Cairo), v. 1: 2, 1930.
Review: Uvarov. Insect nutrition and metabolism . Journal of economic

entomology, v. 22: 610, 1929; Science, n. s., v. 70: 168, 1929.

Pridham, A. M. S. Gladiolus nomenclature. Gladiolus review, v. 6, No. 1: 28,

January, 1929.
Gladiolus varieties. Gladiolus review, v. 6, No. 3: 109, March, 1929.
Gladiolus varieties. Gladiolus review, v. 6, No. 5: 198, May, 1929.
A panorama of the modern gladiolus. Gladiolus review, v. 6, No. 6: 234,

June, 1929.
-

Testing seedlings at Cornell. Gladiolus review, v. 6, No. 6: 236, June, 1929.
The gladiolus. Gladiolus review, v. 6, No. 8: 289, August, 1929.
The culture of the gladiolus as a greenhouse crop. Gladiolus review, v. 6, No. 9:

333, September, 1929.
The chosen few. Gladiolus revieiv, v. 6, No. 9: 340, September, 1929.
Fall management of gladiolus. Gladiolus review, v. 6, No. 11: 399, November,

1929.

Side lights on the New England show. Gladiolus review, v. 6, No. 11: 411*

November, 1929.
Side lights on the A. G. S. show. Gladiolus review, v. 6, No. 11: 412, November,

1929.
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Side lights on the Ohio show. Gladiolus review, v. 6, No. ii: 416, November,
1929.

Ramblings. British Gladiolus Society. Annual, 1930.
Gladiolus nomenclature. British Gladiolus Society. Annual, 1930.
Peers among the phloxes. Country life, v. 56, No. 4: 42-43, August, 1929.
Varieties. Gladiolus review, v. 7, No. 3: 107, March, 1930.
How does the gladiolus grow. Gladiolus review, v. 7, No. 4: 222, June, 1930.
Advance your flowering season. Gladiolus review, v. 7, No. 4: 224, June, 1930.
Glads of 1930. Gladiolus review, v. 7, No. 5: 256, July, 1930.
Gladiolus characteristics. New England Gladiolus Society. Yearbook, 1929.

- The gladiolus where bound. New England Gladiolus Society. Yearbook,
1930.

How does the gladiolus grow. Florists exchange, v. 73: 15, 1930.

How gladiolus flowers can advance the flowering season by a good ten days.

Florists exchange, v. 73: 17, 28A, 1930.

Some early flowering varieties of gladiolus. Florists exchange, v. 84, No. 2: 13,
May 10, 1930.

Rahn, Otto. Contributions to the classification of bacteria; I-IV. Zentralblatt fiir

Bakteriologie, Parasitenkunde und Infektionskrankheiten, II Abt. v. 78: 120,

1929.

Contributions to the classification of bacteria: V-VII. Zentralblatt fiir

Bakteriologie, Parasitenkunde und Infektionskrankheiten, II Abt. v. 79: 321-337,
1929.

- Contributions to the classification of bacteria. Otto Rahn and others.

VIII-X. Zentralblattfiir Bakteriologie, Parasitenkunde und Infektionskrankheiten

II. Abt. v. 79: 338-343, 1929-

The fermentometer : Journal of bacteriology, v. 18: 199-205, 1929.

The decreasing rate of fermentation: Journal of bacteriology, v. 18: 207-226,
1929.

The size of bacteria as the cause of the logarithmic order of death. Journal

of general physiology, v. 13: 179-205, 1929.

The non-logarithmic order of death of some bacteria; Journal of general

physiology, v. 13: 395~407, 1930.

Salt for curing cucumbers. Conner, v. 70: 40-42, 1930.

Randolph, F. H. A test of your knowledge of hotel planning. Hotel management,

v. 16: 206, 1929.
- How to remove the brackish taste from ice water. Hotel management, v. 16:

427, 1929.

How may the hotel reduce cost and waste m the engineering department.

Mid-West hotel reporter, v. 23: 5, 1929.

Ranum, Arthur. The groups belonging to a linear associative algebra. American

journal of mathematics, v. 49: 285-308, 1927.

Twisted curves classified as to their osculating and quasi-osculating spheres.

Annals of mathematics, v. 29: 445-458, 1928.

Spheres osculating a curve and quasi-osculating another curve. Mathe-

matische annalen, v. 101: 147-160, 1929.

The singular points of analytic space-curves. American Mathematical Society.

Transactions, v. 31: 145-163, 1929.
On spherical quasi-spherical curves. Annali di matematica, v. 7: 283-316,

1930.

Rasmussen, M. P. Prices of honey, bee supplies and farm wages. Farm eco

nomics, No. 60: 1147-1152, August, 1929.

Getting some farm relief for the beekeepers. Western farm life, v. 31: 4,

October 15, 1929.

The fall and winter potato market. California cultivator, v. 73, No. 19: 461,

477-478, November 9, 1929.

What will potatoes bring next winter? American agriculturist, v. 124, No. 19:

3, 7, 10-11, November 9, 1929.

The 1929 potato situation. Farm economics No. 62: 1193-1196, November,

1920.
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Some facts concerning the distribution of fruits and vegetables by whole

salers and jobbers in large terminal markets. CorneU University Agricultural
Experiment Station. Bulletin 494, October, 1929. .

American apples in English markets. American agriculturist, v. 125, No. 4:
1, 8-9, January 25, 1930.

How American fruits and vegetables are handled in England. California
cultivator, v. 74, No. 11: 309, March 15, 1930: and v. 74, No. 12: 344-345, 351
March 22, 1930.

Raynolds, J. A. Calcium perchromate : a new type of red perchromate. J. A. Ray-

nolds and J. H. Reedy. American Chemical Society. Journal, v. 52: 1851, 1930.
Raynor, M. W. How large should a state hospital be? Discussion of the desirable
size of state hospitals for the insane in the metropolitan area of New York
State. State Charities Aid Association. New York State Committee on Mental
Hygiene. Report 1929: 19-30.

Recknagel, A. B. Forestry. A. B. Recknagel and S. N. Spring. New York,
Alfred A. Knopf, 1929. 255. p.

The enrollment in forest schools in the United States and Canada. Journal

of forestry, v. 27: 995-996, 1929.
Development of the pulp and paper industry on the Pacific Coast. Journal

of forestry, v. 28: 95-96, 1930.
Forest taxation, the forest preserve and their relation to economic welfare.

Upstater, v. 2, No. 3: 19, 1930.
Timber federation plan. Timberman, v. 31, No. 7: 170 and 172, 1930.

Reviews: Monroy. Das holz. Journal offorestry, v. 28: 84-86, 1930.

Reed, H. L. Federal reserve policy from the spring of 1923 to the close of 1924.

Journal of political economy, v. 37: 400-429, August, 1929.
Recent federal reserve policy. Journal of political economy, v. 37: 249-284,

June, 1929.
Recent experience refutes classical doctrine of told-price relationship. An

nalist, v. 34: 1147-1148, December 13, 1929.

Numerous abstracts in Social science abstracts.

Reznikoff, Paul. Rectal administration of liver extract (cod). American Medical

Association. Journal, v. 93: 367, 1929.
Immature white blood cell counts in infectious diseases. American Medical

Association. Journal, v. 93: 963, 1929.

Rhodes, F. H. Inhibitors in the action of acid on steel. F. H. Rhodes and W. E.

Kuhn. Industrial and engineering chemistry, v. 21: 1066, 1929.

The plasticity of paint. F. H. Rhodes and J. H. Wells. Industrial and en

gineering chemistry, v. 21: 1273, 1929.
"

Paint and varnish production

v. 35; 16, 1930.

Comparative efficiencies of the components of creosote oil as preservatives

for timber. F. H. Rhodes and F. T. Gardner. Industrial and engineering

chemistry, v. 22: 167, 1930.

Separation of nickel and cobalt by means of hypochlorite. F. H. Rhodes

and H. J. Hosking. Industrial and engineering chemistry, analytical edition, v. 2:

164, 1930.
- Five United States patents numbers 1,746,676 to 1,746,680 inclusive,

issued under date of Feb. 11, 1930, each patent entitled "Chemical

Richardson, H. B. Tissue metabolism. I. The nature of phlorhizin diabetes.

Ephraim Shorr and others. Journal of biological chemistry, v. 86: 529, 1930.

Tissue metabolism. II. The respiratory quotient of normal and diabetic

tissue. H. B. Richardson and others. Journal of biological chemistry, v. 86:

551, 1930.

Ries, Heinrich. Report of committee on standard tests. American
Foundry-

men's Association. Transactions, v. 37: 552, 1929.

Economic geology, 6th ed., revised. New York, J. Wiley & Sons, Inc., I930>

843P-
.. . -

Editorial. The importance to geology of non-metallic specifications. Eco

nomic geology, v. 24: 440, 1929.

Righter, F. I. Working plan for experimental thinnings in shortleaf and loblolly

pines. L. I. Barrett and F. I. Righter. Journal of Forestry, v. 27: 782-803, 1929.
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P- 975-
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Commission. Harvard law review, v. 42: 610, 1929.
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Robinson, Richard. The paradox of American education. School and society, v. 31:

59-61, January 11, 1930.
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tion of shell-secretory glands. Biological bulletin, v. 56: 351, 1929.

Study of the heart beat of chick embryo. Poultry science, v. 8: 298, 1929.
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1929.
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chick embryo. Journal of experimental zoology, v. 54: 343, 1929.
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bulletin, v. 57: 300, 1929.
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,
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Ross, H. A. Some essential factors in clean milk production. Dairymen s League

Co-operative Association. Home Department [Magazine] 1929-30: 46.

Russell, W. L. Mental hygiene in preventive medicine. American Academy of
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First International Congress of Mental Hygiene. Transactions, May, 193-
.
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Sanderson, Dwight. Trends and problems in rural social and health work.
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-

Studies in rural leadership. Dwight Sanderson and R. W. Nafe. American

Sociological Society. Publications, v. 23: 163-175, 1929.

A sociological case study of farm families. Dwight Sanderson and R. G.

Foster. Family, v. 11: 107-114, June, 1930.
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The sociology of the family. Cornell University Agricultural Experiment
Station. Dept. of Rural Social Organization, Mimeograph Bulletin, No. i: Dec.
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Saunders, E.W. The serologic and etiologic specificity of the alpha streptococcus'

of gastric ulcer; a bacteriologic study. E. W. Saunders and M. A. Cooper.
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Schloss, O. M. Pathology of so-called "acute
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in infants. O. M. Schloss
and J. R. Wilson. American journal of diseases of children, v. 38: 227-240,
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Schoenthal, Ludwig. Renal rickets. Ludwig Schoenthal and Claude Burpee.
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Schroeder, L. C. The clinical diagnosis of nutrition. American Child Health
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a and /3 lactose in some milk products. H. C. Troy and P. F. Sharp. Journal

of dairy science, v. 13: 140-157, 1930.
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Editor. American Mathematical Society. Transactions, 1930.

Shorr, Ephraim. Tissue metabolism. 1. The nature of phlorhizin diabetes.
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Strawberries. New York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, N. Y.
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Filberts in western New York. Northern Nut Growers Association. Report,
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Stephenson, J. W. Spinal decompression in meningomyelitis. A. S. Taylor and
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-

Diathermy in the treatment ofmultiple sclerosis. Physical therapeutics, v. 44:
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- A few remarks on the deep pain sense in tabes dorsalis (locomotor ataxia).

American journal of syphilis, v. 11: 212-14, April, 1927.
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Diathermy in multiple sclerosis; report of progress. Physical therapeutics, v.
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Stevens, N. C. The thyroid and headache at the menopause. New England
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Modern language notes, v. 45: 151, 1930.

Sumner, J. B. Krystallisierte urease. J. B. Sumner and D. B. Hand. Die
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Sutton, J. E., jr. The treatment of varicose veins of the legs by chemicalmethods.
New York State journal ofmedicine, v. 29: 13191323, 1929.

Changes in the intrahepatic bile ducts following cholecystectomy. Annals

of surgery, v. 91: 65-72, 1930.
Changes in the intrahepatic bile ducts following cholecystectomy: An ex
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Switzer, F. G. Discussion. High dams, a symposium. American Society of

Civil Engineers, Proceedings, v. 56: 183-185, 1930.
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Floods. F. G. Switzer and H. G. Miller. Cornell University, Engineering
Experiment Station. Bulletin 13, Dec, 1929.

Taylor, C. F. Abstract: Effect of pressure in spraying potatoes with Bordeaux for

control of leaf hoppers and aphis. C. F. Taylor and F. M. Blodgett. Phyto
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The effect of an exclusive meat diet on the chemical constituents of trie blood.

Journal of biological chemistry, v. 83: 753, 1929.

Townsend, C. E. Introductory mechanical drawing. C. E. Townsend and S. F.

Cleary. Ithaca, N. Y., John Wiley & Sons, 1930. 302 p.
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Troy, H. C. a and /3 lactose in some milk products. H. C. Troy and P. F. Sharp.

Journal of dairy science, v. 13: 140, 1930.
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Tukey, H. B. Five
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Experiment Station. Bulletin 574, 1929.
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tion, and control surveys. Progress reports of the committees of the surveying
and mapping division. American Society of Civil Engineers. -Proceedings, v. 55:

1922-1923, September, 1929; Rappleye. Adjustment of traverse and stadia

traverses. American Society of Civil Engineers. Proceedings, v. 56: 847-849,
April, 1930.

Van Alstyne, L. M. Pollination of fruit trees. Richard Wellington and others.

New York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, N. Y. Bulletin, No.

577, 1929.

Vaughan, L. M. Abandoned farm areas in New York. Cornell University Agri

cultural Experiment Station. Bulletin 490, July, 1929.

Verman, L. C. A. vacuum tube voltage regulator for large power units. L. C.

Verman and H. J. Reich. Institute of Radio Engineers. Proceedings, v. 17: 2075,
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ments, v. 19: 243, 1929.

India's contribution to modern physics The Raman effect. Hindusthanee

student, v. 5: 8, March, 1929.

Wade, P. A. Tuberculous lymph nodes. American journal of surgery, v. 8:
330-
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Wagner, R. H. The text and editions of Wilson's Arte of rhetorique. Modern

language notes, v. 44: 421 , Nov., 1929.

Wilson and his sources. Quarterly journal of speech, v. 15: 525, Nov., 1929.
Reviews: Williamson. Speaking in public. Quarterly journal of speech, v. 15:

584, 1929; Campbell. Lectures on pulpit eloquence. Quarterly journal of speech,
v. 15: 592, 1929.

Walker, C. L. Treatment of dairy wastes. Sewage works journal, v. 2: 123-130,

January, 1930 and Cornell civil engineer, v. 38: 33-35, 47-48, November, 1929.

Ward, G. G. An annual medical audit for hospitals. American College of Surgeons.

Bulletin, July, 1927.
Cystocele and prolapsus uteri. Kelly, H. A. Gynecology, chapter 19, Neiv

York, D. Appleton & Co., 1928.

Rectocele enterocele, injury to the pelvic floor. Kelly, II . A. Gynecology,
chapter 20. New York, D. Appleton & Co., 1928.
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Vesicovaginal fistula. Lewis, Dean. Practice of surgery, vol. io: chapter 4.

Hagerstown, Md., W. F. Prior Co., Inc., 1928.
Radium statistics of carcinoma of the cervix uteri. G. G. Ward and L. K. P.

Farrar. American Medical Association. Journal, v. 91: 296-300, August 4, 1928.
Treatment of pelvic infections. Pennsylvania medical journal, v. 32: 63-69,
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Clinical results obtained with oxytocin and vasopressin, recently isolated

principles of pituitary extract. G. G. Ward and others. American journal of
obstetrics and gynecology, v. 16: 655-662, November, 1928.
Radium therapy of carcinoma of the cervix uteri. British medical journal,

v. 2: 607-609, October 6, 1928.
Radium therapy of carcinoma uteri. American journal of obstetrics and

gynecology, v. 17: 1-13, January, 1929.
Operative technic for the repair of rectocele and injury to the pelvic floor.

Surgery, gynecology and obstetrics, v. 48: 399-403, March, 1929.
Editor. Report of the scientific work of the Surgical Staff of the Woman's

Hospital of the State of New York, v. 6: 1925-28.

Waring, E. B. The behavior of young children, vols 1-2. E. B. Waring and

MargueriteWilker. New York, Chas. Scribner's Sons, 1929-30.

Weaver, P. J. Editor. Music supervisors journal, 1929-30.

Wehrle, L. P. The clover-leaf caterpillar (Olethreutes cespitana Hiibner) and the
clover-leaf tyer (Anchylopera angulifasciana Zeller). Cornell University
Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin, No. 489, June, 1929.

Wellington, Richard. Pollination of fruit trees. Richard Wellington and others.

New York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, N. Y. Bulletin, No.

577, 1929-

Geneva, a greenhouse cucumber that develops fruit without pollination.

L. R. Hawthorne and Richard Wellington. New York State Agricultural

Experiment Station, Geneva, N. Y. Bulletin, No. 580, 1930.
Vinifera or European grapes in New York. New York State Agricultural
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Pollination of pears and small fruits.- New York State Horticultural Society.
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Wells, A. E. Foundry sand testing and control. Sibley journal of engineering,
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A monographic study of
"

cercospora species of the world. Mycologia, v. 22:
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The terminology of phytopathology. International Congress of Plant Sciences.
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Whiteside, H. E. The American Law Institute's restatement of the law of con
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lersity Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin 491, 1929.

Wilgus, H. S. Effect of storage in finely divided feeds upon the stability of the

D vitamin of cod-liver oil. L. C. Norris and others. Cornell University
Agri-
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Wilker, Marguerite. The behavior of young children, vols. 1-2. E. B. Waring

and Marguerite Wilker. New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1929.
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Factors affecting color m sorghum sirup. J. J. Willaman and S. S. Easter.
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Storage of truck crops; the girasole, Helianthus tuberosus. H. P. Traub
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